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The behaviour of circularly polarized light propagating within complex
scattering media is investigated. The striking “memory effect” of this
form of polarization has previously displayed a significant dependence
on various medium properties, where this dependence remains to be
completely understood. Here, we derive a characteristic depolarization
scale for media consisting of spherical scattering particles which per-
mits any distribution in particle size, and refractive index. Through
both simulated, and experimental methods, we then investigate the re-
lationship of the derived depolarization scale to the measurable degree
of circular polarization of diffusely scattered light. This investigation
reveals evidence of a similarity relationship for the degree of circular
polarization, analogous to the well known similarity relationships of
the scalar radiative transport equation. Finally, we explore a number
of applications which leverage our findings, these include: An alter-
native approach towards forward modelling of the measurable degree
of circular polarization of light scattering from complex media; the
construction of optical phantom media with precisely controlled depo-
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Scattering of light is a physical process which permeates all areas of life, and science.
The redirection of ambient sources of visible light by this mechanism allows us to
observe objects around us, and in a manner that does not require physical contact.
While this ability to “see” may seem trivial in our day to day lives, we only have
to be placed in a dark room to become instantly aware of the enormous amount of
information our vision typically affords us. Yet, in scientific pursuits, observations of
scattered light are leveraged even more comprehensively to assess objects of interest.
This involves the analysis of additional information carried via properties of light
that are generally unseen to our eyes.
In the scientific pursuit detailed in this thesis, the property of light that we are
exploiting is its polarization, and our objects of interest are materials containing
dense collections of small particles. Understanding of the “transport” of light from
one region of a scattering medium to another, and the associated polarization trans-
formations that occur, falls near the foundation of disciplines such as astronomy,
meteorology, and climatology. In these fields, this knowledge can allow for the re-
mote acquisition of properties that include the size, shape, density, and orientation
of particles within a target medium [15, 31, 30]. In recent times, similar techniques
have been applied to the field of biological media, in the hopes of developing non-
invasive means of characterizing tissue structure and composition [6, 24, 36]. This
has significant potential for diagnostic roles [84]. While the findings presented in
this work may be applied in a number of the above mentioned disciplines, we focus
our attention, and our reference literature on studies carried out in the latter field
of biomedical optics.
The particular focus of this work is the depolarization of circularly polarized
light propagating within biological tissue, and other complex media. Depolarization
in the multiple scattering context arises due to the numerous possible pathways
through which photons can propagate, where the resulting superposition of this
light expresses conflicting polarization states to some degree. We focus on circular
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depolarization because this process has demonstrated significantly greater depen-
dence on the composition of media than for linear polarization, notably giving rise
in some cases to a remarkably slow decay rate, often referred to as “circular polar-
ization memory” [51, 94]. Describing the link between the composition of complex
tissue-like scattering media, and circular polarization memory, or lack thereof, will
be the main theme of this thesis.
The importance of understanding this behaviour can be divided into three dif-
ferent categories: Firstly, any imaging technique that relies on an observable polar-
ization signal from scattered light can only be effective where there exists a degree
of polarization greater than zero (or greater than measurement noise). Thus, being
aware of, or being able to predict the rate at which depolarization occurs in a given
medium is necessary in informing the limiting design of polarization based optical
imaging devices. Secondly, perhaps the most straight forward exploitation of the
polarized nature of light, is selective polarization based filtering, or “gating”, used
to improve visiblity and contrast of objects obscured by scattering environments, or
to control image depth [76, 37]. In this type of application, understanding depo-
larization for linear, elliptical, or circular polarization (which in general all behave
differently), can be of prime concern for selecting the most effective filtering meth-
ods [57, 58, 14, 41]. Thirdly, as with all other aspects involving the transport of
polarized light through scattering media, the specific rate at which depolarization
occurs is intricately linked to the medium properties [8, 45, 89]. Thus, observations
which characterize depolarization within a medium remotely, may provide informa-
tion that is not available via other means. In a biomedical context, this information
may be related to the size and arrangement of cellular building blocks in tissue, and
may also be sensitive to the microscopic changes in cellular morphology that are
associated with the onset of disease [63, 80].
These are the motivations for characterizing depolarization in such media. How-
ever, due to the complex nature of biological tissue, it is often necessary to first
investigate scattering within simplified materials, known as “optical phantoms”.
These phantom media (typically constructed using suspensions of polystyrene, or
silica spheres of a particular size) play a hugely important role in the development of
new imaging techniques [24, 1]. Primarily, they provide controlled and reproducible
scattering environments with which to evaluate models of light transport, test theo-
ries, and calibrate devices etc. [66]. The more closely that these media can replicate
the scattering conditions of real biological tissue, the better, and while phantoms
can be designed to replicate some aspects of scattering in tissue, performance is
often poor when comparing the transport of polarization properties of light. This
is particularly evident with regards to the exhibited levels of circular polarization
memory [73, 1, 3]. This discrepancy is not completely understood, but has been sug-
gested to be a result of a number of possible factors including differences in particle
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refractive index, the tight “packing” of particles in biological media, or distributions
in particle size [45, 73, 75, 22]. Towards describing this behaviour, in this work we
provide a model of depolarization in media consisting of arbitrary distributions of
scattering particles in both size, and refractive index, and we show how particle
size distribution could explain the differences observed between phantom media and
biological tissue. We then show how our findings can be immediately employed to
introduce a new class of improved phantom media, which can be designed to exhibit
precisely controlled depolarization properties, even replicating that of biological tis-
sue to a high degree of precision. We demonstrate that this can be achieved in a
reproducible manner, using materials that are already widespread in the field. Fur-
thermore, as we expect these new “hybrid phantoms” to open up a number of new
possibilities in polarized light scattering investigations, we demonstrate some of the
applications that can leverage their unique capabilities.
1.1 Thesis Format
This thesis is organized into three parts:
Part I: The remainder of the first part of this thesis is dedicated to outlin-
ing the definitions that will form the basis of this study. These include the
formalism for describing polarized light in homogeneous media, as well as arbitrary
polarization transformations (Chapter 2); scattering of polarized light by single
particles (Chapter 3); and the propagation, or “transport” of light involving
numerous scattering and absorption events (Chapter 4).
Part II: Here, we cover past investigations into the circular polarization
memory effect, and depolarization within complex media such as biological tissue.
We then detail our own efforts towards understanding the dynamics of circular
polarization memory. We first develop a Monte Carlo based model which simulates
the evolution of photons in a “polarization space”. From this model, we are lead
to derive a much simpler (and exact) relationship between the single scattering
behaviour of particles contained within a medium, and the characteristic rate of
circular depolarization in an unbounded medium. This derivation is also generalized
to the polydisperse regime, where we employ our findings to discuss the dynamics
of depolarization in media consisting of mixtures of particles that vary in size and
refractive index.
Part III: We then investigate the link between the fundamental depolariza-
tion scale we derive in Part II, and the observable spatial dependence of the
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Degree of Circular Polarization (DOCP) of light diffusely backscattered from
dense media. These investigations firstly consist of a Monte Carlo study, using
a modified third party algorithm that simulates light transport within a slab of
scattering material (Chapter 7). From these simulations, we find evidence of a
simple “similarity relationship” which suggests that the effect of a medium on the
measurable DOCP is well described by only a few bulk optical properties, one
of which is the depolarization scale derived in Part II. Secondly, in Chapter 8,
we introduce a novel method for constructing a new class of polystyrene based
optical phantom media, which possess multimodal particle size distributions, and
controlled depolarization properties. Using these “hybrid phantoms”, we then
demonstrate the ability to accurately control the observed circular polarization
memory, whilst simultaneously controlling the other bulk scattering and absorption
properties. Finally, after showing that the DOCP similarity relationships appear
to hold in polydisperse media, we then discuss (with demonstrations) a number of
applications which leverage these hybrid phantoms, and our findings in general.
These include (i) - A potential alternative approach towards forward modelling of
observable circular depolarization in polydisperse media. (ii) - The design of hybrid
phantoms to replicate depolarization measurements of complex media, including
biological samples of ovine kidney tissue. (iii) - The potential for recovery of the
particle size distribution of a medium in the inverse problem.
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As discussed in the introduction, an intrinsic property of light that we will be study-
ing in detail, is its polarization. To begin to scratch the surface of this subject, we
first need to establish a few fundamental properties, and definitions, that are em-
ployed throughout this thesis. In this work, we will heavily rely on the classical
wave description of light, and the results that emerge from Maxwell’s equations,
and the associated equation for time-harmonic oscillations within homogeneous me-





Here, E is the electric field, and µ, ε, are the permeability, and permittivity of the
medium, respectively. To introduce the concept of polarization, here we consider a
simple plane-wave solution of this equation, traveling in the êz direction, which can
be written as:
E = ~E0 exp [i(kz − ωt)] , (2.2)
where ~E0 is the complex electric field amplitude, k = 2πnm/λ is the wavenumber
in a medium of refractive index nm (for a wavelength, λ), and ω is the angular
frequency. The polarization of this plane wave is defined as the locus of the complex
amplitude vector, ~E0, as it oscillates within the plane perpendicular to the direction
of travel (the polarization plane). This locus will be either: Linear, oscillating back
and forth along a straight line at some orientation; circular, tracing out a perfect
circle; or elliptical (see Fig. 2.1 for some examples). Both circular, and elliptical
polarization states need an additional descriptor to identify which direction the
locus oscillates; having either left, or right handedness (or having either negative,
or positive helicity, respectively). Next, decomposing the amplitude vector into two
orthogonal components, ê‖, ê⊥, lying within the polarization plane, we can write:
~E0 = E‖ê‖ + E⊥ê⊥ , (2.3)
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where E‖, and E⊥, are the complex amplitudes along each of the basis directions,
which also carry their own phase, δ‖, and δ⊥, respectively. Separating the compo-
nents of ~E0 in this way leads to a compact notation for describing polarization; the
Jones formalism.
2.1 Jones Formalism
The Jones formalism (introduced by R. C. Jones, 1941, [39]) is a simplified repre-
sentation of polarized waves, and takes the complex amplitude from above, ~E0, and
forms a two-element column vector in terms of the orthogonal basis directions, ê‖,












where E0‖, E0⊥ are the peak amplitudes of each orthogonal polarization component.
Within the Jones formalism, any state of fully1 polarized light can be represented by
such a vector, and in turn, any arbitrary transformation into another fully polarized













where the matrix elements determine the nature of the transformation. This could
represent an optical element, such as a linear polarizer, or phase retarder (introduc-
ing a phase between the two orthogonal polarization components), or alternatively,
this matrix could represent the polarization transformation that occurs due to scat-
tering from a particle in some direction (which we will cover in Chapter 3). When it
comes to conducting measurements of light however, the complex electric field am-
plitude, ~E0, is not a directly observable property. Furthermore, in this formalism, a
state of polarization which is partially, or completely unpolarized (can only be partly
extinguished, or at most 50% extinguished by some arrangement of a linear polarizer
and quarter wave retarder, repectively) cannot be expressed. Depolarization of light
is of prime interest to this study, thus we require a more robust mathematical tool
for characterizing light, including it’s ability to be partially, or completely unpolar-
ized. This leads us to introduce an alternative, yet related formalism for defining
polarized light; the Stokes formalism.
1Fully polarized light is defined as a state of polarization that can be completely extinguished
by some combination of an ideal linear polarizing filter, and a quarter-wave retarder (an optical
element which induces a π/2 phase shift between two orthogonal polarization components).
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2.2 Stokes Formalism
Stokes formalism (introduced by G. G. Stokes, 1901, [82]) is a description of polar-
ized light that uses parameters which are derived from measurable field intensities.
The Stokes parameters are based on a series of measurements that can be carried out
using only a linear polarizing filter, a wave retarder, and a light intensity meter (see
Ch.2 of Ref [11]). By carrying out these measurements, one can identify the overall
intensity of the light source, I, the linear polarized components, characterized by
the parameters, Q, and U , as well as the circular polarized component, V . Together,
these four Stokes parameters are capable of representing any general state of polar-
ization (including partially, or completely unpolarized states), and can be arranged
to form a “Stokes Vector”, ~S, shown here with the relation of each component to

































where the angled brackets represent the time average of these quantities, and a star
denotes the complex conjugate. Each of the polarization components (Q, U , V )
can take any real value (positive or negative), so long as the following inequality is
satisfied: √
Q2 + U2 + V 2
I
≤ 1 . (2.7)
The left hand side of this equation is called the Degree of Polarization or “DOP”.
A fully polarized state will have a DOP equal to one, and a completely unpolar-
ized state will have a DOP of zero, whilst states of partial polarization have some












such that it can have positive or negative values, where these indicate the hand-
edness, or helicity of the circular polarized component. Conveniently, with Stokes
vectors the superposition of multiple incoherent2 sources of light traveling in the
2Two or more sources of light are said to be incoherent if their electric field oscillations are
entirely uncorrelated (having completely random instantaneous phase separations).
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Figure 2.1: Examples of different polarization states, and their corresponding locations on
the Poincaré Sphere. The diagram for each polarization state shows the locus of the complex
electric field amplitude vector, ~E0, within the polarization plane, with an orientation defined
such that the propagation vector, ~ez, is pointing out of the page.
same direction, each defined by their own stokes vector, ~Si, results in a state of





From this, it can be noted that in general, the addition of a number of light sources
having different fully polarized states, will result in a state that is only partially
polarized. This is an important aspect with regards to the process of depolarization.
Also, similar to the Jones formalism, any transformation of a state of polarization,
~Si, into another arbitrary state, ~Sf , can be represented by a transformation matrix.
This time, there are 16 elements in what is commonly called a “Mueller matrix”
(introduced by Hans Mueller, 1943, [60]), where we have:
~Sf = M ~Si . (2.11)
Here the Mueller matrix, M, can represent more general transformations than were
possible in the Jones formalism, such as optical elements that change the degree of
polarization.
Lastly, when dealing with measurements of polarized light, it is often desired to
visualize particular states, or changes between states. A useful means of achieving
this is through the Poincaré Sphere, where the state of polarization is presented in
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a three-dimensional space in terms of the Stokes polarization components, Q, U , V .
In this space, a single point represents a polarization state, and all possible states
are contained within a sphere of unit radius (using normalized Stokes vectors with
unit intensity). Fully polarized states occupy points on the sphere surface, while
partially polarized states lie within the sphere. Figure 2.1 shows a few examples
of fully polarized states, including the trace of the complex electric field amplitude
vector, ~E0, and the corresponding locations on the surface of the Poincaré sphere.
Here, right handed polarization states (states with positive helicity) occupy the
upper hemisphere, while left handed states occupy the lower hemisphere.
In this chapter, we have introduced the formalism necessary to describe the prop-
agation of polarized radiation through homogeneous media, as well as an arbitrary
transformation of the state of polarization. Now we move on to discussing the nature
of scattering by single particles.

Chapter 3
Scattering by Single Particles
In this chapter, we look to describe the interaction between an incident harmonic
wave and some small particle embedded within an otherwise homogeneous medium.
This could be a water droplet suspended in air for instance, an impurity in sea
water, or a blood cell surrounded by plasma. The incoming wave will be perturbed
by such an object if its index of refraction differs from that of the surrounding
medium. The electrical charges present in the particle will then oscillate in reaction
to the incident wave, creating their own internal electric field, and re-radiating some
of the incident energy outwards in the form of a complimentary scattered field Es
(see Fig. 3.1). A further exchange of energy can occur via absorption within the
particle. Not surprisingly, the form of the scattered field and the amount of energy
absorbed is dependent on the particular size, shape, and (complex) refractive index
of the object, as well as the wavenumber and polarization of the incident field.
Both the internal and the scattered fields must satisfy the vector wave equation,
Eq. (2.1), at all points inside and outside the particle respectively, and additionally
they must adhere to certain conditions at the particle surface (namely, continuous
tangential components of the electromagnetic field across the boundary [11]). In
reality, there are very few types of objects for which exact solutions of this scattered
field are known, as some level of particle symmetry is generally required to reduce
the complexity of the problem. We will first describe the general formalism used to
describe the scattering process, before specifying cases of interest where solutions
are available.
3.1 The Amplitude Scattering Matrix
Consider an incident plane harmonic wave traveling in the +êz direction Ei(z, t)
which encounters a particle located at the origin (see Fig. 3.1). The scattered
wave resulting from this interaction will in turn propagate outwards from the object
Es(~r, t). To describe this field at a particular position away from the particle ~r, we
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Figure 3.1: Scattering of an incident plane wave by an arbitrary particle
first designate the plane which contains both this radial vector, and the incident
wave direction êz as the scattering plane. As we showed in the previous chapter,
the complex amplitude vector of the incident plane wave can simply be decomposed
into two orthogonal components, both perpendicular to the direction of travel:
~Ei = E‖iê‖i + E⊥iê⊥i . (3.1)
Here we have chosen one basis direction to lie within the scattering plane, ê‖i, called
the parallel component, and the other basis direction perpendicular to the scattering
plane, denoted by ê⊥i. Similarly for Es, at comparatively large distances from the
origin, where near-field effects can be ignored, we can write the complex amplitude
vector as:
~Es = E‖sê‖s + E⊥sê⊥s , (3.2)
where we have chosen a separate pair of basis directions, ê‖s lying within, and
ê⊥s being perpendicular to the scattering plane, with both of these unit vectors
also being orthogonal to the new scattering direction, êr. With the basis vectors
defined, any arbitrary linear transformation of the incident field components into
the scattered field components can be represented through multiplication by a
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where the 2 × 2 matrix is referred to as the amplitude scattering matrix. Here, the
eik(r−z)
−ikr factor alters the initial plane wave form of Ei into the appropriate radial form
for Es, and again, k = 2πnb/λ is the wave number in the surrounding medium of
refractive index nb. The elements of the amplitude scattering matrix are dependent
on the properties of the specific particle, as well as both the scattering angle, θ,
and the azimuthal angle, φ. Equation 3.3 is capable of describing the scattered field
for any fully polarized incident wave, however, our only real hope of observing this
scattered light is again in the form of time averaged intensities, employing polarizing
elements and power meters. This leads us to the corresponding form of the scattering
matrix within the Stokes-Mueller formalism.
3.2 The Scattering Matrix
Akin to the introduction of Stokes parameters in Section 2.2, the representation of
the scattered field in terms of time averaged intensities gives us the advantage of
working with variables which directly relate to measurable quantities. The Jones
description of the scattered field and the amplitude scattering matrix are again
limited in that there is no way to describe scattering by an incident unpolarized,
or partially polarized wave. However, the derivation of the scattering matrix in the
Stokes-Mueller formalism comes directly from the complex elements of the amplitude
scattering matrix described above. Using a power meter, a measurement of the
scattered field in a particular direction, êr, will be proportional to the flux of energy
incident on the detector surface. This measurement will be averaged over a length
of time much greater than the period of oscillation. Thus, using the output of this
power meter and a set of polarizing optics we can characterize the Stokes vector of



































Here we have assumed that we record no flux of energy due to the un-scattered
incident field, which is true for detection of collimated light in all directions
except for the near forward direction (θ ≈ 0). From these relations, and from the
amplitude scattering matrix, we can derive a 16-element scattering matrix Ms for
the transformation of an incident Stokes vector ~Si, into a scattered Stokes vector ~Ss:








S11 S12 S13 S14
S21 S22 S23 S24
S31 S32 S33 S34








The direct relation between the elements of the scattering matrix and the elements
of the amplitude scattering matrix are given in Chapter 3 of Ref. [11]. Each of these
16-elements are dependent on the particle properties, including in general the shape,
size, refractive index, orientation, and additionally on the scattering angle θ and the
scattering azimuth φ. In this formalism, scattering of an incident unpolarized wave
can now be described meaningfully, and it becomes apparent that in general this
scattered light will be polarized to some degree. The particular state and degree of
polarization in this case will be determined by the elements S11, S21, S31, and S41.
Furthermore, it is important to note that scattering of fully polarized light into any
particular direction êr will not reduce the degree of polarization, however scattering
by a collection of particles can, as we shall discuss in future chapters.
3.3 Lorenz-Mie Theory
One heavily studied particle type for which solutions to the scattering problem
are attainable, is that of an arbitrarily sized sphere surrounded by a homogeneous
medium. The solutions and supporting theory of this class of scattering problem
are referred to as Lorenz-Mie Theory, or commonly just “Mie Theory”, after one of
the earliest applications of Maxwell’s equations towards understanding the observed
behavior of scattered light from colloidal gold spheres (see the translated work [56],
Gustav Mie, 1908). As outlined in the previous sections, expressing the incident
and scattered fields in the form of equations (3.1) and (3.2) allow the scattering
process to be represented by the amplitude scattering matrix, and subsequently, by
the scattering matrix in the Stokes-Mueller formalism. In Mie theory, the size and
refractive index of the sphere are known, as well as the incident field Ei, it then
remains to find the scattered field Es. The solution of Es, which must satisfy the
vector wave equation, becomes considerably easier to find when the particle has
such high levels of symmetry as a sphere. In short, the strategy involves employing
the use of scalar generating functions, which satisfy the scalar wave equation in
spherical polar coordinates. These functions, once attained, can be used to construct
a complete and orthogonal set of vector spherical harmonics, which can then be used
in an infinite series to produce any possible solution. The task thereupon reduces to
finding the so called Mie coefficients, an, and bn, which dictate the contributions of
each harmonic to the uniquely determined field, Es. This is achieved by imposing
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the required conditions on both the internal and external field at the boundary
between the interior, and exterior of the sphere. A very thorough account of this
entire process is given in Chapter 4 of Ref. [11], but for now, we will summarize the
resulting form of the scattering matrices and matrix elements, in order to gain some
understanding of scattering by spherical particles.
The amplitude scattering matrix for spherical particles, following the steps above,
can be found to be diagonal, leaving only two non-zero matrix elements S1, and
S2. The transformation of the incident field components into the scattered field



























[anτn(θ) + bnπn(θ)] . (3.8)
Here, an, and bn are the aforementioned Mie coefficients, and τn, πn are angular
functions. The explicit expressions for these Mie coefficients, and angular functions,
can be found in Ref. [11], and additionally, various MATLAB codes for calculating
these quantities can be found in Appendix B. The Mie coefficients are dependent








where a is the sphere radius, ns is the sphere refractive index, nb is the refractive
index of the background medium (both of which may be complex), and λ is the
wavelength in vacuum. Both series above can be approximated well by only including
terms up to a value of nmax
1. Following from the form of the amplitude scattering
matrix, the scattering matrix for spherical particles in the Stokes-Mueller formalism,







S11(θ) S12(θ) 0 0
S12(θ) S11(θ) 0 0
0 0 S33(θ) S34(θ)








1nmax is commonly chosen to be ≈ 2 + X + 4X
1
3 where X is the sphere size parameter, see
Ref. [52]
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where it follows that the relation to the two elements of the amplitude scattering
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1 − S2S∗1) .
(3.11)
While the symmetry of the sphere permits no dependence of the scattering matrix
elements on the scattering azimuth φ (rotating the sphere has no effect), it is im-
portant to reiterate that the scattering plane, and thus the stokes vectors relative
to some predefined reference axis, do depend on this angle. For an incident stokes
vector previously defined relative to some arbitrary axes êx, êy, a rotation into the
basis of the scattering plane is required before calculating the results. The rotation
from the Stokes vector of the original basis ~Sx,y, to that relative to the scattering
plane ~S‖,⊥ can be performed by the operation ~S‖,⊥ = Mrot(φ)~Sx,y where:
Mrot(φ) =

1 0 0 0
0 cos 2φ sin 2φ 0
0 −sin 2φ cos 2φ 0
0 0 0 1
 . (3.12)
Before discussing the polarization of the scattered field let us turn our attention
to the redistribution of the incident intensity. If we are considering a particular
incident polarization state, with a predefined orientation, the intensity measured by




(S11(θ)Ii + S12(θ) [Qicos 2φ+ Uisin 2φ]) , (3.13)
thus, the angular redistribution of energy via the scattering process is indeed de-
pendent on the incident polarization state. A commonly used description of the
scattering pattern is that of the normalized scattering phase function, p(θ, φ), rep-
resenting the fraction of the total light scattered by the particle into the unit solid






where the normalization is such that
∫
4π
p(θ, φ) dΩ = 1, and dΩ = sinθ dθ dφ. The
ratio of the total scattered power (of light scattered into all directions) over the
incident intensity, is given by the scattering cross section, σs, which has units of






S11(θ) dΩ . (3.15)
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This expression highlights that the total scattered intensity is independent of the
incident polarization state for spherical particles, and as a result, this cross section






(2n+ 1)(|an|2 + |bn|2) . (3.16)
The total amount of energy removed from an incident wave by a particle is a result of
both the scattering process, and absorption within the particle. This combined loss
of energy is referred to as ‘extinction’ of the initial light source, and is characterized
by the extinction cross section σe, which can be determined from the forward scat-
tering amplitude. This is a result of the optical theorem [85], where the extinction
cross section can be interpreted as the area of an opaque obstruction on a detector
surface that would result in the same reduction of the measured intensity in the






(2n+ 1) Re [S1(0
◦)] . (3.17)
Here we have taken the real component of the amplitude scattering element S1,
although we could have used either of the elements as they are both equivalent in
the exact forward direction S1(0
◦) = S2(0
◦). The absorption of a particle is dictated





amount of energy removed from the incident field by the absorption process alone
is given by the absorption cross section σa, which will be non-zero if n
′′
s is non-zero.
The absorption cross section can be found from the relation:
σe = σs + σa . (3.18)
Through these cross sections, we now have expressions for the amount of energy
removed from the incident field due to each respective process. We also have an
expression for the angular distribution of scattered energy via the normalized scat-
tering phase function p(θ, φ), from Eq. (3.14).
From the form of the scattering matrix (3.10) it is also possible to make some
generalizations about the scattered polarization. Scattering of completely unpolar-
ized light for instance will acquire a degree of polarization equal to S12(θ)
S11(θ)
, with the
scattered state being partially linearly polarized either parallel, or perpendicular to
the scattering plane depending on the sign. This confirms that as is the case with
particles of arbitrary shape, scattering of unpolarized light by spherical particles is
also in general a polarizing process. Additionally, generalizations can be made for
the case where the incident light is fully polarized. Linearly polarized light oriented
at some oblique angle to the scattering plane will in general scatter into an ellip-
tically polarized state. Conversely, if the polarization is oriented either parallel, or
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perpendicular the scattering plane, the scattered polarization will also be linearly
polarized in the same plane. These are some of the properties of scattered polar-
ization that apply to any arbitrary sphere. We now look to some specific examples
to demonstrate the behavior of the phase function, scattering cross section, and
scattered polarization as the properties of the sphere are changed.
3.3.1 Small Sphere Limit
With spherical particles much smaller than the wavelength of incident radiation
(a << λ), Mie theory is in agreement with the well known Rayleigh scattering
model, where the scattered field is similar to that of an oscillating electric dipole.
Scattering by an incident linearly polarized state for instance, can be simply visual-
ized by considering the projection of an induced electric dipole onto a plane which
is perpendicular to the new scattering direction (the new polarization plane). Fig-
ure 3.2 shows a polar plot of the scattering phase function, as well as a linear plot for
three different incident polarization states, all normalized to the forward direction
θ = 0◦. In the case of linear polarization aligned parallel to the scattering plane,
the scattered intensity varies between a maximum in the forward and backward di-
rections, and a minimum of zero when scattering at right angles. If the incident
polarization axis is aligned perpendicular to the scattering plane, then the scattered
intensity is isotropic over all θ. For incident unpolarized light, the scattered intensity
is again identical in forward and reverse directions, but scattering at right angles
reduces the scattered intensity to half of the maximum. This is simply because half
of the randomly oriented components of unpolarized light do not scatter into the
angle θ = 90◦, at any given azimuth. Provided that the condition X << 1 holds, a
change in size of the sphere does not alter this scattering pattern shown above2, and
for all input polarization states, the angular dependence of the scattered intensity
is symmetric with respect to the forward and backwards directions. For incident
unpolarized light, scattering by a Rayleigh particle will also result in an outgoing
state which is partially linearly polarized with an orientation perpendicular to the





Additionally, going against the generalizations made at the end of the last section,
the special case of scattering by Rayleigh particles will not induce any phase shift
between two orthogonal polarization components under scattering. Thus, scattering
of incident linear and unpolarized light is not able to result in elliptically, or circularly
polarized light at any scattering angles.
2In fact the particle need not be spherical, as long as this condition holds.










Figure 3.2: (a) - Angular plot, (b) - Linear plot of the scattering phase function for a small
sphere normalized to the exact forward direction (θ = 0◦). (Dot-dashed red) - 100% Linear
polarized light polarized perpendicular to the scattering plane. (Solid blue) - 100% Linear
polarized light polarized parallel to the scattering plane. (Dashed green) - Unpolarized light.
With respect to the total amount of incident intensity scattered by a small par-
ticle, there is a significant change in this value as the size parameter is varied. The
scattering cross section can be found from equation (3.16), and under the assump-






∣∣∣∣m2 − 1m2 + 2
∣∣∣∣2 . (3.20)
The λ−4 dependence of the scattering cross section is another important feature of
Rayleigh scattering, and one that explains many effects involving scattering by very
small particles, such as the blue colour of the sky. When quoting the fourth power de-
pendence on the wavelength in general however, one must consider dispersive effects
(wavelength dependence of refractive index) within the particular composition of the
scattering material, as the
∣∣∣m2−1m2+2∣∣∣2 has an implicit dependence on the wavelength,
and may also vary strongly over a wide wavelength range. Alternatively, if one were
to consider illumination by a purely monochromatic light source, Eq. (3.20) makes
it clear that a small increase in particle size in this regime significantly increases the
total amount of light scattered.
3.3.2 Scattering by Larger Spheres
Spheres of a size comparable to the incident wavelength scatter light very differently
when compared to their smaller counterparts. With such particle sizes, the incident
















Figure 3.3: Phase functions for larger particles. (a) - Angular plot of X = 1.0 , m = 1.2
particle, (b) - Linear plot of X = 1.0 , m = 1.2 particle. (c) - Angular plot of X = 10
, m = 1.2 particle, (d) - Log plot of X = 10 , m = 1.2 particle. All plots normalized to
the forward direction (θ = 0◦). (Dot-dashed red) - 100% Linear polarized light polarized
perpendicular to the scattering plane. (Solid blue) - 100% Linear polarized light polarized
parallel to the scattering plane. (Dashed green) - Unpolarized light.
field begins to vary appreciably over the extent of the particle at any one time. This
results in the generation of more complex internal electric field modes, and the scat-
tered field becomes equally as complex in order to satisfy the boundary conditions at
the particle surface. In this regime of particle sizes (commonly referred to as the Mie
regime), one of the most distinctive qualities of the scattered field, is that the inten-
sity is no longer distributed symmetrically in the forward and backward directions.
The origin of this asymmetry can be grasped by approximating the particle as a col-
lection of spatially separated dipoles (as in the discrete dipole approximation), with
interference between these sources, and the external field being mostly constructive
in the forward direction. Alternatively, taking the particle size to the extreme case,
the asymmetry of scattering can be more simply pictured by considering the prop-
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agation of rays through a large sphere (geometrical optics regime), such as visible
wavelength radiation propagating through a large water droplet. Figure 3.3 displays
the scattering phase functions for a sphere of size parameter X = 1.0, as well as for
a significantly larger particle with size parameter X = 10. For even the moderately
sized sphere of X = 1.0, scattering in the near-forward direction is favoured over all
other directions. This asymmetry can be seen to increase significantly in the case of
an X = 10 sphere. On the angular plot of Fig. 3.3(c), the scattering pattern is very
similar for all incident polarization types, and no noticeable intensity is directed
in the backwards direction. To analyze the minor contributions of the scattering
phase function at large scattering angles for this particle, we are required to plot the
intensity on a log scale, see Fig. 3.3(d). Here we see a detailed fine structure in the
angular distribution of scattered light, with the minima for incident parallel polar-
ization even occurring at non-right angles. In order to characterize the asymmetry
present in the angular distribution of scattered light from a particle, a conveniently
chosen parameter is the scattering asymmetry factor, g (also commonly called the
scattering anisotropy factor). This parameter is defined as the first order angu-
lar moment of the normalized scattering phase function, in terms of the variable,
µ = cos θ. More simply put, it is the average cosine of the scattering angle, θ:
g = 〈cos θ〉 =
∫
4π
p(θ, φ) cos θ dΩ , (3.21)
where p(θ, φ) is the normalized scattering phase function defined in Eq. (3.14). This
parameter is useful in many instances, for example, characterizing the radiation
pressure exerted on a particle, as the rate of momentum transfer due to elastic
scattering into all angles is proportional to (1− g). This factor (1− g) also emerges
when considering scattering of light by multiple particles in succession, which we will
later discuss. In the case of spherical particles, the scattering asymmetry parameter,
g, is independent of the state of incident polarization, while the same can not in
general be said for non-spherical particles, which may also depend on orientation.
For spherical particles, the asymmetry parameter can also be found directly from


















A value of g = 0 represents perfectly symmetric scattering in the forward and
backwards directions, such as small Rayleigh scatterers. Values of g ∼ 1 represent
highly asymmetric forward scattering, as seen with the example of the X = 10
sphere in Fig. 3.3(c), which had an asymmetry of g = 0.93. The particular value of
g displays a complicated relationship with the sphere size parameterX and refractive
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Figure 3.4: Scattering asymmetry, g, as a function of size parameter for different relative
refractive index ratios. m = 1.1 (dot-dashed red). m = 1.2 (dashed blue). m = 1.5 (solid
green).
index ratio m, as shown in Fig. 3.4. Starting with small Rayleigh particles (X << 1),
the asymmetry can be said to increase with size parameter up to a certain point
which is largely dependent on the refractive index. After this point however, it’s
value oscillates on both large and small scales with respect to X.
As mentioned in Chapter 1, of particular focus in this study is the behaviour
of incident circularly, or elliptically polarized light under the process of scattering.
Figure 3.5 shows the resulting scattered degree of circular polarization, Vs/Is, for
both a small Rayleigh sphere, and a larger Mie sphere, which have been illuminated
by a plane wave of 100% right circularly polarized light. These results can be found
via Eq 3.10, and with the help of the MATLAB codes provided in Appendix B.
The scattered degree of circular polarization here is plotted against the cosine of
the scattering angle, cos θ. For Rayleigh scatterers, a flip in helicity, or handedness
(sign of Vs), occurs at all scattering angles greater than 90
◦, with −1 < cos θ <
0. This result is identical to what would be expected from specular reflection at
a smooth surface, such as a metallic mirror. Similar to the case of unpolarized
light incident on a Rayleigh scatterer shown earlier, one of the linear components
of circular polarization will not contribute to scattering in the direction θ = 90◦,
resulting in an intensity reduction of half, and a linearly polarized state (with V = 0)
at cos θ = 0. With larger Mie scatterers, the scattered state of polarization takes on
a much more complicated form as a function of the scattering angle. In this regime,
spheres support higher order internal field modes, resulting in a complex angular
fine structure of all scattered Stokes components. The incident helicity is however
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Figure 3.5: Angular dependence of the scattered degree of circular polarization from an
incident right circularly polarized wave, (a) - Small Rayleigh sphere size parameter X = 0.01,
and refractive index ratio m = 1.2. (b) - Large Mie sphere with X = 30, and a refractive
index ratio also m = 1.2.
generally maintained in the near forward direction, which for large particles, due
to the asymmetric distribution of intensity, is where most of the scattered light
is directed. Some interesting states emerge at large angles, as seen in Fig. 3.5,
albeit at typically low intensities relative to the forward direction. For instance, the
initial right handed circular polarized state is transformed into an almost perfect left
handed circular polarization at a scattering angle of θ ≈ 92◦, with cos θ = −0.03.
This pattern varies greatly as a function of size parameter, and refractive index of
the particle, and contributes to some particularly remarkable behaviour or circularly
polarized light which is permitted to scatter from numerous particles in succession,
as we shall discuss in future chapters.
3.4 Summary
In summary, scattering by spherical particles can have a significant effect on the
polarization of an incident wavefront. In the small sphere limit, where the external
field is effectively uniform over the extent of the particle, scattering is symmetric
in the forward and backwards directions, with no fine structure to the scattering
pattern. Here, the change in polarization can be visualized as a simple projection of
the field amplitudes onto the new polarization plane, with no relative phase shifts
arising between field components. The total amount of light scattered by small par-
ticles, given by the scattering cross section, Eq. (3.20), is seen to have a 6th power
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dependence on the sphere radius σs ∝ a6, at a given wavelength. Larger spheres
in the Mie regime are often characterized by asymmetric scattering with most of
the scattered intensity favouring the near forward direction. The transformation
of polarization by scattering in this regime displays a complex dependence on the
sphere size parameter X, refractive index ratio m, scattering angle θ, and the inci-
dent polarization state. In the Mie regime, the scattering cross section also has a
fine structure as a function of size parameter, but in general over a large range can
be shown from Eq. (3.16) to follow a square law, σs ∝ X2, at a given wavelength.
Mie theory is used extensively in many fields including meteorology, astronomy,
atmospheric physics, and biomedical optics. While the behaviour of non-spherical
particles can not be expected to be comprehensively treated by the application of
Mie theory, under many conditions it offers a powerful first approximation, and we
will make use of it throughout this thesis. However, we will be careful to measure
ourselves when employing this model in the investigating of scattering by biological
media. Further discussion as to this extension will be covered in later chapters.
Chapter 4
Scattering by Multiple Particles
In the previous chapter we discussed the nature of light and its interaction with
matter on a microscopic scale. We focused on the formalism used to describe the in-
coming and outgoing intensity and polarization from single scattering events. In the
case of scattering by a single spherical particle, Mie theory now gives us the ability
to comprehensively describe the field in all directions given that we already know
the diameter of the sphere, its refractive index, the incident polarization state, and
the wavenumber in the surrounding medium. With such a complete understanding,
the inverse problem of calculating these physical parameters from measurements of
the scattered field certainly seems achievable, and indeed this problem is of great
interest to meteorlogists, astronomers, and biologists to name a few. In principal,
a unique solution can be obtained from a precise description of both independent
scattering amplitudes S1(θ), and S2(θ) in all directions [48]. However, even with
ideal equipment this would not be a straight forward process, and more often it
is the case that a direct inversion will be too difficult to achieve. Typical experi-
ments for instance may only characterize the scattered field over a small range of
directions, possibly only recovering a scalar representation if polarization is ignored.
As a result, the inverse problem is generally ill-posed and unable to provide unique
solutions [78]. Nevertheless, comparing measurements to those predicted for a range
of sphere properties can greatly narrow down the range of possible solutions, par-
ticularly if some information is already known, such as the internal refractive index.
To add to the difficulty of the inverse problem, the particles that we wish to
characterize may not be readily available for observation in singular form. A meteo-
rologist is well aware that raindrops rarely fall one at a time, and certainly within the
framework of classifying biological media, samples that we illuminate with a light
source will almost always consist of many cells (which contain various sub-cellular
components) and other connective tissues. Since the advent of the laser it has in
fact been possible to study scattering by individual particles at optical wavelengths
using Mie theory, or approximate diffraction theory techniques (see laser diffractom-
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etry [49], and flow cytometry [16]). More commonly however, we occupy ourselves
with the task of observing light scattered from collections of particles in situ, where
the influence of neighboring matter cannot be ignored. If in particular we wish to
work towards remote and non-invasive methods of classifying scattering media, this
is the path we must take. Still, the knowledge of scattering by single particles plays
a large role in modelling this behaviour, and the tools obtained in the previous chap-
ter will now be applied to help achieve an underlying requirement of this study; a
useful description of light propagation through complex inhomogeneous media.
4.1 A Collection of Particles
When more than one particle is present and influenced by an incident light source,
describing the state of light reaching a detector requires careful consideration of each
interaction. For the single particle case, we applied a direct analytical approach de-
rived from Maxwell’s equations of electromagnetism, where both the incident field
and the boundary conditions between the object and background medium deter-
mined the scattered field. However, this method becomes more difficult in the
multiple particle case due to the fact that each object is electromagnetically coupled
to all others nearby. The scattered field from one particle for instance, will combine
with the initial incident field to determine the scattered field of a second particle,
which in turn alters the field incident on the first particle, and so on. Such direct
analytic solutions have been sought previously [35], however the difficulty of the
problem often restricts the use of these methods. Thus, a more heuristic approach
is commonly taken, where the propagation of light is treated as the movement of
what we will refer to as1 “photons”. In this picture, we consider our photons to
move like particles in a pseudo-random walk within a medium, where for example
the intensity of a plane wave scattering into a particular direction by an object,
is instead represented by an equivalent probability that an incoming photon will
scatter into that direction. Furthermore, although the polarization of an individual
photon is not strictly a realistic measurable property, we consider each photon to
have a well defined polarization state characterized by a Stokes vector, with the final
measurable state of polarization being a result of the incoherent addition of many
such photons. This description is common in the field of radiative transport as both
a conceptual, and modelling tool, and allows for the employment of stochastic ap-
proaches such as Monte Carlo methods (further discussion in Sec. 4.5, and Chap. 5),
which are also widespread [68, 24]. The assumption of incoherence is valid when the
scattering centers are uncorrelated over a measurement period, such as scattering
1This term will be used throughout this work for convenience, although the rigorous definition
of a photon may be violated in some cases here, consider this as a descriptive tool.







Figure 4.1: Scattering induced by the uniform illumination of a finite slab of particles.
from liquid suspensions, or in cases of static samples where the observed speckle size
is much smaller than the “pixel size” of a detector. It is also generally assumed in
this case that the separation distance between scattering particles in a medium is
large enough such that a spherical scattered wave may be approximated as planar
at the location of a neighboring particle.
Suppose we have a collection of particles contained within an imaginary volume
or slab (where for now we treat the background medium as a vacuum), which is
uniformly illuminated by an external light source (see Fig. 4.1). For a detector
placed at a distance on the opposite side of the slab, receiving light in the exact
forward direction (location L1 in the figure), there will be two contributions to any
measurement:
(i) - Firstly, there will be a contribution from the incident source which has been
reduced from its original intensity due to scattering and absorption events
within the sample. This is commonly called the coherent contribution,
and will maintain its initial polarization state in the absence of birefringent or
dichroic material.
(ii) - Secondly, we have photons which have scattered a number of times within
the slab to emerge traveling in the forward direction, this is commonly called
the diffuse contribution.
Again under the assumption that the particle separations are uncorrelated over the
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measurement period, the diffuse contribution will be uncorrelated with the coherent
contribution, and the intensity of our final detected signal will be simply given
by [35]:
I = Ic + Id , (4.1)
where Ic and Id are the intensities of the coherent, and diffuse contributions, re-
spectively. In order to describe the first contribution, Ic, we can appeal to the
cross sections that we introduced in the previous chapter. We defined the fraction
of incident intensity removed by a single scattering particle (via scattering into all
directions), as the scattering cross section σs. Similarly, the fraction of incident
intensity removed from the initial field via particle absorption was given by the
absorption cross section σa, with the sum of these two losses represented by the
extinction cross section σe. In this case, the remaining intensity of the beam after
transiting the slab Ic(hz), can be written as the incident intensity I0, minus the
total extinction caused by all of the particles present in the volume. This is simply
a factor of Ic,jσe,j for each particle, where Ic,j is the (coherent) intensity incident on
the j’th particle, and σe,j is its extinction cross section. For a slab of unit area, and
with a thickness approaching an infinitesimal value hz → dz, the intensity incident
on each particle is the same as our starting intensity (I0), we then have:






Where Nj is the number of particles of type j present per unit volume. It is con-

















where similar to the additive property of the cross sections, we also have:
µe = µs + µa . (4.6)
With the extinction coefficient defined, Eq. (4.2) can be arranged to more clearly
to represent the attenuation of the beam as a function of the infinitesimal distance
traveled through a slab of arbitrary thickness. The equation becomes,
dIc
dz
= −µeIc , (4.7)
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which is a simple linear differential equation, having the solution,
Ic(z) = I0e
−zµe . (4.8)
This result in known as the Beer-Lambert Law, and shows that the surviving in-
tensity of an incident beam falls off exponentially as a function of linear distance
z traveled within a medium, with µe acting as the decay coefficient (assuming that
the concentration of particles does not change locally). In this form, the coefficient
µe can be interpreted as the average number of separate extinction events occurring
per unit length traveled within the collection. The reciprocal of these coefficients










is the scattering mean free path, where after propagating a distance ls, the incident
beam has reduced in intensity by a factor of e−1 due to scattering alone. It will
also be useful to define here the optical depth, τ . This variable can be used to
describe the depth in a medium or it’s total thickness in terms of the number of
extinction pathlengths experienced by an incident beam. The optical depth, or





where now we have allowed the extinction coefficient to vary as a function of distance
along the beam direction. Our collection of particles, or some other medium with an
optical thickness much less than one (τ << 1), will weakly interact with an incident
beam, reducing it’s intensity by only a small amount. With a large optical thickness
(τ >> 1), the original light source will be almost completely obscured to an observer
placed at location L1 in Fig. 4.1. Additionally, the scattering albedo of a medium
is often used to describe the relative contribution of scattering to the total amount





Now, from above, we have covered the coherent contribution at location L1 in
Fig. 4.1, but this does not fully account for the measurable signal. What we are
missing, is the contribution from light which has scattered from our particle col-
lection (the diffuse contribution), and there are numerous possible photon paths
through the medium which may or may not reach a given detector. In Figure 4.2,








Figure 4.2: Examples of possible photon paths taken through a finite slab of thickness hz,
which contains scattering particles. Scenario simplified to two dimensions.
a number of such photon paths are demonstrated which result from the uniform
illumination of a slab, simplified to two dimensions. Briefly, ballistic photon paths
are those which do not experience any scattering or absorption events within the
slab, and pass through unperturbed to construct the coherent contribution we dis-
cussed above. Reiterating the relation of our photon picture to the wave picture, the
probability of these ballistic paths can be described by Eq. (4.8) with unit incident
intensity, and their polarization will remain unchanged from the incident source,
again assuming the absence of birefringent or dichroic effects. Other paths may
involve a number of scattering events, each which alter both the photons direction,
and its polarization. the number of events experienced along a particular photon
path is commonly referred to as the scattering order, and denoted n. In an optically
thick medium, the photons escaping the slab will have a wide distribution of scat-
tering orders, from single scattered, to very highly scattered (large n). Predicting
the measurable polarization and intensity from the addition of these various paths
seems a daunting task indeed, and we will need to lay down a solid mathematical
foundation to begin this work. This will be described in the next section. But
first, as a simple example, referring again to Fig. 4.1. In the case where the slab is
optically thin (τ << 1), or if the particle concentration is low enough such that the
scattering mean free path is greater than the slab thickness ls >> hz, the scattered
contribution can be ignored at Location L1, with relative confidence. In this regime,
the majority of photons pass through the slab unscattered, and those that are scat-
tered likely only experience a singular event (and have a scattering order of n = 1),
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which results in a deviation into all directions except the exact forward direction.




where ~Si is the incident Stokes vector. A detector placed at location L2 in Fig. 4.1
however will only measure the scattered light. With most photons only experiencing
one scattering event, the signal received here can be approximated by multiplication
of the incident stokes vector by a matrix:
~SL2 = Mslab(θ, φ)~Si , (4.14)
where the θ, φ, have the same definition as in Fig. 3.1 when ~Si is defined relative to








Here, the Ms,j(θ) are the scattering matrices of each particle contained in the
slab, and Mrot(φ) is the rotation matrix (Eq. 3.12). The approximations in equa-
tions (4.13) and (4.15) break down once the slab thickness is increased, or the particle
concentration is high enough such that ls ≈ hz. With a slab thickness greater than
the scattering mean free path, scattering orders higher than n = 1 will begin to sig-
nificantly contribute to the measured signal in all directions. The slab will still be
able to be represented by a single angular dependent scattering matrix when mea-
sured from a distance, although this matrix will not have such a simple relationship
to the single scattering matrices as in Eq. (4.15).
If we now allow the slab in which the particles are contained to have a refractive
index different than that of the exterior of the slab, then there will be an additional
source of extinction, as well as boundary effects to consider. For a medium of




b , the coefficient of absorption due to the slab





In this case, the total extinction coefficient of the slab/particle collection should be
adjusted to include this value:
µe = µs + µa + µa,m , (4.17)
where all other definitions and equations above, except Eqs. (4.14 & 4.15), will now
account for the absorption in the slab medium through the corrected extinction
2Also assuming the detector is located at a distance which is appreciably greater than the
physical extent of the slab, so that all detected photons scatter through the same angles.
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coefficient. To account for the boundaries is simple for the coherent contribution
in the forward direction. Multiplication by the Fresnel transmission coefficients
of both the front and back of the medium will account for light reflected back
away from the detector in both cases (treating the first order reflections only). For
scattered photons, or for ballistic photons in the case of non-normal incidence, the
boundary will also alter the polarization state dependent on the angle of incidence
and refractive indices involved at each interface.
The case of a thin slab is one where we are able to approximate a measurable
signal, using our knowledge of single scattering and the various coefficients we have
defined. However, the complexity of the problem for any general medium containing
many scatterers is immensely more difficult, and requires a more robust approach.
4.2 The Radiative Transfer Equation
In this section we will introduce the Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE), sometimes
also called the scalar transport equation. The previous section showed that the
movement of light through a medium containing many scattering particles is a com-
plex problem to analyze. In order to begin to find a general solution, we require a
formal mathematical description of the problem which accounts for all interactions.
While the Radiative Transfer Equation neglects the effects of polarization and only
describes the propagation of light intensity, it offers a useful starting point. At the
end of this chapter we will briefly introduce the Vector Radiative Transfer Equation
(V-RTE) which includes a description of polarization.
The quantity of interest in the scalar transport problem is the radiance L(~r, ŝ, t),
or specific intensity. The units of radiance are watts per meter squared per steradian,
Wm−2sr−1, quantifying the power flux at location ~r and time t within a solid angle
dΩ about a particular direction ŝ. Let us again begin by considering a slab of
some homogeneous, possibly absorbing medium, of which is impregnated with a
collection of many randomly positioned particles (see Fig. 4.3). Focusing on a small
volume element of the medium located at position ~r, The RTE uses the idea of
local conservation to account for any change in radiance. The change that results
from transiting this small volume element in a specific direction ŝ must be able to
be described in terms of radiance leaving this direction, and radiance entering this
direction. The loss is due to extinction events within the volume element, while
the gain is due to light entering the volume element from other directions, ŝ ′ and
scattering into the direction ŝ. An additional source of gain to the direction ŝ could
occur if there are physical light sources present within dV . Each volume element
is assumed to be small enough such that the extinction and scattering coefficients,
along with the phase function, describe the average effect of scatterers contained
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‘
Figure 4.3: Radiance along a direction ŝ within an infinitesimal volume element, dV . The
total change in radiance resulting from the transit of this volume element in this direction is
the result of extinction along ŝ, as well as any source of gain, such as scattering from another
direction, ŝ′, into ŝ.









p(ŝ ′, ŝ)L(~r, ŝ ′, t) dΩ′ +Qs(~r, ŝ, t) .
(4.18)
The left hand side of the equation represents the total change in radiance experi-
enced while transiting the volume element along the ŝ direction, including the time
evolution of the system during this transit. The first term on the right hand side
gives the extinction of the incident intensity along ŝ. The second term involving the
integral couples each volume element to it’s neighbouring volume elements. This is
achieved with the use of the scattering phase function, p(ŝ ′, ŝ), to weigh the radiance
entering dV along each direction ŝ ′, which scatters into the direction ŝ. The scat-
tering phase function used in the scalar problem is identical to the phase function
described in the previous chapter for incident unpolarized light, where there is no
azimuthal dependence for spherical particles, and only a dependence on the cosine
of the scattering angle, µ = cos θ, i.e. p(ŝ ′, ŝ) = p(µ). Additionally, the last term
on the right hand side, Qs(~r, ŝ, t), is the source term, describing any physical sources
3where the average is taken under the assumption of only single scattering events i.e. no
scattering orders greater than n = 1 ocurring within dV .
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present within dV radiating in the ŝ direction.
To permit the use of the RTE, the assumptions stated at the beginning of the
chapter must hold; namely the scattering particles must be sufficiently numerous and
uncorrelated, with separations that satisfy ls >> λ. Also, in this specific form (4.18)
it is assumed that the scattering properties of each volume element are identical,
(the medium is macroscopically homogeneous). By allowing for the extinction and
scattering coefficients to have a spatial dependence however, the RTE can also apply
to media with spatially varying concentrations of scattering particles. The phase
function itself could also be permitted to have a spatial dependence, further allowing
the medium to have different types of scattering particles at different locations.
4.3 Similarity Relations in Radiative Transport
Before discussing solutions to the Radiative Transfer Equation, it is important to
keep in the back of our minds the potential of the inverse problem, as this is one
of the primary motivations for investigating the physics of light scattering. With
the RTE, a successful outcome of the forward problem would be finding a solution
for the radiance L(~r, ŝ, t) at all points, given prior knowledge of the scattering and
absorption properties, medium boundaries etc. Considering the inverse problem
however, given some measurement of the radiance with a detector, how does this
relate to the medium properties? A particularly important facet of this question is
that of uniqueness. Do there exist different sets of scattering properties (and thus
different potential particle sizes, concentrations, and refractive indices) which result
in identical solutions for the radiance in the forward problem? Let us assume that
there do exists two media with separate sets of scattering and absorption proper-
ties given by {µs, µa, µe, p(~s,~s ′)}, and {µ∗s, µ∗a, µ∗e, p∗(~s,~s ′)}, and who’s solutions for
the radiance are indeed identical. Taking the time independent (steady state) and
sourceless form of the RTE for convenience, and using the first set of scattering
parameters we have:
(ŝ · ∇)L(~r, ŝ) = −µeL(~r, ŝ) + µs
∫
4π
p(ŝ ′, ŝ)L(~r, ŝ ′) dΩ′ . (4.19)
It is easy to show that in order to satisfy this equation with identical radiance, but
using the altered scattering parameters, we must have the equivalence:
−µeL(~r, ŝ) + µs
∫
4π
p(ŝ ′, ŝ)L(~r, ŝ ′) dΩ′ = −µ∗eL(~r, ŝ) + µ∗s
∫
4π
p∗(ŝ ′, ŝ)L(~r, ŝ ′) dΩ′
(4.20)
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Expanding the radiance in spherical harmonics, we have [93]:







n (ŝ) , (4.21)
Where the amn are expansion coefficients and the Y
m
n are the spherical harmonics.
The normalized scattering phase function for both the first medium, and the sec-
ond medium with altered (starred) parameters can also be expanded into spherical
harmonics by [92]:
























where we simply used shorter notation (µ = cos θ = ŝ · ŝ′ ) applicable to the scalar
transport problem with spherical particles. Here, Pn(µ) is the Legendre polynomial
of degree n. It can be shown that in order to have identical radiance (up to order




µs(1− fn) = µ∗s(1− f ∗n) for 1 ≤ n ≤ N .
(4.25)
These equations are referred to as similarity relations of order N , and in particular
the similarity relation of order N = 1 is commonly used. Note that for n = 1, the
Legendre moment is equivalent to the first angular moment (g) of the phase function
defined in Chapter 3:




So, from Eq. (4.25), for an asymmetric scattering medium with g > 0, an alter-
nate isotropic scattering medium with g = 0 can be considered with a scattering
coefficient of the first medium reduced by a factor of (1 − g), which will obey the
first-order similarity relation. For any medium having a scattering coefficient µs,
we thus define the scattering coefficient of the equivalent isotropic medium as the
reduced scattering coefficient, given by:
µ′s = µs(1− g) , (4.27)
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Figure 4.4: Photon paths demonstrating a first order similarity relationship between an
asymmetric scattering medium (top), and an isotropic scattering medium (bottom). Both
media share identical reduced scattering coefficients µ′s, yet different particle number den-
sities, scattering phase functions, and scattering asymmetry factors, g. The dotted lines
surrounding the scattering particles give a crude representation of the angular scattering
phase function at each scattering event.
We also define the reduced extinction coefficient as:
µ′e = µ
′
s + µa , (4.28)
and further, we introduce the transport length, otherwise known as the transport





The transport length then gives a useful approximate measure of the length scale
by which the radiance of an asymmetric scattering medium becomes approximately
isotropic (at least in a low absorption medium). This can be thought of as the ‘turn-
ing distance’ for a photon. With a unidirectional light source incident on an asym-
metric medium, forward scattering dominates so that initially most photons will be
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traveling in the near forward direction. After one transport length however, each
photons direction will have approximately randomized. Figure 4.4 demonstrates the
first order similarity relationship between a medium exhibiting asymmetric scat-
tering, and an equivalent symmetrically scattering medium which displays a much
greater mean free path. The first order similarity relation for the radiance can be
expected to fail for regions close to a unidirectional light source. Going back to the
example case of a uniform source incident on an optically thick slab, the radiance
at points near the medium boundary will be heavily dependent on the particular
form of the scattering phase function. At greater depths however, the effect of the
phase function will be smoothed, and the radiance will become isotropized (for neg-
ligible absorption levels) after a depth of hz ≈ lt, where the first order similarity
relation becomes more and more accurate. In this section we have answered our
question regarding the uniqueness of the inverse problem for scalar radiative trans-
port. As a result of the similarity relations shown here, any measurements involving
the radiance at positions greater than one transport length away from the point of
incidence of a light source will be almost entirely determined by the reduced coef-
ficients of the medium. Thus, any two media with identical µ′s, and µa, cannot be
easily distinguished in this regime, and recovery of the asymmetry parameter, and
real (non-reduced) scattering coefficient becomes difficult due to this ambiguity. We
now continue with investigating solutions of the forward problem.
4.4 Diffusion Approximation
Solving the RTE would result in an expression for the radiance L(~r, ŝ, t) describing
the radiant flux in all directions at each point within the medium, and for all times t.
In practice however, the problem is prohibitively difficult to solve analytically unless
some approximations are made, which may still apply to certain cases of interest.
One such approximation, the PN approximation, uses the same expansion of the
radiance and phase function used in the previous section to explore the similarity
relations. The P1 approximation, commonly known as the diffusion approxima-
tion [35], truncates all terms higher than n = 1. The resulting expression for the
radiance can then be written as:






~J(~r, t) · ŝ , (4.30)




L(~r, ŝ, t) dΩ , (4.31)
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L(~r, ŝ, t) ŝ dΩ . (4.32)
To justify discarding terms with n > 1, the n = 1 terms must be significantly
smaller than the n = 0 term, thus the P1 approximation requires that the radiance be
nearly isotropic, with only a small flux component. For media displaying asymmetric
scattering phase functions, the applicable regime is one where multiple scattering is
dominant over lower order scattering (generally at locations of at least one transport
length from a unidirectional light source). Furthermore, scattering must dominate
over absorption (with a high albedo, a ≈ 1), as a high level of absorption will cause
the radiance to change too sharply. With the radiance expressed as Eq. (4.30), the
radiative transfer equation can be manipulated to produce:
~J(~r, t) = −D∇φ(~r, t) , (4.33)





The reduced scattering coefficient can be seen to arise in this situation as well,
which is perhaps not surprising as essentially the same approximations are made in
the diffusion case as were made in the first order similarity relations in the previous
section. A diffusion equation can then be formed for the fluence [35]:





−Qs(~r, ŝ, t) , (4.35)
where Qs is still the source term from the radiative transport equation, Eq. (4.18).
In an infinite medium, the trivial condition of the fluence approaching zero at greater
distance can be used to find a solution. For other scenarios, it is required to consider
boundary conditions more carefully. Boundaries themselves pose some technical
challenges, leading most to consider only the simplest of physical situations, such as
plane waves normally incident on a very large slab. The measurable power exterior
to the slab will then be proportional to the fluence at the surface, and the aperture
of the detector. Also, the situation of a narrow illuminating beam normally incident
on the slab is often used to simplify the boundary effects. In this case, the beam
can be approximated by an isotropic point source buried within the medium at a
depth of one transport length. A second ‘image’ source can then be placed outside
the slab in such a way to automatically satisfy the boundary conditions [32, 44].
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In general, the diffusion approximation offers decent agreement with experiment
in cases where measurements are made at distances greater than one transport
length away from the point of entry of an incident light source. Other strategies for
solving the RTE include the Discrete Ordinates approach [81], the adding doubling
method [86], and the first-order solution, which we investigated prior to the formal
introduction of the RTE, and applies to situations involving optically thin media,
where scattering orders greater than n = 1 can be assumed to have a negligible
contribution to measurement.
4.5 The Vector Radiative Transfer Equation
Whilst the scalar transport problem has proved useful, it is limited in its ability to
provide information towards the inverse problem, as exemplified by the similarity
relations in Sec. 4.3. Furthermore, the assumption of a non-polarization dependent
scattering phase function has it’s inaccuracies, even with an unpolarized light source.
As we covered in Chapter 3, scattering itself will in general partially polarize an
incident unpolarized wave. This in turn will affect the radiance. In the diffusive
limit however (regions where the radiance is nearly isotropic), where diffusion theory
is valid, these effects will generally average out, offering reasonable agreement with
experiment. In a scenario where the initial light source is polarized however, the
radiance and measurable polarization of light exiting the medium can take on some
complex spatial dependencies. This will be one of the main points of focus which
we will discuss throughout this work. For now, we briefly pose the formal problem
involving the transport of polarized light.
If we wish to include a description of polarization in the transport problem, the
general form of the Radiative Transfer Equation is maintained, which is based on
the idea of local conservation of certain quantities. Except, now we must include
a description of four separate radiances. These radiances will be related to the
four components of the Stokes Vector, and will each be coupled by the scattering
processes occurring within a medium. To treat the transport of these polarized










Z(ŝ ′, ŝ)~I(~r, ŝ ′, t) dΩ′ + ~Qs(~r, ŝ, t) .
(4.36)
Here, ~I is a vector describing the four separate radiances, and is given by:






dV (~r, ŝ, t)/dΩ
 , (4.37)
where I, Q, U , V , have their usual definitions as the elements (each one an intensity)
of the Stokes Vector. Within the integral term of Eq. (4.36), the normalized phase
function used in the RTE has been replaced by a 4-by-4 matrix, Z. This matrix is
related to the scattering matrix of the volume element, handling the transformation
of the incoming vectors ~I(~r, ŝ ′, t) along all directions ŝ ′, into the vectors scattering
towards the direction ŝ. This particular form of the V-RTE is applicable only for
spherical scattering particles (or collections of randomly oriented mirror symmetric
particles [11]) given that we have retained a scalar definition of the extinction coef-
ficient. A more general form of the equation would take into account the fact that
the extinction cross sections may be orientation specific, meaning that µe must be
replaced by an extinction matrix. Even with the relatively simplified assumption
of spherical scattering particles however, by including a description of polarization
effects into the transport problem, we have greatly increased the difficulty involved
in retrieving solutions.
One of the most common approaches taken towards solving the problem framed
by the V-RTE, which we will employ at a number of points throughout this work,
is via Monte Carlo simulations. As briefly mentioned at the beginning of Sec. 4.1,
these powerful tools treat the transport problem stochastically, generally simulating
one “photon” at a time including all interactions until it is either extinguished, or
meets the predefined conditions for detection. This approach automatically satisfies
the idea of conservation that was used to form the transport equation initially, as
only one photon is propagated at a time. The state of the photon is known at each
point, and the scattering and absorption events are simulated in a psuedo-random
manner such that the probability distribution of events matches the known (polar-
ization dependent) theory for scattering and absorption. Knowledge of the medium
is input using the various transport parameters (absorption and scattering coeffi-
cients, and scattering matrix), and the resulting parameters of interest, i.e. radiance,
polarization, total pathlength distribution, are then inferred from the average re-
sulting behaviour of a sufficiently large population of simulated photons. A history
of Monte Carlo methods in photon and electron transport is given in Ref. [38], and
the convergence of such algorithms is discussed in Ref. [53], where a formal jus-
tification is also given. Furthermore, the popularity of Monte Carlo in vectorized
radiative transport problems is also evident in a number of reviews [31, 24, 96]. One
of the major drawbacks of such methods however, is that many photons must be
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simulated consecutively to acquire enough statistics to relate to a measurable signal.
Furthermore, the random nature of the simulations mean that in many cases there
are significant computing resources dedicated to simulating photons which never
meet the detection conditions of interest, and are thus discarded. Recent efforts
into parallelization of such simulations however have begun to dramatically reduce
the total computational time devoted to modelling of photon transport, by allowing
multiple photons to be simulated simultaneously. In particular, the most promising
algorithms are those which exploit the hardware architecture of modern Graphical
Processing Units [20, 19].
4.6 Depolarization by Multiple Scattering
The main point of focus in this study is the depolarization of light which emerges in
the multiple scattering regime. In the case of a fully polarized light source incident
upon an optically dense (τ > 1) collection of scattering particles, the observed
polarization state of light emerging from this interaction (at any location, and in
any direction) will in general have a degree of polarization which is less than unity.
This light is said to have been depolarized to some extent by the medium. Of course,
as the V-RTE appropriately treats the transport of polarized light; depolarization
is naturally included in this description, and any accurate solution for ~I(~r, ŝ ′, t),
found from Eq. 4.36, will agree with the above observation. Alternatively, we can
simply envisage this process arising by considering the various complete paths (from
the point of incidence to the point of detection) of numerous photons propagating
within the medium. In Chapter 2 we saw that the addition of a number of separate
(incoherent) light sources of equal intensity, traveling in the same direction, but with
non-identical polarizations, will result in a state where the degree of polarization
is less than one. Depolarization is thus an inevitable result brought on by the
incoherent addition of many possible photon paths, where photons may emerge
traveling towards a detector in the same direction, yet possess different polarization
states. In general, the average pathlength traveled by photons within the scattering
medium will greatly influence the extent to which depolarization occurs. If a detector
is placed so as to collect mostly photons of a low scattering order, then the degree of
polarization will typically only be reduced by a small amount. With measurements
resulting from the addition of high scattering order photons however, due to the
greater number of possible paths and polarization changes, the surviving degree of
polarization will be much lower. Eventually, at a significant distance from the point
of entry, an incident polarized light source will become completely depolarized within
a scattering medium, where each photon will effectively arrive at a detector with a
randomized polarization state. Additional factors quite separate from the detector
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placement and pathlength, will also influence the rate at which depolarization occurs.
These can include the properties of the scattering particles themselves, as well as
the particular initial state of polarization. Further discussion as to the contributing
mechanisms of depolarization will be held in future chapters.
4.7 Summary
In summary, we have introduced the tools necessary to describe the propagation
of light through media consisting of many particles. For all but the most optically
thin examples, successive scattering events mean that the transport of light will in
general be coupled between all regions of a given medium. This presents challenges
compared to the single particle case, and steers us away from seeking exact ana-
lytical solutions to the problem. We introduced the theory of radiative transport,
with the underlying assumption that each scattering event can be treated as inde-
pendent, yet still allowing for coupling between volume elements by imposing the
conservation of particular quantities. This approach allows for well known solutions
to the single scattering regime (such as Mie theory) to be applied to the multiple
scattering regime. In the scalar version of the problem, the conserved quantity is
the radiance, describing the flux of energy, where we briefly covered the similarity
relationships, and the diffusion approximation, including their domain of validity.
In the vector version of the radiative transport problem, we added the ability to
describe polarization, albeit at the cost of increasing the level of complexity. Yet, as
we shall see in future chapters, including a description of polarization has numerous
benefits. In particular, we will investigate the existence of an analogous similarity







In Part II, we seek to characterize the depolarization of circularly polarized light
within scattering media, and the related circular polarization memory effect. Of par-
ticular interest is the dependence of this behaviour on the properties of the medium
such as size, and refractive index of the scattering particles, and importantly, the in-
fluence of particle polydispersity (collections of non-identical particles), which is yet
to be completely understood. We will begin with a short review of previous investi-
gations into circular polarization memory, and observations regarding depolarization
in a range of media, including biological tissue, and the optical “phantoms” that
are commonly employed to imitate scattering in such media. We then introduce an
initial approach of modelling circular depolarization, involving Monte Carlo simu-
lations, which then leads to an equivalent, more simplified description that relates
to the single scattering matrix elements. Finally, we show how this description can
be generalized to the polydisperse case, and discuss the implications that particle
distribution has for the circular polarization memory effect.
5.1 Overview of Circular Depolarization
As we have earlier discussed, depolarization via multiple scattering arises from the
vast number of possible paths through which photons can propagate, with each path
altering the incident polarization in a different way. As such, it is perhaps expected
that when a population of photons have experienced enough scattering events to
randomize their direction at some location, that they will also arrive with random
polarizations, and have a net unpolarized field as measured in any direction. Indeed,
in the case of an initial linearly polarized light source, depolarization has been shown
to occur in conjunction with the isotropization of photon direction [95] (although
this isotropization length is slightly greater than the transport length, lt). In the
case of circularly polarized light however, randomization of photon direction does
not completely describe the measurable rate of depolarization, and a non-zero degree
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of circular polarization can persist over optical pathlengths which are significantly
greater than the transport length. Among the first to observe this so called “cir-
cular polarization memory”, MacKintosh et al. reported that circular polarization
exhibited a slower rate of decay than linear polarization in a scattering medium
which consisted of large (d > λ) polystyrene spheres suspended in water [51]. Due
to the chiral nature of circularly polarized light, in addition to randomization of di-
rection, a randomization of photon helicity is also required to depolarize an incident
source. The slower randomization of photon helicity over photon direction is often
associated with the asymmetric nature of scattering by large Mie particles (and the
related asymmetry parameter, g), coupled with the fact that the state of polariza-
tion scattered in the near-forward direction will generally maintain a high degree of
circular polarization relative to the incident state [8, 51] (also see Sec 3.3.2). This
combination of effects can provide a mechanism whereby successive near-forward
scattering events preserve the initial state of polarization, even beyond the distance
required to randomize the direction of the incident light source. Contrastingly, in
media consisting primarily of smaller scattering particles, with intrinsically lower
scattering asymmetry, the relative rate of depolarization between circular and lin-
ear states is reversed, with circular polarization decaying on a shorter scale than
that of incident linearly polarized light. Bicout and Brosseau were able to model
this behaviour for small Rayleigh particles, by treating depolarization as a process
of entropy production [7]. More recent investigations into the circular polarization
memory effect have been carried out by Kim and Moscoso [45], and Xu and Al-
fano [94], where they revealed a complex dependence on particle size, and refractive
index.
Given this evidently dynamic relationship between the properties of the scatter-
ing media, and the resulting rate of decay of different polarization states, there is a
potential for exploiting this behaviour to gain information about media of interest.
Towards this end, many investigations have focused on characterizing depolariza-
tion in various biological and non biological media. In such studies, the rate of
depolarization is often compared between biological media of interest, and con-
trolled optical phantoms of known makeup. For example, Sankaran et al. compared
observations between porcine adipose tissue (fat tissue), myocardial tissue (heart
muscle), and common optical phantoms measured in the transmission geometry [72]
(both polystyrene sphere suspensions, and a fat emulsion called Intralipid). Here,
both types of phantom media displayed a faster rate of depolarization for linear
polarization over circular polarization, whereas the biological media all displayed
the opposite behaviour. Furthermore, in this study the phantom properties were
selected to match the bulk scattering parameters of the biological samples (in or-
der best approximate the transport of the scalar radiance, L, see Sec. 4.3), and
included the scattering asymmetry parameter, g, with both porcine adipose tissue
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and Intralipid having g ∼ 0.75, and both porcine myocardial tissue and 1.072µm
polystyrene spheres having g ∼ 0.93. Given the expected link between the asymme-
try parameter, and the circular polarization memory effect, the authors suggested
the differences in depolarization could be a results of a number of factors. These in-
cluded the different distributions in particle size within each sample; birefringence;
and the closely packed nature of scatterers in the biological tissues. Sankaran et
al. further extended their investigations of depolarization to include a number of
additional tissue types of both birefringent nature, and non-birefringent nature, in-
cluding porcine blood, tendon, and artery tissue [74]. Here, the greater survival of
linear polarization over circular polarization was again observed in all cases, except
for that of porcine blood. Ghosh et al. later investigated the effect of particle size
distribution, using mixtures of polystyrene microsphere suspensions of two differ-
ent sizes [22]. Using 0.11µm spheres with scattering asymmetry of g = 0.09, and
1.08µm spheres with g = 0.92, the particular mixtures that were constructed dis-
played depolarization behaviour similar to that of pure Rayleigh scatterers, with
linear polarization outlasting circular, yet the media still possessed a significant
scattering asymmetry (g ∼ 0.5). With similar findings, Antonelli et al. conducted
a number of Monte Carlo experiments in an attempt to replicate the measured de-
polarization signatures from colon tissue that were recovered via Mueller Matrix
decomposition [3]. In these simulations, realistic relative depolarization rates of
linear and circular polarizations were only achieved when trialling bimodal distribu-
tions of scattering particles, including both small and large sized spheres (compared
to the wavelength). Yet again using Mueller Matrix decomposition, Ahmad et. al.
investigated the use of polystyrene phatoms, and Intralipid solutions to simulate
backscattering measurements from porcine liver samples [1]. With both phantom
media matched to the liver tissues with respect to the reduced scattering coefficient,
µ′s, absorption coefficient, µa, and asymmetry parameter, g, the resulting depolar-
ization was observed to be different in all cases. These studies have suggested that
media with identical values of these three bulk scattering parameters, µ′s, µa, and g,
cannot be expected to display the same depolarization characteristics, and point to
an additional dependence on medium properties, such as the particular size distribu-
tion of scattering particles. We now move on to discussing our efforts in modelling
this dependence.
5.2 Monte Carlo Model
In this section, we detail our Monte Carlo model used to simulate the unbounded
evolution of photons scattering within an infinite medium containing spherical par-
ticles. The aim here is to acquire a fundamental description of the characteristic
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rate at which depolarization of circularly polarized light occurs, as a function of
the scattering order, n. In this unbounded form, the distribution of polarization
states will be entirely determined by the particles themselves (and the initial state
of polarization), allowing for an undisturbed study of the effects of particle size,
refractive index, and ultimately how combinations of different particles present in
the same medium cause the evolution of polarization states to change. Later, in
Part III, we investigate how this characteristic depolarization scale relates to physi-
cally realizable measurements of depolarization, where we have to contend with the
presence of medium boundaries, localized photon sources, and constraints on which
photons are detected.
5.2.1 Markov Chain
As covered in Chapter 3, the spatial distribution of scattered intensity from a single
dielectric sphere is dependent on the incident wavenumber, k, the incident state of
polarization, ~Sin, the size parameter of the particle, X, and the refractive index
mismatch between the particle and background medium, m. In the photon picture,
this distribution of scattered intensity directly corresponds to an equivalent likeli-
hood of scattering from a direction k̂n−1, into a new direction, k̂n, given only these
sphere parameters, and the polarization state of the photon prior to the scattering
event. As such, the case of a photon undergoing successive scattering events can be
treated as a Markov Chain process [25], where the probability of each new photon
state only depends on the preceding state, and not on the entire scattering history:
~S0 → ~S1 → ~S2 → ~S3 · · · ~Sn−1 → ~Sn .
This process can then be simulated through Monte Carlo methods, where the transi-
tion probabilities, represented by the arrows above, are determined from Mie theory.
In our model, a large population of photons are all initiated with the same polar-
ization state, and then taken through a series of simulated scattering events, one at
a time. Compared to typical Monte Carlo models employed to simulate complete
photon transport (e.g Refs. [68, 69]), the model presented here is simplified in that
we are not interested in photon location, direction, or orientation relative to a lab
frame (as we are interested in a fundamental depolarization scale as a function of
scattering order, n). As a result, we only need to consider the change of direction
at each scattering event, k̂n−1 → k̂n, and the equivalent scattering angle, θ, and
azimuth, φ. Once this directional change has been appropriately chosen, the new
state of polarization of the scattered photon is determined by:
~Sn = Ms(θ)Mrot(φ)~Sn−1 (5.1)
where Ms(θ) is the scattering matrix, and Mrot(φ) is the rotation matrix required
to bring the incident stokes vector into alignment with the scattering plane (see
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Sec. 3.3). The information relating to the photon direction is then discarded. This
description can be thought of as a random walk in a “polarization space”, where
from each state of polarization, there exists a range of new possible states, each with
a transition probability determined by Mie theory.
In order to carry out the Monte Carlo simulation, we require the ability to
generate random numbers which follow a particular probability density. In this case,
the random numbers will be the azimuth φ, and the scattering angle, θ, which need
to obey the joint probability function p(θ, φ), otherwise known as the normalized
scattering phase function, Eq. (3.14). Ideally, we should wish to invert the phase
function so that we can suitably modify uniform random variables to follow p(θ, φ).
However, due to the complexity of the scattering phase function in general, a direct
inversion is not attainable. The alternate method which we will use to provide these
random numbers is the acceptance-rejection method, outlined in the next section.
5.2.2 Acceptance-rejection method
For distributions that are difficult or impossible to invert, the acceptance-rejection
method provides an alternate means of generating random numbers which follow
the desired probability distribution. Suppose we wish to generate a single random
variable, Z, from a probability density function, f(z), which exists between some,
zmin, and zmax. If we have an alternate, simpler distribution function, g(z), from
which random variables, Z, are readily attainable, then so long as f(z) < βg(z) for
all z ∈ [zmin, zmax], and for some constant β, we can perform the following steps:
1. Generate a random variable, Z, from g(z).
2. Generate an independent variable U , distributed as a uniform random variable
on the interval [0, 1].
3. if U <
f(Z)
βg(Z)
, keep Z as a realization of a randomly generated number from
f(z). Otherwise, dispose of Z, and return to step 1.
A formal proof of the method is presented elsewhere [70], where it can be shown
that the distribution of accepted variables asymptotically approaches f(z). The
drawback of sampling in this way is that some computation time is lost generating
numbers which will not be accepted in the third step. The rate of generation of
accepted variables depends on the choice of the function g(z). A function which
envelopes f(z) closely, will result in less rejections and an overall more efficient
algorithm. If the target function f(z) is particularly complicated however, it can be
difficult to choose a closely fitting envelope function g(z). The most simple envelope
function, a uniform distribution g(z) = β U [0, 1], will often suffice, and the best
choice of the constant β will be equal to the maximum possible value of f(z).
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In our case, we wish to generate two random numbers, namely θ, and φ, which
follow the joint probability distribution p(θ, φ). The acceptance-rejection method
can easily be extended to the multiple variable case, using the following algorithm:
1. Independently generate random values for cos θ, φ, and U , uniformly dis-
tributed on [−1, 1], [0, 2π], and [0, 1] respectively.
2. If β U < p(θ, φ), accept both θ, and φ as realizations of variables randomly
sampled from p(θ, φ). Otherwise, reject both θ, and φ and return to step 1.
In this case we can choose β to be the maximum value of the scattering phase
function, which for spherical particles occurs in the exact forward direction (cos θ =
1), under the assumption that all such particles that we will examine have scattering
asymmetry parameters that fall within1, 0 ≤ g ≤ 1.
5.2.3 Simulation
In this section we outline the general operation of the simulation, which was written
entirely in MATLAB. All programs and functions are given in Appendix B for
reference.
Given that we now have a method for sampling from the correct probability
distribution with regard to our φ, θ variables at each event, all that is required is
to now implement this into a Monte Carlo program which simulates the random
walk of a large number of photons in a polarization space, as described above. The
basic operation of the program will involve three general tasks:
1. Initiating each photon in a predetermined starting polarization state.
2. A subroutine to randomly sample a new polarization state based on the pre-
vious polarization state.
3. Updating a matrix containing the polarization state at each scattering order
for every simulated photon.
The MATLAB program written to carry out these three tasks is named
“Stokes walk”, refer to Fig. 5.1 for a diagram containing the order of operations.
After selecting an input polarization state, wavelength, and specifying the size pa-
rameter and refractive index of the spheres and background medium, the program
initiates a photon and passes it onto a loop containing the subroutine “IQUV new”.
1Negative scattering asymmetries are possible for some Mie particles, however, within the re-
fractive index range that we are interested (m < 2.0), this does not occur [26].
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Pick random scattering
     direction,     ,
Calculate outoing intensity
     in direction     ,     ,  relative 
              to the maximum
Pick random number
Keep      ,      ,  calculate
     new Stokes vector
Function: IQUV_new
Function: I_new
Figure 5.1: Details of the MATLAB program ‘Stokes walk’, showing where each subroutine
is called.
This loop can be executed in parallel on a number of CPU cores, and allows for nu-
merous photons to be propagated simultaneously, resulting in a reduced total simu-
lation time. IQUV new handles the second of the three tasks stated above, randomly
sampling a new polarization state for each scattering event. This is achieved by first
selecting at random the new scattering angles, θ, φ. An acceptance-rejection loop
will then continually re-sample this pair of variables until the conditions for accep-
tance are met. The acceptance condition is checked with the help of the subroutine
I new, which calculates the relative probability of scattering in that direction, by
comparing the intensity to the maximum possible value occurring in the forward
direction. Once accepted, the scattering angles are then used with the Mie scat-
tering matrix to determine the new polarization state. This polarization state is
then output by the function IQUV new, and saved within a large array, fulfilling
task 3 above. It should also be made clear that the Stokes vector resulting from
each scattering event is normalized to have unit intensity, such that every simulated
photon carries equal weight throughout its entire walk. After simulating the desired
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number of scattering events, for each of the desired number of photons, the result is
a 4 × Np × (Ns + 1) array named “Stokes array”, where Np is the total number of
photons, and Ns is the total number of simulated scattering events for each photon.
In addition to the MATLAB codes described above, a number of third party rou-
tines are also called upon for some of the Mie calculations, these are freely available
online and are also provided in Appendix B. For calculating the amplitude scattering
matrix elements, S1, S2, which are used within IQUV new, and I new, a MATLAB
code was used named “Mie S12 ”, which also calls on functions “Mie abcd”, and
“Mie pt” to calculate the Mie coefficients an, bn, for the scattered field, and the
angular functions πn, τn. These three codes, which are based on the “BHMIE”
program by Bohren and Huffman [11], are authored by Christian Mätzler [52].
5.3 Simulation Examples
To commission this MC model, we will first begin the investigation of polarization
evolution with some cases of which can relate our prior knowledge about single and
multiple scattering. Having a record of the polarization history for each photon will
give us insight into the dynamic process of multiple scattering, and the random walk
of polarization states. Once we are satisfied with the performance of the model, we
can move on to a more thorough study involving the depolarization of circularly
polarized light, its dependence on various medium properties, and the choice of
parameters with which to characterize it.
We first began by simulating scattering in a medium consisting of identical
spheres of diameter d = 0.1µm, with an initial right handed circular polarized
state V0 = I0 = 1. Fig. 5.2(a) shows the degree of circular polarization (V/I) for
a few individual simulated photons as a function of their scattering order. With a
wavelength of λ = 0.639µm, and a refractive index mismatch of m = 1.19 (simi-
lar to polystyrene in water), scattering by these particles would be expected to fall
close to the Rayleigh regime, where each particle scatters light in a similar manner
to that of a single oscillating dipole. Close to the Rayleigh regime, scattering is
near symmetric in the forward and backwards directions (g ≈ 0), and the angular
distribution of the scattered V component of the Stokes vector is approximately
symmetric with respect to the cosine of the scattering angle (refer to Sec. 3.3.1).
Thus, we would not expect a strong circular polarization memory within such a
medium, because there is no mechanism for preserving states with the initial posi-
tive values of V , over those states with negative values. As we can see, Fig. 5.2(a)
shows that the degree of circular polarization of each photon is in fact quickly re-
duced to zero from the starting value of V/I = 1. Once at V = 0, the photons
are entirely linearly polarized, and as we known from Sec. 3.3.1, scattering of linear
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: Degree of Circular Polarization for a number of simulated photons as a function
of scattering order, n. (a) - Medium consisting on particles of diameter d = 0.1µm (X =
0.65). (b) - Medium consisting of particles of diameter d = 1.8µm (X = 11.8). Refractive
index ratio m = 1.19. All photons initiated in a right handed circular state V/I = 1 in both
cases.
polarized states by Rayleigh particles does not induce any phase shift between the
two orthogonal polarization components, and therefore they are “trapped” in linear
states. In contrast, Fig 5.2(b) shows very different behaviour of photons scattering
within a medium of larger, d = 1.8µm, particles. These photons typically display
much smaller incremental changes in the degree of circular polarization at each step,
and take a much more gradual approach towards the vicinity of V = 0, holding a
“memory” of the incident state over many scattering orders. From Sec. 5.1, this
circular polarization memory of larger Mie scatterers is commonly attributed to
asymmetric scattering, coupled with the particular angular distribution of the scat-
tered V component, which for the near forward directions is in general only slightly
reduced from the value of the incident state. The particles used in this case had a
scattering asymmetry of g = 0.926, compared to the 0.1µm particles which had an
asymmetry of g = 0.074.
While the study of individual photon paths gives us insight into the chain of
events a typical photon might experience, in order to get an idea of the average
behaviour, the sample size must be increased. Figure 5.3 shows the state of polar-
ization of a large population of 104 photons simulated within a medium consisting
of the same small sized particles as before, with diameter d = 0.1µm. Again, each
photon started with a Right Circular Polarized (RCP) state, and here, each sub-
figure (a), (b), (c), represents the population after 1, 10, and 40 scattering events
respectively. The Poincaré sphere has been employed for convenience, due to the
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Figure 5.3: Poincaré sphere representing the polarization states of a population of 104
simulated photons scattering within a medium of small d = 0.1µm (X = 0.65) particles.
Histograms display distribution of the degree of circular polarization (V/I) across the popu-
lation. (a) - Polarization states after n = 1 scattering events, (b) - after n = 10 events, (c) -
population after n = 40 scattering events. All photons initiated in a right circularly polarized
state (V/I = 1).
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ability to simultaneously display all 104 polarization states as points on the sphere
surface. The histogram accompanying each Poincaré sphere gives a breakdown of
the statistics with respect to the degree of circular polarization across the popu-
lation. To begin with, Fig. 5.3(a) shows that after a single scattering event, all
of the photons occupy states confined to the −Q meridian of the Poincaré sphere.
This alignment arises because of the way in which the photon states are defined, as
well as the nature of scattering by small particles. Specifically, while the different
scattering directions of each photon will be spatially distributed over all angles, the
polarization state of each photon in these simulations is defined relative to its own
scattering plane. Given that scattering by small particles can be interpreted as a
projection of the electric field locus onto the polarization plane of the new scattering
direction (Sec. 3.3.1); the component of polarization lying in the scattering plane
will reduce in amplitude, causing some degree of linear polarization to arise with
an orientation perpendicular to the scattering plane, in the −Q direction. For a
scattering angle of θ = 90◦ for instance, the incident circular polarization will be
projected to a completely linear state with Q = −1, V = 0. The histogram in the
Fig. 5.3 shows that this is the least common state of the population however, as
at θ = 90◦, the scattered intensity, and thus the probability of scattering, is at a
minimum. We can also verify this behaviour by looking at the scattering matrix





(1 + cos2θ) 1
2
(cos2θ − 1) 0 0
1
2
(cos2θ − 1) 1
2
(1 + cos2θ) 0 0
0 0 cos θ 0
0 0 0 cos θ
 , (5.2)
where α is a constant which does not alter the polarization state. The resulting
distribution of polarization states agrees when using this version of the scattering
matrix in Eq. (5.1), and the fact that our initial polarization state (~S0) is perfectly
circularly polarized, and the azimuthal rotation matrix, Mφ, thus has no effect. Also
apparent from the above matrix is that for small particles, the scattered intensity
is greatest in both the exact forward direction (cos θ = 1), and equally so in the
exact backwards direction (cos θ = −1), where the scattered V component from
incident right circularly polarized light is +1, and −1, respectively. This explains the
similarity of the population for positive and negative values of V in the histogram,
although the distribution is not exactly symmetric, due to the fact that our particles
of size parameter X = 0.65 are slightly too large for perfect agreement with the
Rayleigh approximation, and show a small level of scattering asymmetry (g = 0.074).
Moving on to additional scattering events for each photon, the second event will
now depend on the polarization acquired after the first event, and so on. This
makes predicting the population of photon states difficult, as it is dependent on the
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Figure 5.4: Poincaré sphere representing the normalized polarization states of a population
of 104 simulated photons scattering within a medium of large d = 1.8µm (X = 11.8) parti-
cles. Histograms display distribution of the degree of circular polarization (V/I) across the
population. (a) - Polarization states after n = 1 scattering events, (b) - after n = 40 events,
(c) - population after n = 150 scattering events. All photons initiated in a right circularly
polarized state (V/I = 1).
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distribution of the previous scattering order. However we do expect that for small
particles, each individual photon will approach a linear state after a number of
scattering events, due to successive projections of the V component (multiplication
by cos θ from the scattering matrix, Eq. 5.2). After n = 10 scattering events, shown
in Fig. 5.3(b), the majority of photons have indeed already collapsed to linearly
polarized states, with V = 0. After n = 40 events shown in Fig. 5.3(c), the entire
population has lost its helicity, and is confined to the equator of the Poincaré sphere.
Figure 5.4 shows a similar scenario where a population of 104 photons is simulated
within a medium of large diamter, d = 1.8µm particles. Figures (a), (b), and (c) here
show the polarization states after 1, 40, and 150 scattering events respectively. The
distributions of polarization states after the n = 1 scattering event is clearly much
different in this situation than for small particles. The angular spread of scattered
intensity is highly asymmetric in this case, resulting in most photons scattering into
shallow θ ≈ 0◦ angles. At these shallow angles, the V component is only slightly
altered, casuing a cluster of photons to remain near the +V pole of the Poincaré
sphere. The particular angular dependence of the polarization state has a complex
fine structure for large particles as covered in Chapter 3, and many scattered states
are possible, albeit of lower probability compared to those resulting from shallow
scattering angles. These other states can be seen to be widely spread out over the
positive hemisphere, with a few photons also present in the very low probability
region of the −V hemisphere. After n = 40 scattering events the polarization states
achieve a greater distribution across the polarization space, yet the histogram in
Fig. 5.4(b) clearly shows a preference of photons to maintain a high positive degree
of circular polarization. Even after 150 events as shown in part (c) of the figure,
there is still a dominance of the polarization states with positive V values. Only after
many more events (n > 400) does the population approach a symmetric gaussian-like
distribution around V = 0 (not shown here).
In this section, we have verified that our Monte Carlo program “Stokes walk”
behaves in a manner that is expected when analyzing the evolution of individual
photon polarization states. In the next section, we will discuss the chosen parameters
with which to characterize the average behaviour.
5.4 Characterizing the Average Behaviour
The evolution of photon polarization states shown in the previous section take on
a rather complicated form, which evidently is strongly dependent on the size of the
scattering particles. In order to compare this evolution quantitatively and study the
effect of particle properties, such as size and refractive index, we define a quantity,
Pc(n), being the average of the degree of circular polarization over the entire photon
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Figure 5.5: Decay of the average degree of circular polarization as a function of scattering
order, Pc(n), for populations of 10
4 simulated photons. (a) -Linear scale, (b) - log scale.
(dashed red) - Decay within medium of particles with diameter d = 1.8µm (X = 11.8).
(dot-dashed green) - Decay in medium of d = 0.4µm (X = 2.62) particles. (solid blue) -
Decay within medium of d = 0.1µm (X = 0.65) particles. In each case, the refractive index
mismatch between scatterers and background medium is m = 1.19, and the initial state of
all photons is right circularly polarized (Pc(0) = 1).







Figure 5.5 shows the resulting plots of Pc(n) for the two previous examples of scat-
tering by d = 0.1µm and d = 1.8µm particles, as well as an additional simulation
performed with d = 0.4µm particles. The figure shows that the initial value of
Pc(0) = 1 decays towards zero at a rate which is very different in each case. As
expected, due to the near isotropic scattering phase function, and the near equal
distribution of positive and negative V values after just the first scattering event for
the 0.1µm particles, the decay of Pc(n) here is very rapid. While the collapse of
all photons to linear states took above 20 events in this case (Fig. 5.3), the average
degree of circular polarization reaches a near zero value in significantly fewer scatter-
ing events. For scattering by the 1.8µm particles, the rate of decay is much slower,
and the number of scattering events required to reduce Pc(n) to a near zero value
(Pc(n) < 0.01) can be shown to be greater than 400 events. The 0.4µm case can
be seen to fall between these two extremes. For incident circularly polarized light,
the decay of Pc(n) in our simulations with monodisperse media (identical spheres
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Here we will define a new variable, which we will call the “helicity survival parame-
ter”, Nc, which represents the characteristic period of decay for the average degree
of circular polarization. Explicitly, the value of Nc gives the number of scattering
events that a population of unbounded photons must experience for the average
degree of circular polarization to reduce from an initial value of one, to a value of
e−1. Although we can find the value of the helicity survival parameter, Nc, by fitting
these simulated results to Eq. (5.4), the simple decay of this average quantity, Pc(n),
suggests that it may be possible to show this exponential behaviour by analyzing
the scattering matrix, thus allowing us to recover a simple expression for Nc.
From Eq. (5.1), we have an expression for the polarization state, ~Sn+1, of a
photon scattered into the direction defined by, θ, φ, that results from an incident
polarization state defined by ~Sn. For the first scattering event, all of the input
photons (at n = 0) share the same Stokes vector, ~S0 = [I0 Q0 U0 V0]
T , which
here, we will allow to be arbitrarily polarized (elliptical, partial etc.). After the first
scattering event (n = 1), the degree of circular polarization of any photon scattered




S34(θ) [−Q0 sin 2φ+ U0 cos 2φ] + V0 S33(θ)
I0 S11(θ) + S12(θ) [Q0 cos 2φ+ U0 sin 2φ]
(5.5)
Remembering that our photons in the simulation carry equal (unit) weight, for a
sufficiently large population, the number of probabilistic photons scattered into each
direction, θ, φ, will be proportional to the scattered intensity I1(θ, φ), of an equiv-
alent plane wave. Thus, the average degree of circular polarization of all photons
after the first scattering event, Pc(1), will be equal to the average of the quantity in





















I0 S11(θ) dΩ +
∫
4π
S12(θ) [Q0 cos 2φ+ U0 sin 2φ] dΩ
. (5.7)
Here, the first integral term in the numerator, and the second integral in the de-
nominator evaluate to zero, due to the sine and cosine terms being equally positive
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If we now exploit the definition of the scattering coefficient, σs, (Eq 3.15), to reform
the denominator, and make a change of variables to simplify the numerator (which
no longer has a dependence on the azimuth, φ), with µ = cos θ, we arrive at a simple








S33(µ) dµ . (5.9)
Now, considering how to describe the average after the second scattering event,
each photon in the population will now in general have a different polarization
state. However, we can use the result above to generalize to this case. Treating
each individual “jth” photon as a source, the average of all possible scattered states
from each of these sources can be expressed just as above. Thus, again, with a
sufficiently large population of photons (of total number Np), the average DOCP


































where the integral term, and the scattering coefficient, σs, are constant for a medium
of identical particles, and the term in brackets is simply the average degree of circular
polarization of all photons after one scattering event, Pc(1). This same treatment
can apply equally to any scattering order, so that we have in general:
Pc(n+ 1) = Pc(n) γc , (5.11)






S33(µ) dµ . (5.12)
Thus, we have the origin of the exponential decay seen in the simulations above
(Fig. 5.5), and can rewrite Eq. (5.4) in a more general form:






where we now have the simple expression for the helicity survival parameter, Nc,
that we were looking for:
γc = e
−1/Nc . (5.14)
From Eq. (5.11), this new quantity, γc, describes the fractional reduction in the aver-
age degree of circular polarization occurring between any two consecutive scattering
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Figure 5.6: Figures showing the simulated decay of the average degree of circular po-
larization as a function of scattering order, Pc(n), for the case of initial elliptically po-
larized light. (a)- Linear scale, (b) - log scale. Curves from top to bottom represent
Pc(0) = 1, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 0.2, 0, respectively. Pc(0) = 0 is omitted from figure (b). Each sim-
ulation involved a population of 5 × 104 photons, and identical spherical scatterers of size
X = 4.5, and refractive index ratio, m = 1.19.
orders. Also, from Eq. (5.12), this quantity is simply related to the scattering cross
section, and the zeroth order angular moment of the S33 scattering matrix element,
meaning that it is purely a property of the scattering particles (being independent
of polarization). It then follows that the helicity survival parameter, Nc, will also be
independent of the initial conditions of the photon population. As a quick check of
this aspect, we conducted a series of simulations using our program “Stokes walk”,
where the value of Pc(0) was varied by initiating photons in different elliptically
polarized states. The results of these simulations are displayed in Fig. 5.6. Here, in
each case the medium was comprised of identical spherical particles of size parame-
ter X = 4.5, with a refractive index ratio of m = 1.19, and each simulation involved
a population of 5 × 104 photons. Indeed, it can be seen in this figure (particularly
on the log plot) that the resulting average degree of circular polarization, Pc(n),
decays at the same rate for each simulation, simply with a different initial value set
by Pc(0). In the next section, we take our expressions for the newly derived param-
eters, γc, Nc, and demonstrate their complex dependence on the size, and refractive
index of the spherical scattering particles comprising a medium.
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5.5 Effect of Size and Refractive Index
In order to examine the influence of the sphere size parameter, X, and refractive
index ratio, m, on the decay of the average degree of circular polarization, Pc(n),
we must evaluate Eq. (5.12). In Appendix A, we show that the integral of the S33
matrix element can be expressed as the sum of an infinite series of terms involving
the Mie coefficients, an, and, bn, which themselves carry the dependence on the











where the star denotes the complex conjugate. As with similar expressions which
arise for the scattering asymmetry parameter (Eq. 3.22), and the scattering cross
section (Eq. 3.16), here, due to the convergence of the Mie coefficients, we can
truncate the series after a number of terms, nmax, which is commonly chosen
2 to
be nmax = 2 + X + 4X
1
3 , where X is the size parameter, e.g. see Refs. [91, 52].
From this expression (Eq. 5.15) we now have a rapid means of determining the
characteristic rate of decay of Pc(n) in a monodisperse medium, where we are no
longer required to simulate a random walk as in the previous sections (all though we
will still employ the program “Stokes walk” to check our results at a few key steps).
In Appendix B, we have also provided a MATLAB function to evaluate Eq. (5.15).
This code, which is named “Mie memory”, takes inputs of the sphere size parameter,
X, the refractive index ratio, m, and the wave vector, k, and outputs the value of
γc, and the helicity survival parameter, Nc, among other parameters. Using this
code, we can demonstrate the dependence of the circular polarization memory effect
on the properties of the scattering particles. In Fig. 5.7(a), we show the calculated
values of the helicity survival parameter, Nc, for a range of sphere size parameters,
and at two refractive index ratios, m = 1.10, and m = 1.20. We have also included
the results of a number of simulations over the same range of parameters using the
program “Stokes walk”, which can be seen to closely follow the calculated values.
These points (circles and crosses), are simply found by fitting values of the helicity
survival parameter (using Eq. 5.13) to the simulated decay of Pc(n), and involved
populations of 105 simulated photons in each case. In general, it can be seen that for
a given refractive index, the value of Nc tends to increase with the size parameter
until reaching some maximum, after which point it’s value oscillates. Additional
small oscillations of Nc are also observed on a finer scale in terms of changing size
2Although this convergence condition is derived from analyzing the resulting error in the scatter-
ing cross section, σs, we have calculated that the resulting value of the helicity survival parameter,
Nc (given by −1/log γc), changes by less than 0.00001 percent when doubling the number of terms
included (over the range of sphere parameters 0.5 ≤ m ≤ 2, and 0 < X ≤ 100). Thus, the
Wiscombe condition (Ref. [91]) is sufficient for our purposes.
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Figure 5.7: (a) - Helicity survival parameter, Nc, and (b) - Circular polarization memory
parameter, Nc/Nt, for a range of sphere types, calculated via Eqs. 5.14 − 5.16. Spheres with
refractive index ratio m = 1.20 (blue lines), including results of a number of simulations using
the program “Stokes walk” (blue crosses). Spheres with refractive index ratio m = 1.10 (red
dashed lines), including simulated results (red circles).
parameter. With the refractive index ratio of m = 1.10, notably slow decay rates are
observed at sizes of X ∼ 20, requiring greater than 300 scattering events to reduce
the average degree of circular polarization by a factor of e−1 from its initial value.
While at first glance this certainly appears to be a large number of scattering events,
it would be of interest to know how the helicity survival parameter compares to the
number of scattering events required to randomize the photon direction within a
given medium. A better way to characterize the true magnitude of the circular
polarization memory effect (which is the survival of circular polarization beyond the
distance required to randomize direction), would be to scale the helicity survival








where lt is the transport length (in the absence of absorption), and ls is the scat-
tering mean free path. The modified parameter, Nc/Nt, now gives some measure of
the number of transport lengths, on average, that a photon must travel to reduce
its degree of circular polarization by a factor of e−1 from its original value. We
will henceforth refer to this scaled parameter, Nc/Nt, as the circular polarization
memory parameter, or, simply just the circular polarization memory. Figure 5.7(b)
shows this circular polarization memory for the same range of particle sizes and re-
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fractive indices as in Fig. 5.7(a), where now it is possible to compare a fundamental
spatial scale of depolarization (relative to the transport length) between different
media, although we stress that the relationship between this scale, and real obser-
vations of depolarization within scattering media is yet to be clarified (which will
be the objective of Part III). For small particles (X < 2), the circular polarization
memory, Nc/Nt, appears to behave similarly as a function of size regardless of the
refractive index ratio, while for larger particles (X > 2), the refractive index has a
more significant effect on particles of the same size. Tentatively comparing this scale
to real observations, this aspect is consistent with a number of studies which either
numerically, or experimentally observed the effect of particle refractive index on the
depolarization of circularly polarized light [45, 23, 79]. Additionally, for weakly scat-
tering particles (X|m− 1|  1), an approximation of such a circular depolarization
scale relative to the transport length was made by Goronichev et al. [27], in which an
expression for the depolarization length was found to be ∼ 2 ln(X). We see that this
monotonically increasing behaviour (as a function of X) is seen in our parameter
Nc/Nt, even at the refractive index ratio of m = 1.1 (at least over the parameter
range shown, and ignoring the small scale oscillations), although as expected, the
agreement to this approximation diminishes for non-weakly scattering particles. A
number of other depolarization scales have previously been recovered based on ex-
perimental observations, usually from measurements of light transmitted through a
slab [45, 8]. However, these scales are in part dependent on the specific geometry in
which they are measured. The depolarization scale derived here, Nc/Nt, describes
the decay of photons purely as a function of scattering order, or average photon
propagation distance relative to the transport length, and thus provides a more fun-
damental description, without effects of geometry admixed. From Fig. 5.7(b), it can
be noted that our circular polarization memory parameter is remarkably similar to
the parameter, lx/lt, found by Xu and Alfano [94], also describing a fundamental
depolarization scale, but which was derived in a different manner (starting from
binomial expressions for the probability of flipping, or preserving photon handed-
ness after a number of scattering events, n, which is also similar to the approach
taken in Ref. [51]). Xu and Alfano also found that this parameter could then be
related to the measurable DOCP of light transmitted through a thick slab, where
this description relied in part on the diffusion approximation of the scalar transport
equation to provide the photon pathlength distribution [94, 8]. So we see that in
some situations, is seems that the behaviour of the parameter Nc/Nt is consistent
with observable depolarization rates.
To gain a more comprehensive understanding of the circular polarization mem-
ory parameter, Nc/Nt, and its dependence on the sphere properties, we used our
calculator “Mie memory” to assemble a large Look Up Table (LUT) of the scat-
tering parameters, g, γc, Nc, Nc/Nt, σs, for sphere types over the size parameter
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range 0.01 ≤ X ≤ 100, and over the refractive index range 0.5 ≤ m ≤ 2.0. Part of
this look up table is shown in Fig. 5.8(a) where we display the circular polarization
memory parameter, Nc/Nt, for all sizes computed, and have included refractive in-
dex ratios3 up to a value of m = 1.5. Here, we see a complex and dynamic change
in the polarization memory as the sphere properties are varied. The small scale
oscillations we observed as a function of size parameter in Fig. 5.7, now appear as
part of fine comb like structures which span broad ranges in terms of the refrac-
tive index ratio. These structures can be attributed to resonant effects, where for
higher refractive index ratios, the resonances occur at slightly lower values of the
size parameter, due to the reduced wavelength within the sphere (visible as the
comb structures slant to the left as the refractive index ratio is increased). Over
the range of parameters shown in Fig. 5.8(a), the sphere types which exhibit the
greatest circular polarization memory are those with both low refractive index ra-
tios |m − 1| << 1, and large size parameters, X >> 1, showing memories in some
cases that persist over pathlengths equivalent to ∼ 12 lt, where lt is the transport
length. For these “soft” scattering sphere types, the polarization memory increases
monotonically as a function of size parameter (ignoring the small scale resonances).
Importantly however, as we can observe in many other regions of this plot, an in-
crease in sphere size does not ensure an increase in circular polarization memory
in general, nor can any generalization be made regrading the effect of a change in
refractive index for an arbitrary particle. To highlight this dynamic behaviour of
the parameter Nc/Nt, we have also included a separate detailed look at the region
where the sphere size parameter is small, and the refractive index ratio is high,
see Fig. 5.8(b). In this region, a remarkably high circular polarization memory is
found along the first resonant structure. This feature was also observed in Ref. [94].
For some sphere properties here, a memory of Nc/Nt > 60 is found. It is for this
reason that the data has been displayed on a logarithmic scale, and also why we
have chosen to present it on a separate plot, as the circular polarization memory
exhibited in this regime dwarfs the features present in all other regions shown. The
cause of such high values of the circular polarization memory in media consisting
of these sphere types has not previously been discussed to our knowledge, but we
find it can be attributed to an unusual and surprising angular dependence of the
scattered degree of circular polarization from individual events. In Fig. 5.9(a), we
show the scattered degree of circular polarization as a function of cos θ for a spher-
ical particle with refractive index ratio m = 2.0, and size parameter, X = 1.37,
where the incident light is right handed circularly polarized. Remarkably, for these
particles, the scattered light can be seen to remain above 98% right circularly po-
3In this figure the value of m = 1 is shown on the axis for continuity but is not included on
the plot, due to the disappearance of the scattered field for a scattering particle of refractive index
equal to that of the background medium.








































































Figure 5.8: High resolution Look Up Table (LUT) constructed using our MATLAB code
“Mie memory”, with sections of the LUT showing the circular polarization memory pa-
rameter, Nc/Nt, for a wide range of possible sphere parameters. (a) - Size parameter
0.1 ≤ X ≤ 100, and refractive index ratio 0.5 ≤ m ≤ 1.5 plotted on a linear scale. (b)
- Size parameter 0.1 ≤ X ≤ 10, and refractive index ratio 1.5 < m < 2.0 plotted on a loga-
rithmic scale to demonstrate the remarkably high memory region for small size parameters
and high refractive index ratios.
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Figure 5.9: Single scattering behaviour of a sphere of size parameter, X = 1.37, and
refractive index ratio, m = 2.0. (a) - Angular dependence of the scattered Degree Of Circular
Polarization (DOCP), and (b) - angular dependence of the scattered intensity, normalized to
the maximum value (occuring in the forward direction). Incident light is 100% right circularly
polarized.
larized (V/I > 0.98) for all scattering angles of −0.5 ≤ cos θ ≤ 1. Furthermore,
this sphere type possess only a rather moderate asymmetry of g = 0.55, meaning
that scattering at larger angles still contributes significantly to the total scattered
intensity, as can be seen in Fig. 5.9(b). As a result of this moderate asymmetry,
upon multiple scattering, photon direction is randomized after just a few events
(Nt = 2.24), whereas the initial right handed helicity dominates the average DOCP
of all photons for many more events (Nc = 137.24). Such a combination of factors
allows the circular polarization memory to persist on average over 60 times greater
propagation distances than the average photon’s “memory” of its initial trajectory.
This case serves as a prime example of the interplay between the the angular depen-
dence of the scattered DOCP, and the overall angular dependence of the scattered
intensity in the manifestation of the circular polarization memory effect. Although
it is often tempting to draw a direct relation between polarization memory and the
amount of light scattered into the near forward direction (due to the typically well
preserved helicity in this direction), the scattering asymmetry parameter, g, does
not completely correlate to the parameter Nc/Nt, as exemplified above. Thus, in
quantifying the circular polarization memroy effect, scattering at all angles must
be considered, particularly when we note that the helicity survival parameter, Nc,
has a log dependence on the quantity, γc (Eq. 5.14), so that even a small variation
in this single scattering behaviour will amplify the effect on the surviving DOCP
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after numerous scattering events. For further evidence of the asymmetry param-
eter failing to relate to the circular polarization memory, over all sphere types in
the LUT (Fig. 5.8) with asymmetries of g = 0.1 ± 0.01, the possible values of the
polarization memory range between 0.4 < Nc/Nt < 2.2, and for all particles with
g = 0.95± 0.001, the possible polarization memory is widely spread over the range
3.4 < Nc/Nt < 10.7. Considering a more narrowly defined class of sphere types (for
instance close to a given refractive index) may reduce the possible range of values,
but in general terms, the asymmetry parameter should be only thought of as loosely
relating to the upper and lower bounds of the circular polarization memory.
In this section, we saw that in general, circular polarization memory expresses
a complicated dependence on the sphere size, X, and refractive index ratio, m, dis-
playing no clear trend with regards to these parameters that extends over all possible
sphere types. Fortunately, using Eq. (5.15), and the calculator “Mie memory”, the
depolarization parameters can be rapidly calculated, avoiding the need for approx-
imations which only apply to certain particle types (which restricted the results in
Refs. [27, 51]). In the next section, we show how the derivation of the depolarization
parameters can be simply extended to the case of media consisting of polydisperse
spherical particles (non-identical particles).
5.6 General Treatment of Polydispersity
In this section, we show that a simple relation can be drawn between the level
of circular polarization memory exhibited by a medium, and the single scattering
behaviour of all constituent particles, which may vary in both size, and refractive
index. From this description, we then discuss how the influence of particle poly-
dispersity on the circular polarization memory parameter, is consistent with the
observed differences in depolarization between complex media such as biological
tissue, and common optical phantoms (which we discussed in Sec. 5.1).
Consider again a large population of photons scattering within a medium, which
this time consists of a well mixed polydipsersion of different spherical particle
“types”. Following from Eq. (5.11), for any scattering order, we can express the
average DOCP of the sub-population of photons going from scattering order n to
order n+ 1, which resulted from a scattering event from identical particles of type,
“j”, as:
Pc,j(n+ 1) = Pc(n) γc,j . (5.17)
For a sufficiently large population, the number of photons which scatter from par-
ticles of type, j, will be simply proportional to the scattering coefficient of that
particle type, µs,j = Njσs,j. Thus, again treating all photons with equal weight, the
average DOCP of the entire photon population of scattering order n+ 1 (averaging
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over all such sub-populations) can be simply expressed as:













where the sums run over all distinguishable particle types present in the medium.
From this simple result, we see that within a polydisperse medium the exponential
decay of Pc(n) is maintained, where the fractional reduction in the average DOCP
of all photons between any two scattering orders, γc, is now given by the weighted






This result is analogous to the well known case for the scattering asymmetry param-
eter in a polydisperse system, which, due to the additivity of the single scattering
behaviour of a collection of particles (under the assumption of independent scatter-






where the gj are the asymmetry parameters of single spherical scatterers of type,
“j”. For continuous distributions of particles, it will be more convenient to reference
each γc,j, and gj, with respect to the explicit dependence on the refractive index, and
size parameter, i.e. γc(m,X), g(m,X). We can then introduce a weighting function,
If (m,X), which describes the relative distribution of the scattering coefficient for
particles of refracive index ratio m, and size X (or more precisely having sizes within








It will at times also be convenient to express this weighting function in terms of
the (normalized) volume fraction distribution, fv(m,X), representing the relative
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where, v(m,X), is the single particle volume. Using the weighting function, the












g(m,X)If (m,X) dmdX . (5.25)
Additionally from Eqs. (5.14) & (5.16), the values of the helicity survival param-
eter, Nc, and the circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, can also be found for any
polydisperse medium. Explicitly, we have:
Nc = −1/log (γc) , (5.26)
Nc/Nt = Nc (1− g) , (5.27)
where these two equations do not differ from the case of monodisperse media, except
that the values of γc, and g in this case are the resulting values of these parameters
from the polydisperse media, as calculated above (in Eqs. 5.24 & 5.25). From this
description of the depolarization parameters, we now have a rapid means of calculat-
ing the ability of circular polarization to survive multiple scattering events within a
medium consisting of any general distribution of spherical particle types. Here, us-
ing these findings, we will discuss the effects of polydispersity concerning media with
narrow distributions, with all particles being of almost the same type (such as in
common optical phantoms), and additionally, we will explore how more diverse par-
ticle distributions, involving both large and small particles can dramatically effect
the rate of depolarization.
Firstly, we can calculate the effect of narrow monomodal particle size distri-
butions, such as those found in suspensions of silica, or polystyrene microspheres,
which are commonly employed in light scattering investigations [66, 21, 24]. In these
media, the refractive index is uniform across all scattering particles (silica particles
in water, m ≈ 1.1, polystyrene in water, m ≈ 1.2), and the sphere diameters are
gaussian distributed with a small standard deviation, typically 2−10 % of the mean
value [66]. Figure 5.10 shows the result of a 10% coefficient of variance in particle
size on the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt, for a range of mean
size parameters. Each point on these lines has been calculated via Eqs. (5.24) &
(5.25), using 100 sampled size parameters spanning four standard deviations above
and below the central value. As one might expect, the effect of narrow polydisper-
sion simply smoothes out the small scale fluctuations that are seen as a function of
size parameter with purely monodisperse media (e.g. Compare to Fig. 5.7). This
is nonetheless an important consideration, as a depolarization scale derived in a
fashion which applies to pure monodispersions (as in Ref. [94], or in our earlier ex-
amples) may predict a significantly different behaviour than would be characteristic
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Mean Size Parameter X
Figure 5.10: Circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, for polydisperse media with Gaussian
size distributions having a mean size parameter, X, and a 10% coefficient of variance. (Dashed
red) - Calculated with refractive index ratio, m = 1.1. (Solid blue) - Calculated with refractive
index ratio, m = 1.2. (Red circles) - Simulated with refractive index ratio, m = 1.1. (Blue
crosses) - Simulated with refractive index ratio, m = 1.2.
of an optical phantom having a particle size distribution centered on the same value.
As a check of these calculations, we also conducted a range of simulations using a
modified version of the program “Stokes walk” detailed in Sec. 5.2, where we have
included the results in Fig. 5.10. Each of these points (circles and crosses) represents
the decay of a simulated random walk of 105 photons, where for each scattering event
the modification to the algorithm allowed the particle size parameter to be randomly
drawn based on the function If (X) at each value of the mean size parameter. The
results of these simulations can be seen to closely replicate the calculated values.
Next, considering more complex media, such as biological tissue, scattering can
include contributions from a wide array of particle sizes. As we have previously
mentioned, disagreement has been found in a number of investigations comparing
measurements of circularly polarized light scattered from tissue samples, and from
optical phantom media with closely matched values traditional scattering param-
eters, µ′s, g, µa [72, 74, 3, 1]. A likely contributing factor to this disagreement is
the distribution of large and small scattering structures within tissue, such as cell
nuclei (with diameters ranging 5−10µm), and smaller cellular sub-structures, or or-
ganelles, such as mitochondria, lysosomes etc. (< 0.5µm) [77, 50]. To demonstrate,
we can employ a simplified model of particle size distributions within tissue-like me-
dia, using a bimodal distribution of small scatterers (representing small organelles)
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Figure 5.11: (solid blue line) - Circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, of bimodal particle
size distributions versus relative volume fraction of small scatterers of size X = 1.3 ± 10%.
Remaining fraction of the total volume of scattering material is in the form of particles
having size X = 50 ± 10%. Refractive index ratio is m = 1.04. Also shown are monomodal
media representing common “phantoms”, with narrow size distributions (10% coefficient of
variance) having equivalent scattering asymmetry, g, to the bimodal distributions. Refractive
index m = 1.04 (circles), and m = 1.2 (squares). Inset: Matched scattering asymmetry, g, of
all three types of media. Table: Scattering asymmetry and average sphere diameter for the
monomodal distributions.
and large scatterers (representing larger structures such as cell nuclei). Previous
studies have investigated empirically the effects of such a distribution on the mea-
surable survival of circularly polarized light [22, 3]. Here however, we now have a
means with which to directly calculate the resulting effect of a given distribution
on the fundamental circular depolarization scale, Nc/Nt. For this demonstration,
we take particles to have a refractive index ratio of m = 1.04, which is typical of
biological media with ns ≈ 1.42 (organelles), and nb ≈ 1.37 (cytoplasm) [77]. The
volume fraction distribution, fv(X), is taken to have one normally distributed con-
tribution with size parameter X = 1.3 ± 10%, and another normally distributed
contribution at X = 50 ± 10%. The relative fraction of the total volume of scat-
tering material taken up by the small scatterers (
∫
small
fv(X) dX) is then varied







fv(X) dX = 1. Using Eq. (5.23) to relate fv(X)
to the weighting function If (X), we calculate the resulting value of Nc/Nt, which
is presented in Fig. 5.11 as the solid line. It is seen that the circular polarization
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memory parameter rapidly deteriorates with the addition of small scatterers to the
medium. The sub-population of large (X = 50) scattering particles alone have a
very high memory of Nc/Nt = 9.98, yet when only 3% of the total volume of scat-
tering material is taken up by the smaller constituent particles, the memory has
dropped to half of this value. After 20% of the total volume of scattering material
is taken up by the small particle sub-population, the polarization memory is greatly
reduced to Nc/Nt = 1.86. It can also be seen that the scattering asymmetry param-
eter, g, is much slower to react to the addition of small scatterers (as seen in the
inset to Fig. 5.11). Thus from this example we demonstrate how the combination of
large and small scattering particles can certainly explain how a medium can have a
low ability to preserve circular polarization (low Nc/Nt), displaying depolarization
characteristics of a “Rayleigh type” (for example as described in Ref. [3]), whilst
simultaneously displaying a high scattering asymmetry that is characteristic of par-
ticles of the “Mie type”. Furthermore, to emphasize the inadequacy of monomodal
scattering media in replicating this combination of properties, we have also calcu-
lated the resulting circular polarization memory for a range of phantoms, having just
one mean particle size with a standard deviation of 10% of the mean value. Each
of these phantoms have been chosen to match the asymmetry parameter of the bi-
modal distibtution used to simulate scattering in tissue like media. Here, the circles
represent phantoms consisting of particles with m = 1.04 (same refractive index as
the bimodal distribution), and the squares are calculated with a refractive index ra-
tion of m = 1.2, in order to represent commonly used polystyrene based phantoms.
The branching of these points is due to the multiple possibilities in particle size for
certain asymmetry, g, values, and the partial absence of data points expresses that
the upper limit of the scattering asymmetry for polystyrene microspheres in water
is g = 0.93. It can be seen that these monomodal type scattering media significantly
overestimate the circular polarization memory compared to the bimodal case, even
when the scattering asymmetry, g, is identical. Additionally, given that only the
relative number of different particle types determines the resulting value of Nc/Nt,
and g, these various monomodal and bimodal media could all be constructed to have
complete identical sets of the traditional bulk optical parameters, µ′s, µa, and g, yet
their ability to support the propagation of circularly polarized light is greatly varied.
These findings are consistent with the observations made in Refs. [72, 74, 3, 1], and
suggest that particle size distribution plays a significant role in the depolarization
behaviour of biological tissues, and complex tissue-like media. Lastly, as we men-
tioned in the introduction (Chap. 1), and in Sec. 5.1, the reason for using phantom
media is to provide tissue-like interactions with scattered light, whilst still having a
controlled, well characterized, and reproducible medium. Given that we now have
a description of circular polarization memory within polydisperse media, we now
have the ability to deduce the required particle size distributions for phantoms that
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would allow them to better replicate the depolarization characteristics of biological
tissues. This is one of the investigations we will cover in Part III.
5.7 Summary
In this chapter we have investigated the evolution of photon polarization states
within an unbounded medium. Beginning with a simple Monte Carlo model, we
demonstrated how the average degree of circular polarization of a large population
of photons, decays following a simple exponential. Following from this model, we
derived a simple relation between this average quantity, Pc(n), and the single scat-
tering matrix elements of the particles within the medium. This description led to
an efficient means of calculating a fundamental depolarization scale relative to the
transport length, given by the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt. Fur-
thermore, we generalized the derivation of this depolarization scale to the regime of
polydisperse media, where we now have the ability to quantify the level of circular
polarization memory exhibited by a medium which is composed of an arbitrary dis-
tribution of independent spherical scattering particles. It was then shown that the
effect of particle polydispersity on the circular polarization memory parameter, and
the asymmetry parameter, was consistent with the differences previously observed
between biological media (having scattering particles with significant distributions
in size), and common optical phantom media (generally having particles of similar
sizes), which we covered in Sec. 5.1. Describing the link between circular depo-
larization, and medium composition (particularly media consisting of a variety of
scattering structures), was one of the primary objectives of this study outlined in
Chapter 1. From the findings presented in Part II, we have made significant steps
towards understanding this link, where it now only remains to investigate the rela-
tionship between the depolarization scale, Nc/Nt, and the observable depolarization
of circularly polarized light propagating within scattering media. Considering real
observations, involving the illumination of a medium with polarized light, and the
subsequent analysis of the surviving degree of circular polarization exiting at some
location, the particular arrangement of light source and detector can be expected to
greatly influence any measurement. For example, with measurements of light that
has predominantly experienced short optical pathlengths (and thus low scattering
orders), the received signal will certainly be sensitive to the particular angular de-
pendence of the single scattering matrix elements (i.e. some scattering angles will
be favoured over others). However, when measurements are dominated by diffusely
scattered photons, where propagation direction has been effectively randomized, we
may expect that a simple relationship could emerge between the measured DOCP,
and the circular polarization memory parameter. Here, photons arriving at the de-
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tector are less biased in the scattering angles that they have sampled, and may begin
to approach the average behaviour in an equivalent unbounded medium for which the
parameter Nc/Nt describes. Given that the measurable DOCP has been observed to
persist (often at low, yet non-zero values) over multiple transport lengths in various
biological samples, a description of depolarization applicable to this regime could
still be utilized, further motivating an investigation. In Part III of this work, we will
thus explore the relationship between the depolarization parameter, Nc/Nt, and the
spatial dependence of the surviving DOCP of light that has backscattered from a








In this chapter, we detail the general experimental geometry, and lab polarimeter
that was used to investigate the transport of circularly polarized light within various
scattering media. As outlined in the Introduction (Chap. 1), and at the end of Part
II, our main objective in Part III of this thesis is to investigate the spatial dependence
of the measurable DOCP of light which is approximately diffuse in terms of photon
direction. To achieve this, we use focused point illumination of our scattering media
with a laser light source, combined with point detection (again using a lens) at a
range of locations displaced a distance, rsd, from the point of incidence. In terms
of relative placement of source and detector, these are arranged in a backscattering
geometry (detector on the same side of the medium as the light source), as this is a
geometry of most interest to remote (non-invasive) detection applications. Following
this chapter, a description of a Monte Carlo simulation designed to mimic this setup
is presented, as well as simulated results. Finally, in Chapter 8, we will present the
results of the lab experiments.
6.1 Source-Detector Geometry
Referring to Fig. 6.1, the experimental setup consists of a 639 nm laser diode (30mW
Newport, USA, LQC639-30C), which after collimation is directed towards the sur-
face of a sample medium. The laser impinges on the sample surface at a non-normal
angle of incidence, θi, due to restrictions caused by the close proximity of the detec-
tor assembly to the surface (and its physical width). For all experiments presented
in this thesis, the angle of incidence was set to θi = 55
◦, which was selected to lower
the average photon visitation depth within a number of biological and non-biological
samples used in our preliminary investigations [46]. Prior to reaching the sample
surface, the laser light passes through a half-wave retarder (λ/2) and quarter-wave
retarder (λ/4) combination. Using various arrangements of these retarders, any gen-
eral fully polarized state can be selected. Incident polarization states that were to be
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Figure 6.1: Experimental apparatus used to carry out our investigations.
employed in experiments, and the associated retarder orientations, were calibrated
prior to the positioning of the detector assembly, and were measured at the precise
location that the sample surface would later occupy. Following the polarization op-
tics, the laser light is focused onto the sample surface using a 100 mm focal length
lens (L1). Focused illumination and detection are employed in order to reduce the
uncertainty in the source-detector separation, rsd. The laser spot size at the sample
surface is ∼ 200µm. On the detection side, light is measured exiting the medium at
a distance rsd away from the point of incidence. This distance can be set arbitrarily,
using a micrometer resolution translation stage which supports the entire detec-
tor assembly. Light is collected through a second lens (L2, focal length, 15 mm),
and then passed through a spatial filter in order to artificially narrow the effective
numeric aperture of the lens, thus reducing the range of the allowed photon exit
angles. This aperture, along with the central angle of detection, θd, can be varied by
adjusting the width of the spatial filter, and by rotating the detector assembly arm
respectively (see Fig. 6.2). Finally, light then enters the polarimeter (Thorlabs Inc.,
PAX5710VIS) to be measured. This polarimeter operates using the rotating quarter
wave plate technique, and acquires 30 measurements of the full Stokes vector per
second.
6.2 Sample Preparation and Placement
When placing sample media in position for measurement by the polarimeter setup,
a key consideration is the sample height. For repeatability, this must be precisely
controlled to reduce the error in the source detector separation, rsd, and the cali-
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Figure 6.2: A liquid sample being measured by the polarimeter. The red line represents
the incoming beam. Yellow arrows show the movement of the translational and rotational
stages which support the detector assembly. The axis of rotation of the detector arm is
positioned at the same height as the top surface of the sample medium, such that a change
in the collection angle does not influence the source-detector separation, rsd. In this figure,
the magnetic stirring mechanism is out of view below the liquid sample.











Figure 6.3: Stirring mechanism employed for liquid media to prevent particle sedimentation.
brated focal points of both lenses L1, and L2. To achieve this, a fixed metal cover
plate with an optical window was placed at the correct height, such that samples
could be raised from underneath until being brought into contact at the same po-
sition for each measurement. Additionally, to ensure a uniform flat surface for all
samples being measured, including both liquid media, and solid biological samples,
a glass coverslip (thickness 0.13 mm) is placed between the metal cover plate and
the sample. For liquid samples, a 7ml capacity tapered cylindrical vessel is used
(upper diameter, 2 cm, height, 2.6 cm) where a volume greater than 7ml would be
added to the vessel prior to placing the coverslip, to ensure that no large air bub-
bles were within the sample. For solid biological samples, sections of tissue were
prepared having a typical thickness of ∼ 1 cm, and surface area of ∼ 2.5 cm2. These
samples were allowed to deform under a small amount of pressure when raised into
position, until the surface was flat against the glass coverslip. All types of samples
were positioned to allow for a range of source-detector separations to be scanned
along the detector axis in the + rsd direction. Given the density of the various media
involved, total scanning distance was typically, 0 < rsd < 8 mm, which allowed a
sufficient characterization of the decaying DOCP profile.
6.2.1 Sedimentation
A further consideration when dealing with liquid scattering media, such as the sus-
pensions of polystyrene microspheres that we will use in Chapter 8, is that of particle
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sedimentation. At times a full series of measurements on a single sample, involving
multiple geometries, and input polarizations, may require up to an hour of lab time,
without moving the sample vessel. In this period, gravity may influence suspended
particles into forming a concentration gradient, whereby the top of the sample solu-
tion near the surface has a lower concentration than the bottom of the vessel. For
example, using a solution of polystyrene microspheres of 3µm diameter suspended
in water, sedimentation over an hour would result in an approximately 1 mm thick
layer of water forming at the sample surface (calculated using Stoke’s Law [47]).
This would clearly impact the scattering coefficient in this region, and thus the pho-
ton pathways taken between the point of incidence, and the detector. To address
this problem, we implemented a magnetic stirring mechanism, see Fig. 6.3. Here
a small magnetic stir bar is placed into the vessel prior to filling it with the liquid
scattering medium. The vessel is then placed on a platform above a magnetic stir-
ring motor, with this entire assembly being raised into place below the metal cover
plate (with a glass cover slip in between). For consistency, this stirring mechanism
was employed during the meausrement of all liquid samples, regardless of the size
of the constituent particles, or total measurement time required.
6.3 Summary
In this chapter we have discussed the apparatus used to carry out experimental
investigations, and a number of considerations which influenced the design. In the
next chapter (Chapter 7), we will first present the results of a Monte Carlo study
involving a third party algorithm, which has been modified to simulate aspects of the
geometry seen with the physical setup described above. Following this, Chapter 8
will focus on the findings of similarly themed investigations involving this lab setup,
and real scattering media.

Chapter 7
Polarized Monte Carlo Study
In this chapter we investigate the propagation of circularly polarized light using a
previously established Monte Carlo algorithm, “Stok1.c”, developed by Jessica C.
Ramella-Roman, Steve L. Jacques, and Scott A. Prahl (2005). “Stok1.c” simulates
the interaction between an arbitrarily polarized light source, and a virtual slab
containing spherical scattering particles. We will be interested in employing this
model to study the spatial dependence of the degree of circular polarization observed
in the backscattered geometry, and the influence of the bulk scattering parameters,
including the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt.
7.1 Overview of “Stok1.c”
A full description of “Stok1.c” can be found in Refs. [68, 69]. Here, we will briefly
summarize the capabilities of the program version which we obtained, and cover the
general operation. Referring to Fig. 7.1(a), “Stok1.c” simulates a slab of finite thick-
ness, h, which is infinite in extent in the x, and y directions. The user defines the
slab thickness, and the field of view on the x−y plane for which to record the flux of
simulated photons exiting the top, or bottom surface. Within the slab volume, the
user can define the properties that will influence the propagation of the simulated
photons. For the background homogeneous material, the complex refractive index,
nb can be defined, or alternatively, the real refractive index and a separate value
for the absorption coefficient, µa. For the scattering spheres themselves, this ver-
sion of the program permits only collections of identical spheres (monodispersions)
to occupy the slab volume. The user defines the sphere diameter, d, the complex
refractive index, ns, and either the volume fraction of scattering material, the scat-
tering coefficient, µs, or the reduced scattering coefficient µ
′
s. Once one of these has
been chosen, the other two are determined from the related parameters. For the
propagation of photons, these are simulated one at a time, with the ability to define
the total number of photons to be simulated in a given run of the program. Photons
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Figure 7.1: (a) - Overview of the defined parameters in the Monte Carlo program “Stok1.c”,
including an example of a photon path taken from the point of incidence at (xin, yin) to a
point of detection at (xout, yout). (b) - Example of the resulting intensity profile (normalized
to the maximum value) constructed from the addition of many simulated photons which have
returned to the upper surface of the slab. Point of incidence is at x = y = 0.
are all initiated in an identical polarization state defined by the Stokes vector, ~Sin,
and begin with the same initial trajectory, and location, defined by the point of
incidence, (xin, yin), and the angle of incidence, θi. These illumination conditions
replicate the case of a narrow laser beam, where the wavelength, λ, of this source is
also set by the user. Figure 7.1(a) shows an example of a photon propagating through
the medium from the point of incidence until it happens to return to the top surface.
Once inside the medium, a photon will propagate some distance before encountering
a virtual spherical particle. This propagation distance is randomly generated from
an exponential distribution determined by the extinction coefficient, µe, as per the
Beer-Lambert law (Sec. 4.1). Once the photon encounters a particle, Mie theory is
used in conjunction with the acceptance-rejection method to randomly generate a
new propagation direction, which will be dependent on the previously defined di-
ameter, and refractive index of the sphere, as well as the photons current state of
polarization. This step is equivalent to the sampling of the scattering direction used
in our model of unbounded scattering in Chapter 5. The polarization state of the
photon is then appropriately modified by the scattering matrix, and in this version
of the program the rotations required to keep the photon polarization state defined
in a reference “lab frame” are handled using meridian planes [68]. In addition to the
scattering and propagation of photons, this simulation addresses absorption within
the background homogeneous medium by reducing the statistical weight of each
photon by a factor of a after each scattering event, where a is the scattering albedo.
Each photon will continue to propagate and scatter within the medium until either
its statistical weight drops below a defined threshold, or its trajectory leads it to the
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top or bottom surface. Once reaching the top surface for instance, as the example
shows, the photon will be recorded within a pixel, or “voxel” located at (xout, yout).
Due to the assumed incoherence of all photons within the medium, the recording
of each photon at a particular voxel is achieved by simply adding its Stokes vector
(multiplied by the its statistical weight) to a resultant Stokes vector representing
the measured signal at that location. This vector addition of arriving Stokes vectors
is achieved with a projection and rotation operation into the voxel reference frame
which is dependent on the final trajectory of each photon. Figure 7.1(b) shows an
example of the resulting intensity profile of 108 photons arriving at the top surface
after entering the medium at x = y = 0, and with an angle of incidence of θi = 38
◦.
In this case the field of view was set to 1 cm × 1 cm, and the voxel size (which can
also be set by the user) was set to 0.1 mm × 0.1 mm.
7.2 Modifications to “Stok1.c”
In the interest of conducting simulations which we may be able to relate to a real
world environment, we would wish to replicate the conditions of our current exper-
imental setup (as covered in Chapter 6). Notably, within the program “Stok1.c”,
there exist some departures from these conditions: Firstly, we must consider the
collection geometry of this simulation, and how it deviates from that which is em-
ployed in our experiments. In the previous chapter, we discussed that in order for
our experimental device to have a high resolution in terms of the source-detector
separation, and the angle of detection, it required a lens to receive light from a
small area, and additionally a small effective aperture (achieved with a spatial fil-
ter). Whilst in the simulation, the resolution in source-detector separation can be
made very fine by reducing the voxel size, these voxels receive photons reaching the
surfaces from all angles. This is equivalent to having the detector surface lying flat
against the boundary of the medium. In order to relate to our experiment, we would
wish to be able to select the photons to “detect”, based on the angle at which they
would have left the medium. Secondly, there is the issue of the medium boundaries,
and their effect on the transport of light. In our lab experiments, the refractive index
exterior to the sample (air, n = 1) will be different than the interior of the sample
(e.g. water, n = 1.33). Due to the non-normal angle of incidence, this will cause
the direction of the laser light to change upon transiting the boundary, bending
the beam towards the normal (see Fig. 7.2). Additionally, the Fresnel transmission
coefficients for the the component of polarization lying within the plane of incidence
(P - component), and the component lying perpendicular (S - component), will in
general be different. This will result in the polarization state being altered from






Figure 7.2: Diagram showing modifications to the standard operation of the Monte Carlo
program “Stok1.c” that were implemented in order to more effectively relate the simulations
to our experimental setup. Dashed lines represent the propagation directions defined in the
algorithm, solid arrows show the directions that these represent in our experimental system,
defined in Chapter 6.
its input state, prior to any scattering events taking place1. Additional boundary
interactions are also inevitable for photons exiting the medium, and photons to-
tally internally reflecting from within the medium, which will alter both direction,
and polarization. Conversely, “Stok1.c” uses matched values of the refractive index
between the slab and the slab exterior, meaning that the simulated photon polariza-
tion states are unaltered by their interaction with either the top, or bottom surface.
Given these points of difference between the Monte Carlo algorithm and our exper-
imental system, the following modifications to the usual operation of the program
were implemented, and are illustrated in Fig 7.2:
1. Modified the angle of incidence, θi, and starting polarization, ~Si, to account
for the boundary effects on the incident beam. For example, our experimental
angle of incidence of θi = 55
◦ incident on water (nb = 1.33), was represented
as θ′i = 38
◦ within the MC program, and by the adjusted Stokes vector, ~S
′
i,
accounting for changes in polarization.
2. Modified the collection of photons to include a number of angular dependent
voxels. Each voxel would store the resultant Stokes vector for all photons
exiting the medium within a narrow cone defined by θd ± 5◦.
1The incident beam will also pass through a thin glass layer prior to entering the sample
(Sec. 6.2), however this is calculated to have negligible effects on the source detector separation,
angle of incidence, and polarization state compared to treating a simple air-sample boundary.
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3. Altered our definition of the angle of detection to account for refraction, and
generally restricted our θd to between 0
◦−20◦ to mitigate the untreated effects
of the boundary on the polarization of photons exiting the medium. These
polarization effects could not be properly accounted for as with the incident
beam, due to the various directions that photons can exit the medium within
each angular voxel. At near normal angles of escape however, these effects are
minimized (due to the S and P Fresnel coefficients being almost equal).
From this list, modifications 1, and 3, could simply be implemented by changing
the input file which defines the parameters of the simulation, and by analyzing the
results to account for the change in definition of the detection angle. However,
modification 2 had to be edited within the Monte Carlo program itself. This task
was carried out with the help of Professor Steven Jacques, one of the original authors
of the program, during his stay at the University of Otago. In a given simulation,
the data for all angular dependent voxels was recorded alongside the normal output
of the program. This meant that the results would be able to be represented as a
surface profile, or as an angular dependent profile, without the need to repeat the
simulation. In terms of the performance of the code, this is largely unchanged from
the original program, as modification 2 was relatively minor. In general, simulation
time is dependent on many parameters, but memory consumption is small, as each
photon’s history is not stored, only it’s contribution to a measurement on the slab
surface, where each voxel is simply updated (thus, memory mainly depends on the
discretization of the detector plane, and angular voxels, for our typical uses, this
never exceeded a few megabytes). Total simulation run time scales linearly with total
photon number, however simulation speed is dependent on a number of factors. For
example, increasing the absorption coefficient (lowering the albedo) decreases the
simulation time for a given total number of simulated photons, as longer wandering
photons are terminated earlier. This however reduces the statistics available at
the end of the simulation. Reducing slab thickness also speeds up the simulation
for a similar reason. Furthermore, particle type has a large effect on simulation
speed; for a given slab thickness (in terms of number of transport lengths), a photon
propagating in a medium with high scattering asymmetry, g, for instance, encounters
many more scattering events before exiting the sample than a medium with low
scattering asymmetry. Also, particles with high scattering asymmetry cause many
rejections of trial scattering angles in the acceptance-rejection step of the algorithm.
This can dramatically slow down the simulation. For the results presented in this
chapter, 108 photons are typically used in each simulation, and the average run time
was approximately 8-10 hours using one thread on a 2.5 GHz Intel Core i7 processor
(e.g. with a slab thickness of 10 lt, a scattering albedo of a = 0.98, and a scattering
asymmetry of g = 0.7), although this could be much shorter, or longer, for media
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consisting of very small, or large particles, respectively.
7.3 Investigations
In order to conduct simulations which investigate the effect of the circular polariza-
tion memory parameter, Nc/Nt, and other bulk parameters µ
′
s, µa, and g, on the
measurable DOCP, we require precise control over these properties. Given that the
Monte Carlo code only allows for purely monodisperse collections of spheres as the
scattering medium, this means that we will be required to find combinations of the
sphere refractive index, ns, and diameter, d, which result in the desired combina-
tion of g, and Nc/Nt. Once found, the reduced scattering coefficient, µ
′
s, and the
absorption of the background medium, µa, can be set arbitrarily within the pro-
gram. In Section 5.5, we used Eq. 5.15, and our MATLAB function “Mie memory”
to generate a lookup table which included the parameters g, and Nc/Nt, over a wide
range of sphere size parameters X, and refractive index ratios, m. Fortunately, with
the shear number of possible spherical particles to choose from using this table, the
likelihood of finding a particular target combination of the scattering parameters
(within a small tolerance) is high. Certain combinations however may not be pos-
sible, such as very high g, and very low Nc/Nt, or vice versa, as these combinations
are either not feasible for media consisting of spherical particles, or may only be
possible with polydispersions, as we demonstrated in Sec. 5.6.
7.3.1 Changing the Circular Polarization Memory
Firstly, we begin by investigating the effect of the circular polarization memory
parameter, Nc/Nt. In these simulations, all other scattering parameters were held
fixed in order to observe the true influence on the measured degree of circular po-
larization. These fixed parameters include the reduced scattering coefficient, µ′s, the
scattering asymmetry parameter, g, and the absorption coefficient, µa. In our first
example, we selected the values of, g = 0.65, µ′s = 1.50 mm
−1, and µa = 0.10 mm
−1.
Using the lookup table from Sec. 5.5 to search for sphere types with scattering
asymmetries close to our target, (g = 0.65± 0.002), the range of possible values of
the circular polarization memory were between approximately 1.6 < Nc/Nt < 6.7.
Three different sphere types were thus selected which spanned this range, and a
separate simulation was conducted for each case. With each of the simulations,
over 109 individual photons were simulated, and their initial conditions were set to
replicate that of our experimental setup; with an incident location at x = y = 0;
an angle of incidence of θi = 55
◦; and an initial right circularly polarized state.
The wavelength used in these simulations was 639 nm, the slab thickness was set
to h = 10 lt, where lt is the transport length, and the real refractive index of the
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background medium was set to represent water at this wavelength, nb = 1.33144.
The sphere properties, along with the relevant scattering parameters for each of the
three simulations are summarized in Table 7.1. The sphere size parameter, X, re-
Simulation Sphere size Refractive index Nc/Nt g µa µ
′
s
No. Parameter, X ratio (m = ns/nb) (mm
−1) (mm−1)
1 2.09 1.023 1.6039 0.6486 0.10 1.50
2 1.95 1.225 2.7398 0.6496 0.10 1.50
3 1.99 1.437 6.6374 0.6488 0.10 1.50
Table 7.1
fractive index ratio, m, reduced scattering coefficient, µ′s, and absorption coefficient,
µa, quoted in this table, and in the following tables, are all exact. All other relevant
properties such as the sphere diameter, d, and refractive index, ns, were calculated
from these values, and with the background refactive index, nb, and wavelength, λ,
quoted above2. Figure 7.3 shows the results of the three simulations, displaying the
backscattered surface profiles of the degree of circular polarization. These images
are presented in the typical output format from the “Stok1.c” program, where the
value of each pixel, or voxel, represents the weighted average DOCP of all photons
arriving at that point (from all angles). We will soon evaluate the profile measured
at particular collection angles, but firstly we shall observe these two dimensional
pictures, which show some interesting behaviour. Immediately obvious from these
figures, is that the increase of the circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, does indeed
result in a greater measured degree of circular polarization, with all other scattering
parameters being equal. This appears to be the case at most locations surrounding
the point of incidence. Another obvious feature of these images, is the asymmetry
present along the y-axis in the spatial distribution of the DOCP. This is caused by
the shallow angle of incidence, with the beam direction having a significant com-
ponent in the y direction as it enters the medium. The resulting location of the
peak positive value of the DOCP in each figure is thus offset in the +y direction,
owing to the required distance the photons must travel before their direction is ran-
domized (approximately one transport length, lt). After traveling this distance, the
photons which have a high proabability of maintaining their positive helicity (still
right handed), are for instance those which have scattered at successive shallow an-
gles, which then at last have a chance of “turning around” and returning to the
surface. The negative DOCP region, which is present in each of the three simula-
tions in Fig. 7.3, is another notable, but expected feature considering the particle
2In defining these other parameters within the simulation, we used 10 significant figures for
accuracy, as a small error in the defined sphere properties can significantly alter the resulting
scattering parameters, due to the sharp oscillations in these values (e.g. see Fig. 5.8).























Figure 7.3: Two-dimensional profiles of the backscattered Degree of Circular Polarization
for photons arriving at the slab surface from all angles. (a) - Simulation 1, Nc/Nt = 1.6039.
(b) - Simulation 2, Nc/Nt = 2.7398. (c) - Simulation 3, Nc/Nt = 6.6374. All three simulations
have identical values of g, µ′s, and µa. Photon source incident at x = y = 0, and at θi = 55
◦.
Axes are scaled by the transport length. See Table 7.1 for a summary of the properties for
each simulation.
sizes involved. At distances close to the point of incidence, single and low order
scattering events contribute to the measured signal significantly. Single scattered
photons arriving back at the surface in this geometry for instance tend to experience
a flip in their helicity3. Next, using the recorded angular dependent measurements
that were made possible by our modification to “Stok1.c”, we can plot the DOCP
in a manner which approximates that which would be measured by our experimen-
tal detector (detailed in Chapter 6). For this example, the central detection angle
was set at θd = 10
◦, and included a summation over a number of angular depen-
dent voxels. This number was chosen to represent an aperture with a half angle of
θ1/2 ≈ 10◦. An aperture of this size is larger than would typically be used in our
lab setup, however it was necessary in this case to ensure a large enough sample
size in terms of the number of detected photons. To generate a radial profile which
represents a change in the source-detector separation, rsd, (see Figs. 6.1 & 7.2), the
angular dependent DOCP was calculated along the y direction of the surface profile,
at a value of x = 0 ± 0.5 mm. The resulting output for each of the simulations, 1,
2, and 3, discussed above, are shown in Fig. 7.4. Here, we clearly see a similar
increase in the DOCP as the polarization memory of the medium is increased, with
this increase being most noticeable at distances sufficiently spaced from the point of
incidence. This trend does not deviate from the previous images (Fig. 7.3), which
3Remember this is not always the case! The only scattering angle which is guaranteed to
reverse the helicity is the exact backscattering direction. Other large angles in the near backwards
direction tend to reverse the helicity, but for spheres of arbitrary size, one would be wise to consult

















Figure 7.4: Profiles of the simulated Degree of Circular Polarization exiting the medium
at θd = 10
◦ ± 10◦, as a function of the scaled source-detector separation, rsd/lt. (a) - linear
plot, (b) - log plot. Simulation 1, Nc/Nt = 1.6039 (solid blue). Simulation 2, Nc/Nt = 2.7398
(dot-dashed green). Simulation 3, Nc/Nt = 6.6374 (dashed red).
accepted photons from all angles. However, a notable difference occurs close to the
point of incidence, where for simulations 2, and 3, we no longer observe a negative
DOCP. This can be explained by considering that the single scattering angles that
dominated the negative signal in the previous images, are likely no longer accepted
at the detection angle of θd = 10 ± 10◦. We remind ourselves that the measured
signal at, or very close to the point of incidence will be specific to the particular an-
gular dependent form of the single scattering matrix of the medium, due to the large
contribution from low order scattering events. It is only at more distant locations,
where measurements are dominated by diffusely scattered photons, that we expect
a simple relationship may emerge between the measured DOCP, and the parame-
ter Nc/Nt. From these three simulations, we observe that this may indeed be the
case, as the measured profile at large distances appears to increase as a function of
Nc/Nt, with all other parameters held constant. More clearly however, these simu-
lations plainly demonstrate the failure of the traditional bulk scattering parameters,
g, µ′s, µa, to describe the effect of the medium on the rate circular depolarization, in
agreement with a number of other earlier mentioned studies studies [1, 72, 74, 45].
All three of these media in Figs. 7.3 & 7.4 share near identical values of all such
parameters, but exhibit vastly different abilities to support the observable memory
of the incident circularly polarized state over large scattering distances. Next, we
will more thoroughly investigate the utility of the parameter, Nc/Nt, in accounting
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for the shortfall of these traditional bulk parameters.
7.3.2 Simulation Database
To further investigate the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt, and it’s
relation to the spatial dependence of the backscattered DOCP profile, we conducted
a broader array of over 150 separate simulations. These were conducted in a similar
fashion to those above, and were arranged into groups based on the scattering asym-
metry parameter, g. The target asymmetry values for these groups ranged between
0.1 < g < 0.95, where within each group, a number of different simulations were
conducted involving circular polarization memories which spanned close to the full
range of possible values (again found using the Look Up Table from Sec. 5.5). This
memory was varied such that values were approximately evenly spaced in terms of
(Nc/Nt)
−1. It is important to note that when searching for sphere types within our
Look Up Table, it is generally not possible to find a desired combination of the
scattering asymmetry parameter, g, and circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt to an
arbitrarily high degree of precision, even if the LUT resolution is increased. Too fine
of a tolerance in these parameters may yield no results at all, as each has a different
dependence on the sphere size parameter, X, and refractive index mismatch, m. In
all simulations in this section however, the tolerance of the asymmetry parameter
was able to be set such that the factor (1− g), was within 2% of the target value4.
Additionally, two simulations were conducted for each set of parameters, with one
having an illumination angle of θi = 55
◦ as in the previous section, and another
simulation with normally incident light, θi = 0
◦. Figure 7.5 displays a number of
the simulations involving normally incident light, with detection at θd = 10 ± 10◦,
where we have shown four groups with respect to the scattering asymmetry param-
eter (g = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8). The properties of the spherical particles in each of these
simulations are given in Table. 7.2, and in all cases the scattering coefficient, and
absorption coefficient are held constant (µ′s = 5 mm
−1, µa = 0.1 mm
−1). Here, it is
evident that the increase of the circular polarization memory parameter within each
group results in an overall greater measured DOCP in the backscattering direction.
Importantly, we note that the measured DOCP displays a monotonically increasing
trend as a function of Nc/Nt over these scales, for locations greater than approxi-
mately ∼ 2 lt from the point of incidence, and with all other bulk parameters held
constant (where we exclude regions where the DOCP has fallen below 2%). This
monotonic increasing nature was observed in all groups of simulations, and in both
arrangements of the incident photon source (θi = 0
◦, and θi = 55
◦). Also notable,
4Within the simulations all values of the reduced scattering coefficient, µ′s, were set to be exactly
equivalent. An error of 2% in the factor (1 − g) means that within each group of simulations the
real scattering coefficient, µs, was also equivalent to within 2%.
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Figure 7.5: Examples of the backscattered DOCP profiles of a number of simulation groups
from the database. Within each figure, all bulk scattering parameters besides the circular
polarization memory, Nc/Nt, are held constant (within a tolerance). See Table 7.2 for prop-
erties of each simulation. Target asymmetries within each figure: (a) g = 0.2, (b) g = 0.4,
(c) g = 0.6, (d) g = 0.8. In all cases, the measured DOCP at locations, rsd/lt > 2, can be
seen to increase with Nc/Nt. Explicitly, the colours are associated with circular polarization
memory within each group and increase from low Nc/Nt, to high Nc/Nt, in the order: Black,
cyan, magenta, green, red.
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Targ. g g Nc/Nt m X
0.1998 0.7644 1.956 3.71
0.2018 0.9398 1.951 3.75
0.2 0.2043 1.1793 1.940 3.80
0.2023 1.6884 1.820 4.87
0.1994 2.8068 1.809 4.19
0.4031 0.8772 1.704 4.71
0.3959 1.0751 1.699 4.83
0.4 0.4036 1.4072 1.750 5.53
0.4044 2.0523 1.773 4.13
0.4057 3.6718 1.701 4.40
0.5975 1.3276 1.007 1.97
0.6015 1.6945 1.149 1.88
0.6 0.5980 2.3412 1.299 1.78
0.5976 3.7992 1.445 1.70
0.5965 10.0008 1.637 1.75
0.8000 1.5007 0.704 3.42
0.8004 1.8535 0.818 3.11
0.8 0.8000 2.4217 0.936 3.01
0.8003 3.4774 1.169 3.11
0.7996 6.2416 1.409 5.21
Table 7.2: Properties of the simulations shown in Fig. 7.5, including scattering asymmetry,
g, circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, as well as the size, X, and refractive index ratio, m,
of the spherical scattering particles. µ′s = 5 mm
−1, and µa = 0.1 mm
−1, in all cases.
is that in many cases the size parameter, X, and refractive index ratio, m, do not
display a clear trend relative to the measured DOCP profile (looking at these val-
ues from Table 7.2). This suggests that as was the case with the description of
depolarization in an unbounded medium (from Part II), the circular polarization
memory parameter, Nc/Nt, provides a more general description of the measurable
depolarization than previous attempts to characterize the influence of particle size,
and refractive index separately [8, 28, 45, 23]. Furthermore, it is also suggestive
that with knowledge of the circular polarization memory parameter, a more accu-
rate estimation of the backscattered DOCP could be made than is possible when
using only the traditional bulk scattering parameters. In the next section, we will
investigate how well the full set of four bulk scattering parameters, Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s,
µa, performs in capturing the effect of a medium on circular depolarization, and the
measurable spatial DOCP profile.
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7.3.3 Similarity Between Different Monodispersions
In this section, we will investigate the similarity between the backscattered DOCP
profiles for media composed of different spherical particle types, yet who share the
full set of four bulk scattering parameters. In our first example, two sphere types
were found using our look up table (Sec. 5.5) which had near identical values of both
the scattering asymmetry, g, and the circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, yet were
appreciably different in terms of the size parameter, X, and refractive index ratio,
m. A simulation was run for each case, with initial right circularly polarized light, an
incident angle of θi = 55
◦, and an incident location of x = y = 0. Over 108 photons
were simulated with a wavelength of 639 nm, where the background refractive index
was set to nb = 1.33144. The relevant parameters of these two simulations are given
in Table 7.3.
Simulation Sphere size Refractive index Nc/Nt g µa µ
′
s
No. Parameter, X ratio (m = ns/nb) (mm
−1) (mm−1)
4 6.55 1.440 3.9073 0.6801 0.10 1.50
5 9.31 1.350 3.9094 0.6933 0.10 1.50
Table 7.3
Figure 7.6(a), and 7.6(b), display the resulting two dimensional surface profiles of
the backscattered DOCP for both simulations. In these pictures, we can see that
the two profiles are in fact similar, with the only noticeable deviation occurring
close to the point of incidence of the light source. To analyze the similarity between
these two media more closely, Fig 7.6(c) shows a normalized subtraction, which is







where, i, and j, represent the simulation numbers. In this figure, a circular mask
has also been applied to eliminate noise which begins to dominate the image at
distances far from the point of incidence (due to low detected photon numbers).
The resulting image confirms that at most locations shown, where rsd is greater
than 1 ∼ 2 transport lengths, the degree of circular polarization measured on the
medium surface is similar to within 10%, with the difference begining to rise above
this level only towards the edge of the applied noise mask. Now, analyzing the
angular dependent signal, with photons collected at angles of θd = 10 ± 10◦, we
can again approximate what our experimental detector would measure given these
two media. These profiles are shown in Fig. 7.7. Here again, the two media show
surprisingly similar profiles for all values of the source-detector separation beyond






































Figure 7.6: Backscattered DOCP (of photons arriving from all angles) of two different media
with closely matched sets of scattering parameters. (a) - Simulation 4, (b) - Simulation 5.
(c) - Normalized subtraction showing the difference between the measured surface DOCP














Figure 7.7: Profiles of the simulated Degree of Circular Polarization exiting the medium
at θd = 10
◦ ± 10◦, as a function of the scaled source-detector separation, rsd/lt. (a) - linear
plot, (b) - log plot. Simulation 4 (solid blue), Simulation 5 (dashed red).
∼ 2 lt. This agreement is particularly significant when we consider that the two
sphere types used in simulations 4, and 5, differ appreciably with respect to their
diameter, d, refractive index, ns, and thus also with respect to the angular dependent
elements of the single scattering matrices (as is obvious from the disagreement seen
near the point of incidence in Figs. 7.6 & 7.7). While the matrix elements are
different between these two sphere types, in choosing each to have matched scattering
asymmetries, (g = 0.685±0.01), by definition, they share the same first order angular
moment of the S11 scattering matrix element. Nonetheless, as we demonstrated in
the previous section, this alone cannot explain the agreement between the two media
with respect to the DOCP profiles, even when the reduced scattering coefficient, µ′s,
and absorption coefficient, µa, are also identical. Here however, we have imposed
the additional requirement of matching (to within a small tolerance) the parameter
Nc/Nt, and thus, γc, between both media. This is equivalent to matching the ratio
of the lowest order angular moment of the S33 matrix element to the lowest order
angular moment of the S11 matrix element (see Eq. 5.12). In the limit of equating
higher and higher angular moments of each of the single scattering matrix elements
between two media, these would become closer to identical, and thus under the
same experimental conditions, all observable properties of light transport within
the media would also approach equality (given that we have also set the scattering
and absorption coefficients to be equal, see Sec. 4.5). Yet here, it appears that the
first order moment, g, and the mixed zeroth order moments that define γc, perform
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well in capturing the transport of the DOCP over large optical distances. In an
analogy to the case of similarity relationships for the scalar Radiative Transport
Equation (Sec. 4.3), where the transport of the scalar radiance is well described by
the two bulk parameters, µ′s, µa, in a first order approximation; the observations
seen here, and in the previous section, may be evidence of a similarity relationship
for the DOCP, whereby the mediums effect on the transport of this quantity is well
approximated by the four bulk parameters, Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s, µa.
In a further investigation into the “similarity” seen above, we conducted a num-
ber of additional simulations with different scattering parameters. These simulations
were divided into two similarity classes, with one triplet of simulations having com-
paratively lower scattering asymmetries than in the previous demonstration, with
g = 0.4±0.005, and a circular polarization memory of Nc/Nt = 2.4±0.005, and an-
other triplet of simulations at a higher scattering asymmetry, with g = 0.9±0.0003,
and a circular polarization memory of Nc/Nt = 5.5±0.03. With the help of the look
up table once again (Sec. 5.5), sphere types were found which were matched in these
quantities for each similarity class, with size parameters, X, and refractive index
ratios, m, that varied appreciably between each medium. Here again, the photon
source was initially right circularly polarized, and incident at an angle of θi = 55
◦,
with an incident location of x = y = 0 (also λ = 639 nm, and nb = 1.33144). The
relevant scattering properties of each of these six simulations are detailed in Ta-
ble 7.4. Figure. 7.8 displays the results of these simulations, plotting the DOCP
Simulation Sphere size Refractive index Nc/Nt g µa µ
′
s
No. Parameter, X ratio (m = ns/nb) (mm
−1) (mm−1)
6 7.83 1.907 2.4006 0.3987 0.10 1.50
7 4.18 1.761 2.4033 0.3997 0.10 1.50
8 3.34 1.867 2.3959 0.3971 0.10 1.50
9 29.45 1.170 5.5263 0.8998 0.10 1.50
10 6.32 1.237 5.5294 0.9003 0.10 1.50
11 4.98 1.157 5.4809 0.9001 0.10 1.50
Table 7.4
profile for photons measured exiting at angles of θd = 10± 10◦. Within each group
of simulations, we see again, as in the previous example, that the measured profiles
at distances greater than ∼ 2 lt from the point of incidence show surprisingly close
agreement, even given the significant differences in the size, and refractive index of
the spherical particles comprising each medium. It can be noted that in the case of
simulation 9, the profile begins to approach that of the other two media, however
only after a somewhat lengthier source-detector separation compared to the other
cases. As the particles in this medium are much larger, with much more complex




























Figure 7.8: Simulations demonstrating similarity between various media with matched bulk
optical properties (within a small tolerence). (a) - linear plot, (b) - log plot, for simulations
6 (solid blue), 7 (dot-dashed green), and 8 (dashed red), with g = 0.4, and Nc/Nt = 2.4.
(c) - linear plot, (d) - log plot, for simulations 9 (solid blue), 10 (dot-dashed green), and 11
(dashed red), with g = 0.9, and Nc/Nt = 5.5. Photon source incident at x = y = 0, and at
θi = 55
◦. Details of all simulations are presented in Table 7.4.
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order angular moments of the matrix elements may be expected to result in a worse
approximation to the transport of the DOCP. However, the agreement between these
media would still be sufficient to distinguish them from a medium which possessed
an appreciably different value of the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt
(given the findings of the simulation database detailed in Sec. 7.3.2). Thus the simi-
larity seen between these media is significant, and as we will demonstrate in the next
chapter, this approximation can be exploited in a number of useful applications. It
should also be noted that in the case of simulation 9, the total photon number sim-
ulated was 3× 107, an order of magnitude lower than the 5× 108 photons simulated
in the other examples, which can be seen to result in larger visible noise levels in the
profile. This is due to the inefficiency of the Mie calculations within “Stok1.c” when
simulating scattering from larger particles (as these require more Mie coefficients
to be computed at each scattering event [91]). In this instance, this meant that a
larger number of simulated photons could not be achieved in a practical time scale.
In this section, we have seen evidence for the existence of “similarity relations”,
analogous to those well known to exist for the scalar RTE (Sec. 4.3), where here,
different media which share all four of the same scattering parameters, Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s,
µa, exhibit similar measurements of the diffusely backscattered DOCP. Additionally,
this has been observed in multiple detection scenarios, with the case of detection
from all angles reaching the surface (as seen in Fig. 7.6, and also in simulations
6 − 11, not shown here), as well as at specific collection angles (as in Figs. 7.7 &
7.8).
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we employed the Monte Carlo algorithm “Stok1.c” to investigate
the survival of circularly polarized light propagating within monodisperse scattering
media. We demonstrated that an increase in the circular polarization memory pa-
rameter, Nc/Nt, over a significant range, with all other bulk scattering parameters
held constant, results in an increase in the measurable degree of circular polarization.
This monotonically increasing behaviour was found to be true for all simulations con-
ducted, and at all locations sufficiently spaced from the point of incidence (rsd greater
than ∼ 2 lt), where diffuse photons contribute most significantly. Additionally, this
behaviour was observed under multiple detection scenarios in the backscattering ge-
ometry (multiple incident angles, as well as collecting photons from all angles on the
surface, and collecting photons leaving the medium within a certain direction), and
supports the evidence provided in other studies that matching the traditional set of
bulk scattering parameters between different media does not ensure similar depo-
larization characteristics [1, 72, 74, 45]. Finally, in order to investigate the apparent
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“similarity relationships” for the DOCP, we conducted a number of simulations to
test the completeness of the full set of the four bulk parameters, Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s, µa,
in capturing the mediums influence on the measured DOCP profile. We found from
the cases investigated that with the above set of parameters matched (within a small
tolerence) between various media, the diffuse DOCP measurements showed surpris-
ingly close agreement, even when the different media varied significantly with respect
to size and refractive index of scattering particles. In demonstrating this similarity,
we have moved significantly closer to achieving our goal of relating the measurable
circular depolarization, to the composition of the medium. From Part II we now
have a means of calculating all four of the above parameters for a medium consisting
of independent spherical scattering particles, and from this chapter, we have found
evidence that these four parameters are capable of providing a good approximation
of the mediums effect on the measurable diffuse DOCP, at least in simulations in-
volving monodisperse media. In the next chapter, we will continue to investigate





In the second part of this experimental investigation into the transport of circu-
larly polarized light, we now move on to studies involving real scattering media, as
measured by the polarimetry setup covered in Chapter 6. In the previous chapter
detailing our Monte Carlo study, we saw evidence for the existence of similarity rela-
tions involving the measurable DOCP at distances sufficiently spaced from incident
light sources. From our observations, we saw that at least in monodisperse media,
the effect of medium properties on the measurable diffuse DOCP is well contained
within the set of four bulk scattering parameters, g, Nc/Nt, µ
′
s, µa. Here, we are
interested in further exploring these relations in a scenario which will include the
effects of mismatched boundary conditions, and non-identical scattering particles,
neither of which were included in the previous chapter. In order to carry out this in-
vestigation, we will demonstrate a new method of designing optical phantom media
which consist of mixtures of polystyrene sphere suspensions, with multiple modes in
the size distribution. With this method (based on the description of circular polar-
ization memory in polydisperse systems from Sec. 5.6), we find that we can achieve
precise control over the above set of scattering parameters, including the circular po-
larization memory parameter, Nc/Nt. Following the experiments detailing similarity
relations in the DOCP, we will then demonstrate the potential applications of these
new “hybrid” phantom media towards the forward modelling problem, as well as in
replicating the depolarization signatures of biological tissue. Lastly, prefacing our
future work, we will then discuss the potential applications involving the recovery
of the size distribution of a medium in the inverse problem.
8.1 Constructing the Scattering Media
In this section we briefly detail the procedure involved in creating tailored optical
phantoms with near-arbitrary target combinations of the bulk scattering parameters.
We will show throughout this chapter that a wide range of combinations of the
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scattering asymmetry, g, and circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt, are
achievable by mixing commercially available solutions of polystyrene microspheres in
predetermined ratios. The final values of the reduced scattering coefficient, µ′s, and
the absorption coefficient, µa, are then controlled in the usual manner, using various
volumes of added water, and dye solutions (in our case, Trypan Blue, Sigma-Aldrich,
T6146).
8.1.1 The Standard Solutions
As mentioned above, the scattering media chosen to carry out our investigations
were solutions of polystyrene microspheres. These media are typically packaged in
liquid form, where a large number of spheres of similar diameter are stored in water,
e.g. with 2.6% total particle weight per volume (w/v), meaning for instance 26 mg
of polystyrene per mililiter of solution. In each solution, the sphere diameters are
approximately gaussian distributed with a well characterized mean diameter, dav,
and standard deviation, σstd, which is batch specific, and provided on the label
(samples used in these experiments were manufactured by Polysciences, Inc.). The
refractive index of polystyrene is ns = 1.58668 @ 639 nm, giving a refractive index
ratio in water of m = 1.1917. We will first provide the scattering properties of a
number of microsphere standard solutions (as they are packaged) which we utilize
throughout this chapter, as we will demonstrate that certain scattering parameters
resulting from mixtures of these solutions can be calculated as simple weighted
averages of the properties applying to each individual solution (following from our
description in Sec. 5.6). A number of experimental studies which employ these
microsphere solutions as phantom media for light scattering investigations, calculate
the scattering parameters under the assumption that all spheres are of precisely
equal diameter, given by the quoted mean size [21, 23]. Here however, we will be
sure to properly account for the polydipsersion in particle size within each solution,
as we have demonstrated in Sec 5.6 how this can effect the scattering properties,
particularly the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt. In Appendix B,
we have provided a MATLAB code which can be used to calculate the relevant
scattering properties of a gaussian distribution of spherical scattering particles, and
employs the description of polydispersion detailed in Sec. 5.6. This code, named
“Microspheres”, takes the average sphere diameter (in microns), dav, the standard
deviation (in microns), σstd, and the percentage solids, % (w/v), and calculates the
resulting scattering asymmetry parameter, g, the value of γc as defined in Eq. (5.24),
the circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, and the scattering coefficient, µs, among
other parameters1. This is achieved by sampling one hundred evenly spaced sphere
1The code “Microspheres” given in the appendix applies to polystyrene spheres in water at
λ = 0.639µm. The composition of the medium can easily be changed by altering the sphere
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Standard Solution 1: Standard Solution 2:
dav = 0.088µm * dav = 0.22µm *
σstd = 0.01µm * σstd = 0.0176µm *
% solids (w/v) = 2.6% * % solids (w/v) = 2.6% *
Xav = 0.57604 Xav = 1.4401
g = 0.066465 g = 0.40246
γc = 0.088068 γc = 0.53976
Nc = 0.41158 Nc = 1.6217
Nc/Nt = 0.38423 Nc/Nt = 0.96905
µs = 1.9836 mm
−1 µs = 16.6346 mm
−1
µ′s = 1.8518 mm
−1 µ′s = 9.9398 mm
−1
Standard Solution 3: Standard Solution 4:
dav = 0.372µm * dav = 0.51µm *
σstd = 0.01µm * σstd = 0.008µm *
% solids (w/v) = 2.6% * % solids (w/v) = 2.6% *
Xav = 2.4351 Xav = 3.3384
g = 0.72829 g = 0.82563
γc = 0.92738 γc = 0.96359
Nc = 13.2634 Nc = 26.9582
Nc/Nt = 3.6038 Nc/Nt = 4.7008
µs = 37.4614 mm
−1 µs = 55.0253 mm
−1
µ′s = 10.1785 mm
−1 µ′s = 9.5949 mm
−1
Standard Solution 5: Standard Solution 6:
dav = 0.746µm * dav = 1.54µm *
σstd = 0.01µm * σstd = 0.056µm *
% solids (w/v) = 2.6% * % solids (w/v) = 2.7% *
Xav = 4.8833 Xav = 10.0807
g = 0.89181 g = 0.9317
γc = 0.98115 γc = 0.98992
Nc = 52.555 Nc = 98.7313
Nc/Nt = 5.6862 Nc/Nt = 6.7433
µs = 78.5494 mm
−1 µs = 90.7217 mm
−1
µ′s = 8.4986 mm
−1 µ′s = 6.1963 mm
−1
Standard Solution 7: Standard Solution 8:
dav = 1.93µm * dav = 3.0µm *
σstd = 0.05µm * σstd = 0.065µm *
% solids (w/v) = 2.6% * % solids (w/v) = 2.6% *
Xav = 12.6336 Xav = 19.6378
g = 0.92059 g = 0.82096
γc = 0.98857 γc = 0.97262
Nc = 87.0005 Nc = 36.0237
Nc/Nt = 6.9089 Nc/Nt = 6.4497
µs = 65.5462 mm
−1 µs = 21.0902 mm
−1
µ′s = 5.2051 mm
−1 µ′s = 3.7760 mm
−1
Table 8.1: List of optical properties for all standard solutions of polystyrene microspheres
used (Polysciences inc.). Average diameter, standard deviation, and percentage solids, are
batch specific and provided by the manufacturer (marked by an asterisk). All other properties
have been calculated taking into account the distribution of particle sizes within each solution.
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diameters over a range of four standard deviations (4 σstd) above and below the
mean diameter dav. Table 8.1 displays this information for eight different standard
solutions that will be employed throughout this chapter, and will be referred to
frequently.
8.1.2 Optical Parameters of Mixed (Hybrid) Phantoms
Now that we have accurate optical properties of each of the standard solutions to be
used in our experiments, we can calculate the parameters that would result from a
mixture of two or more of these solutions, including the addition of water to control
the the final scattering coefficient, and added dye solutions to control the absorption
coefficient. Firstly, we will start with the resulting scattering asymmetry parameter,
g, and resulting value of γc. From Eq. (5.25), it can be shown that the resulting








where in this case, the gj are the asymmetry parameters of each standard solution,
with the “j” representing the standard solution number, and the values of µs,j are
the contributing scattering coefficients, which is simply the corresponding value of
µs quoted in Table 8.1, multiplied by the volume fraction of that solution compared
to the total volume of the final mixture (including all other microsphere solutions,
added water, and dye solutions). From Eq. (5.24), the resultant value of γc can also








and in this case, the γc,j are the values of γc calculated for each solution, “j”, as
displayed in Table 8.1. In this chapter, we will use mixtures of no more than three
separate standard solutions in constructing each hybrid phantom medium. As
an example, consider a trimodal solution consisting of a mixture of the standard
solutions 1, 2, and 3. Here, it follows from the above equations that the resulting
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refractive index, ns, the sphere density, ρs, and the background refractive index, nb.
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Thus, when looking to create a medium with a target scattering asymmetry and
circular polarization memory, this can be achieved by analyzing these resulting pa-




. One can then look for a
suitable combination which results in the target values of g, and γc. Once these
ratios have been found, it just remains to determine the necessary volume of each
standard solution, the volume of added water, and the volume of an added dye solu-
tion which will result in a medium which also has the target values of the scattering
coefficient, and the absorption coefficient. Following this process, a hybrid phantom
medium can be constructed to have a complete set of target optical properties µs,
µa, g and γc, including the associated parameters Nc, Nc/Nt, and µ
′
s. There are of
course some limitations imposed by the standard solutions available, as not all com-
binations of g, and γc will be achievable with a chosen set of standard solutions. For
instance, the target values of g, and γc, must fall within the minimum and maximum
values of the corresponding parameters of the standard solutions being used (e.g. it
is not possible to construct a solution with a value of the asymmetry parameter, g,
which is lower than that of all solutions constituting the hybrid phantom). However,
we will demonstrate throughout this chapter that with the standard solutions we
have available in Table 8.1, a vast range of scattering properties are available, and
can be accurately controlled, particularly when using trimodal solutions.
8.2 Similarity Relations in Polydisperse Media
From the previous sections, we now have a firm grasp on the process involved in
creating hybrid phantom media with desired optical properties, using mixtures of
commercially available polystyrene microsphere solutions. In this section, we will
now employ this method to create a number of hybrid media which show that the
similarity relations seen in the previous chapter may extend into the polydisperse
regime.
In our first example, three separate media were constructed to have closely
matched values of the scattering asymmetry parameter, g, the circular polarization
memory parameter, Nc/Nt, the reduced scattering coefficient, µ
′
s, and the absorp-
tion coefficient µa. Accordingly, the values of the helicity survival parameter, Nc,
the scattering coefficient, µs, and γc, were also matched. Each of these three media
were constructed to be appreciably different in terms of composition, in order to test
the similarity relationships in the most significant manner. As such, no two shared
a common particle diameter, or size distribution type. As these media are com-
prised of different mixtures of the standard solutions presented in Table 8.1, it will
be necessary to designate them with unique names, for referencing throughout this
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section. Phantom “A1” is a monomodal solution created from Standard Solution 5.
Phantom “A2”, is a bimodal solution constructed using a combination of Standard
Solutions 4, and 7. Finally, phantom “A3” is a trimodal solution constructed using
a combination of Standard Solutions 3, 6, and 8. For all of these phantoms, the
target values of the scattering asymmetry parameter, and the circular polarization
memory parameter, were equal to that of Standard Solution 5, which from Table 8.1,
are given by g = 0.8918, and Nc/Nt = 5.6862. All three media were constructed to
have an absorption coefficient equal to that of water at our operating wavelength,
µa = 0.0001 mm
−1 (no added dye solution in this case), and a reduced scattering
coefficient of µ′s = 1 mm
−1 (leaving the scattering albedo effectively a ≈ 1). This
value of the reduced scattering coefficient was chosen based on the insight gained
in the previous chapter using the Monte Carlo program “Stok1.c”. Considering
the typical range of the source-detector separation used in our apparatus (0 mm
< rsd < 8 mm), this value will assure that we are able to observe a significant range
of the DOCP profile, while still maintaining a reasonable resolution relative to the
transport length (which in this case is simply, lt = 1 mm). For all media, the total
volume created was 8 ml including the required amount of deionized water to bring
the scattering coefficient down to the target value. These solutions were made for
use in the 7 ml capacity vessel, described in Chapter 6. Here, we will provide a
detailed account of the composition of each phantom, to further illustrate the con-
struction process outlined in the previous section. Phantom A1 was made according
to:
A1 = 0.9413 ml (Std. Sol. 5) + 7.0587 ml (Water) .




and was created from:
A2 = 0.3856 ml (Std. Sol. 4) + 0.8000 ml (Std. Sol. 7) + 6.8145 ml (Water) .







and was created with the components of:
A3 = 0.1627 ml (Std. Sol. 3) + 0.5779 ml (Std. Sol. 6)
+ 0.7317 ml (Std. Sol. 8) + 6.5277 ml (Water) .
The resulting optical properties of these three media are summarized in Table 8.2.
One can check that given these relative scattering coefficients, and volumes, that
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Phantom Constituent Relative Scattering Nc/Nt g µ
′
s
Name Std. Sols. Coefficients (mm−1)
A1 5 - - 5.6862 0.8918 1.0
A2 4, 7 µs,7
µs,4
= 2.380 5.6582 0.8925 1.0




= 0.395 5.6866 0.8918 1.0
Table 8.2
the resulting optical properties found via Eqs. (8.1) & (8.2), are indeed correct.
For each of the media A1, A2, and A3, three separate copies were made, where the
volumes were measured using a pippette, having an accuracy of ±0.1µl. Once the
solutions were constructed, measurements were carried out using our lab polarimeter
(see Chapter 6). Phantoms were illuminated at an angle of incidence of θi = 55
◦
from the normal, and with an incident right circularly polarized state. The detector
was set with an aperture of 1 mm, and at an angle of detection such that it would
receive light exiting the sample at θd = 10 ± 4◦. The source-detector separation
was varied between 0 mm, and 8 mm, corresponding to 0 < rsd/lt < 8, and was
scanned with increments of 250µm (0.25 lt). For a measurement at each location,
the detector recorded the full Stokes vector at 30 samples per second, for a total
exposure of between 8− 10 seconds. Between measurements, the magnetic stirring
mechanism was activated. This was conducted at a low speed (∼ 5Hz), for short
intervals (∼ 5 seconds), in order to maintain a turbulent mixing process, and to
avoid air bubbles from collecting on the optical window at the top of the sample,
which would occur if the stirring mechanism ran for long periods of time, and/or at
high speeds.
The resulting DOCP profiles showing the average of the three copies for each of
the samples A1, A2, and A3, are plotted in Fig. 8.1, where the error bars represent
the average instrument standard deviation for each data point. As with our investi-
gations in the previous chapter involving monodisperse media, we see here that the
full set of four bulk optical parameters, Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s, µa, are surprisingly well able
to characterize the effect of these media on the measured DOCP at locations away
from the point of incidence. Even with the significant variations in terms of particle
size distributions between these three phantoms, they are still seen to demonstrate
closely related DOCP profiles for all source-detector separations greater than ∼ 2 lt.
In this region, the difference between Phantom A1, and A2 is less than 3%, as calcu-
lated with Eq. (7.1), i.e. ∆A1,A2 < 0.03, and additionally for the other comparisons
to Phantom A3, the differences in the profiles are ∆A1,A3 < 0.15, and, ∆A2,A3 < 0.13.
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Figure 8.1: Measured profile of the degree of circular polarization as a function of the scaled
source-detector separation, rsd/lt. (a) - Linear plot. (b) - Log scale. Phantom A1 (dashed
red), phantom A2 (solid blue), phantom A3 (dot-dashed green). All three media share the
same bulk scattering parameters, Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s, µa, and display similar spatial DOCP profiles,
despite being composed of entirely different distributions of particles. See Table 8.2 for details
regarding the composition of each of the three phantoms.
Although Phantom A3 has a slightly lesser agreement with the other two phantoms,
the similarity between all three profiles would certainly allow one to differentiate
this group of phantoms from other media possessing appreciably different scattering
properties (as we will soon show). It should also be noted that these phantoms
displayed good reproducibility, with the variations between each of the three copies
being below 3.5% in all cases, as calculated with Eq. (7.1). All phantom copies in
these examples were constructed with microsphere solutions from the same batch,
however, in later examples, we experienced similar reproducibility between media
where different batches were used.
8.2.1 Further Demonstrations of Similarity
Next, we provide another demonstration of similarity relationships involving the
measured DOCP, this time with a separate series of media, designed to have a dif-
ferent set of properties. Here, four phantoms were created which were all matched
with respect to the traditional bulk scattering parameters, µ′s, µa, and g. In addi-
tion, these four media were separated into two similarity classes with respect to the
circular polarization memory, with one pair having a circular polarization memory
of Nc/Nt = 4.70, and another pair having a lower value of Nc/Nt = 1.90. In this
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demonstration we also give the phantoms specific names, in order to keep track.
Phantom “B1” is a simple monodispersion of Standard Solution 4, diluted with
water, according to:
B1 = 0.8338 ml (Std. Sol. 4) + 7.1662 ml (Water) .
Phantom “B2” is a trimodal solution, constructed from Standard Solutions 3, 7,







and was created with:
B2 = 0.3939 ml (Std. Sol. 3) + 0.2417 ml (Std. Sol. 7)
+ 0.7236 ml (Std. Sol. 8) + 6.6408 ml (Water) .








and was constructed according to:
B3 = 0.4475 ml (Std. Sol. 2) + 0.0697 ml (Std. Sol. 3)
+ 0.5460 ml (Std. Sol. 7) + 6.9368 ml (Water) .
Finally, phantom “B4” is constructed from Standard Solutions 2, 4, and 6, to have







and was constructed via:
B4 = 0.4438 ml (Std. Sol. 2) + 0.1646 ml (Std. Sol. 4)
+ 0.3242 ml (Std. Sol. 6) + 7.0673 ml (Water) .
The resulting optical properties of all four phantoms are summarized in Table 8.3,
which has been divided into the two similarity classes with respect to the circular
polarization memory parameter. Keep in mind however that this is the only manner
in which the four media are distinguishable in terms of the bulk scattering parame-
ters. In all four of these phantoms, the absorption was also µa = 0.0001 mm
−1 (no
added dye).
Another series of measurements were conducted using these hybrid phantoms,
including again two additional measurements on identically constructed copies for
each (which again showed good reproducibility, with differences all less than 4.5% in
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Phantom Constituent Relative Scattering Nc/Nt g µ
′
s
Name Std. Sols. Coefficients (mm−1)
B1 4 - - 4.7008 0.8256 1.0




= 1.038 4.7010 0.8256 1.0




= 0.073 1.8991 0.8255 1.0




= 0.308 1.8995 0.8255 1.0
Table 8.3
this case, as calculated by Eq. 7.1). The averages over the resulting measurements
are shown in Fig. 8.2, including the average instrument error. Here, each pair of
measurements conducted on the two similarity classes show closely related profiles
of the degree of circular polarization, particularly beyond ∼ 1.5−2 lt from the point
of incidence, where the differences between each pair remains below ∆B1,B2 < 0.16,
and ∆B3,B4 < 0.05, calculated via Eq. (7.1). Samples B3, and B4, which have lower
values of the circular polarization memory parameter (Nc/Nt = 1.90) clearly display
a lesser preservation of the incident circularly polarized state compared to samples
B1, and B2, with (Nc/Nt = 4.70). This graph thus plainly demonstrates again, as
shown in Sec. 7.3.1, the failure of the traditional bulk scattering parameters g, µ′s,
and µa, to describe the measurable depolarization of an incident circularly polarized
light source, in agreement with a number of earlier mentioned studies [1, 72, 74,
45]. At the same time, the agreement between each pair of phantom media, B1,
B2, and B3, B4, demonstrates that the circular polarization memory parameter,
Nc/Nt, in concert with these traditional parameters, does appear to provide the
necessary information to approximate the influence of the medium on the transport
of circularly polarized light at distances beyond ∼ 2 lt from the point of incidence.
These four phantom media also testify to the benefits of including an analysis of
polarized light over simpler intensity based measurements, as all four of these media
are indistinguishable in terms of the measured power at distances beyond ∼ 2 lt.
In fact, all seven of the different phantoms shown in Figs. 8.1 & 8.2 display almost
identical radial profiles of the measured power, which follows from the fact that
they share the same reduced scattering coefficient, µ′s = 1 mm
−1, and absorption
coefficient, µa = 0.0001 mm
−1 (See the first order similarity relation of the scalar
transport equation, Sec. 4.3). For all seven phantoms, the measured power is within
5%, (∆i,j < 0.05) for all source detecter separations greater than 2 − 3 transport
lengths.
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Figure 8.2: Measured profile of the degree of circular polarization as a function of the scaled
source-detector separation, rsd/lt. (a) - Linear plot. (b) - Log scale. Phantom B1 (dotted
black), phantom B2 (dot-dashed green), phantom B3 (dashed red), phantom B4 (solid blue).
All four media are matched in their values of the traditional bulk scattering parameters g, µ′s,
and µa. Phantoms B1, and B2, additionally share identical values of the circular polarization
memory parameter, Nc/Nt = 4.70. Phantoms B3, and B4, share Nc/Nt = 1.90. See Table 8.3
for details regarding the composition of each of the four media.
To summarize, we have employed the procedure covered in Sec. 8.1, to construct
precisely controlled optical phantom media in order to further investigate the sim-
ilarity relations seen in Chapter 7. We illustrated a number of examples which
involved media that were vastly different in terms of particle size distribution, yet
which still displayed similar profiles of the measured DOCP at distances beyond
∼ 2 lt from the point of incidence. In observing these similarity relations, we have
added to the evidence provided by our simulations in the previous chapter, that the
effect of a medium on the transport of circularly polarized light (over large optical
distances) is well described by the set of bulk scattering parameters, Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s,
µa. Furthermore, these experiments were conducted in a situation which also in-
volved mismatched boundary conditions (as well as non-identical particles), which
were not included in the previous chapter. The results of this section also provide
validation to both the treatment of polydipsersity and its effect on the circular po-
larization memory parameter, Nc/Nt, put forward in Sec 5.6, as well as validating
the method of constructing hybrid phantom media put forward in Sec. 8.1. In fact,
without these aspects of this study, investigating the DOCP similarity relations in a
lab environment would not have been possible, as the required level of control over
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the optical properties is not attainable when using readily available monodisper-
sions of spherical scattering particles (as we are generally restricted to one material
with a fixed refractive index). Thus far in this study, we have succeeded in our
objective of demonstrating a link between medium composition, and the observable
depolarization of circularly polarized light, which appears to be mediated by the
four bulk scattering parameters listed above (in diffusive regimes). This has been
found to be true over all parameter ranges explored, in both simulated, and real
world scattering environments. In the following sections, we will further investigate
the observed DOCP similarity relations over a wider range of scattering parameters,
whilst simultaneously discussing the possible applications of our findings, and the
new hybrid phantom media that we have introduced here.
8.3 Forward Modelling
In this section, along with additional experiments to further test the findings of the
previous sections, we discuss the application of hybrid phantoms, and this study as
a whole, towards solving the forward problem. That is, given a medium of known
composition, how can we predict the measurable degree of circular polarization?
This forward problem is of interest in a number of important aspects: The ability
to predict the survival of the DOCP from various media could inform the design
or application of certain imaging techniques, such as the case of simple polarization
filtering imaging (which polarization state to filter in order to improve image depth
within a scattering medium for instance, linear, circular, or elliptical [87, 58, 14]);
most significantly however, as we mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 3, the
inverse problem (recovering information on medium composition based on measure-
ments of the scattered field) is generally ill-posed, even in the case of scattering
from a single particle [78]. Thus, often the approach that is taken is iterative for-
ward modelling procedures, where multiple variables are trialled, and the modelled
results are compared to the measured values until some agreement is found [9, 5, 40].
Thus, accuracy and efficiency in forward modelling is imperative in such methods if
we are to employ observations of scattered light (in our case the DOCP in particu-
lar) in any kind of remote detection role. Promisingly, the level of control over the
scattering parameters of our hybrid phantoms, and the above demonstrated similar-
ity relationships, may offer a means of approximating the measurable DOCP from
an arbitrary medium consisting of a known distribution of independent spherical
scattering particles. Prior to this study, this has only been possible via Monte Carlo
simulations [3], or with more restrictive approximations to the Vector Radiative
Transport Equation [27].
In Fig. 8.3, we present a summary of the strategies that existed prior to this study
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Figure 8.3: Previously available strategies of solving the forward problem.
which are capable of accurately predicting the measurable DOCP from a medium
of known composition. By a medium of “known” composition, here we are referring
specifically to cases involving independent spherical scattering particles for which
the size, refractive index, and number density are known or well approximated,
including also the real refractive index and absorption coefficient of a homogeneous
background medium. From the figure, Strategy 1 applies to media consisting of
identical spheres, where previous studies have had varying degrees of success in
deriving a characteristic length scale for circular depolarization, applying in some
cases to a wide range of sphere types [94], or more commonly to specific regimes, such
as Rayleigh spheres (X << 1), or weakly interacting spheres (X|m−1| << 1), as in
Refs. [7, 27]. From these derived scales of depolarization, a relation to a measurable
signal can be made for example via the path integral formalism [64, 83], where
an approximation to the pathlength distribution can be found from solutions of the
diffusion equation [8], or from random walk models [12, 62]. The domain of validity of
this forward modelling strategy is generally restricted to diffusive regimes, with large
source detector separations (as indicated on the figure by the red area), and can only
apply in geometric configurations where solutions to the pathlength distribution are
available (such as transmission through a slab [8, 94]), or equivalently, in geometries
which allow for approximations to the vector transport equation (e.g. Normally
incident on a plane parallel medium as in Ref. [27]). Strategy 2 involves the use
of Monte Carlo models capable of accurately tracking polarization, which are also
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Figure 8.4: New possible strategies available for solving the forward problem, enabled by
this study.
capable of simulating a distribution of sphere types within a medium, such as in
Ref. [3]. Here, for a given particle distribution, and geometry of interest, the forward
problem can be simulated in a manner which directly satisfies these conditions. Due
to the accurate treatment of each scattering event via Mie theory, this strategy is an
incredibly powerful approach to the forward problem, and can accurately simulate all
aspects of a measurable polarization signature, even at or near the point of incidence
(and ideally with boundary effects being accounted for). The one obvious drawback
of this approach is the typically lengthy simulation time required to gain sufficient
photon statistics, where a dedicated simulation would need to be conducted for each
unique medium of interest. This means that rapid forward modelling is generally
out of the question.
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From the findings presented so far in this work, we now have the potential offer
a number of alternative approaches to the forward problem, which are accompanied
by some significant advantages. This section serves as a feasibility experiment, and
these approaches assume that the similarity relations demonstrated in the previous
two chapters hold for any independent scattering medium, where the effect of the
medium on the measurable DOCP is well contained within the full set of scattering
parameters Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s, µa (or at least over the range of parameters that we have al-
ready investigated in the previous sections, and will further investigate in the coming
sections). Figure 8.4 displays a summary. Strategy 3 first involves calculating the
set of traditional bulk scattering parameters of a distribution of interest in the usual
manner, and additionally, calculating the circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, us-
ing our description of this parameter in polydisperse systems (Sec. 5.6). From here,
we can exploit the similarity relations that we have demonstrated in Chapter 7 and
Sec. 8.2, to infer that in a given experimental geometry, the effect of the medium
properties on the measurable DOCP is approximately characterized by this set of
bulk parameters. Then, by constructing a hybrid phantom medium following the
procedure outlined in Sec. 8.1 with the same set of optical parameters, we can im-
ply that a measurement of this phantom can approximate that of our medium of
interest. Given that these phantoms can be measured directly, this approach would
offer the advantage of automatically accounting for experimental parameters such
as detector configuration, calibration, and medium boundary effects, offering signif-
icant flexibility in the forward modelling problem. If the medium of interest has
a background refractive index that differs from that of water, there will be some
deviation caused by differences in the phantom medium boundary, however, this
effect could potentially be controlled by adding solutions to the hybrid phantoms to
alter the refractive index, nb, or neglected if the change is only minor. Additionally,
this strategy can only be applied at significant distances from the point of entry of
a light source rsd > 2 lt, as indicated on the figure
2. Next, Strategy 4 involves again
beginning with a rapid calculation of the four bulk optical parameters. From here,
much like how we conducted our simulations in Chapter 7, we can use our Look Up
Table from Sec. 5.5 to find a single sphere type which shares both Nc/Nt, and g
(as we have complete control over the sphere size and refractive index in this case).
Then, a simplified Monte Carlo simulation can be conducted involving a virtual
monodisperse medium with the same parameter set as the medium of interest, and
the measurable DOCP can be estimated (again at distances rsd > 2 lt). A significant
advantage of this strategy, and of Strategy 3, is that for each combination of the
2Also, as an obvious note, being restricted to predicting the DOCP profile in diffusive regimes
means that the utility of such forward modelling techniques is limited in cases involving media
with very low intrinsic circular polarization memory. Here, it is likely that no measurable DOCP
signal would survive into the applicable region where rsd > 2 lt.
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parameters g, Nc/Nt, µ
′
s, µa, and for each source-detector configuration of interest,
these forward modelling solutions may only need to be found once. This brings us
to strategy 5, whereby a database of previously attained measurements of hybrid
phantom media, or simulations, can be constructed, so as to effect a rapid approx-
imation of the forward problem for an arbitrary medium consisting of independent
spherical scattering particles. While this may seem like an ungainly task, The di-
mensionality of the forward problem here has been greatly reduced, from effectively
infinite possibilities in the particle size and refractive index distributions, to that of
only four free parameters. In the next section, we will demonstrate the feasibility of
this approach, by constructing an array of hybrid phantom media to cover a specific
parameter range. This database of phantoms will also serve as a further investiga-
tion into the range of validity of the similarity relations in polydisperse media, much
like the simulation database constructed in the previous chapter (Sec. 7.3.2).
8.3.1 Constructing a Forward Model Database
In this section we construct a small segment of a forward model database as outlined
above. The purpose of this part of the study was to validate the possibility of
this forward modelling approach, and also to gain an understanding of how each
scattering parameter influences the measurable DOCP using our current polarimeter
configuration. To achieve this, over 30 hybrid phantom media were constructed (all
trimodal solutions) according to the process outlined in Sec. 8.1. These phantoms
were designed to have precisely controlled sets of optical parameters, ranging from
asymmetries of 0.70 ≤ g ≤ 0.90, circular polarization memories of 2.00 ≤ Nc/Nt ≤
2.60, and transport albedos of 0.85 ≤ a′ ≤ 1.00, where the transport albedo is
defined as a′ = µ′s/(µ
′
s + µa). In all cases the reduced scattering coefficient was
µ′s = 0.60mm
−1. A summary of the properties of each hybrid phantom are shown
in Table 8.4. This particular range of scattering parameters was chosen such that
the resulting phantom media could also be employed for another purpose, which
we will cover in the next section. For the phantoms in the database with non-zero
absorption, a′ < 1, a pre-diluted dye solution of Trypan blue was used. This solution
was measured using our laser and a 1 cm pathlength cuvette to have an absorption
coefficient of µa = 0.4979 mm
−1, and was added accordingly in different volumes
to control the final absorption coefficient, and transport albedo. In addition to the
phantom media, a further set of Monte Carlo simulations were also conducted with
the same bulk scattering parameters, using the same modified version of “Stok1.c”
as in Chapter 7. This allows for a comparison of both approaches 3, and 4, as
outlined in Fig. 8.4.
In Fig. 8.5, we demonstrate the resulting DOCP profiles measured from a num-
ber of hybrid phantom media in the database (left column), along with a comparison
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Table 8.4: Optical properties of the constructed hybrid phantom database. In each case
the reduced scattering coefficient is µ′s = 0.6 mm
−1.
to Monte Carlo simulations conducted with the same bulk medium properties (right
column). Between these two approaches, the same general experimental conditions
were met, which included an incident right circularly polarized state at an angle of
θi = 55
◦, and a central angle of detection of θd = 10
◦. In each of the simulations,
over 5 × 108 photons were used to construct the signal. Figs. 8.5(a) & (b) show
an example of a change in the circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, with all other
scattering parameters held constant. Here, the DOCP profiles from both the hybrid
phantoms, and simulations, respond similarly to an increase in this parameter, with
an overall rise in the profile. This was found to be the case for all phantom media
in the database, whereby increasing the Nc/Nt parameter always resulted in a in-
crease in the DOCP profile (for rsd/lt > 2), with all other parameters held constant.
This demonstrates the same monotonically increasing behaviour of the profile we
were able to show in the simulation database, Sec. 7.3.2. When the results of the
phantoms and simulations are plotted together (not shown here), some differences
between the measured profiles can be noted, even at large source detector separa-
tions, where it is expected that the lack of mismatched boundary conditions in the
simulation could play a significant role in this discrepancy. Nevertheless, the overall
trend is closely replicated between these two cases in the region beyond rsd/lt ∼ 2.
Next, Figs. 8.5(c) & (d) show an example of medium absorption influencing the
DOCP profile. In both the phantom media, and the simulations, a decrease in the
transport albedo is seen to correspond to an increase in the measured DOCP, par-
ticularly at large source-detector separations. This behaviour is as expected, and
can be explained by considering that higher medium absorption leads to a greater
attenuation of longer and more depolarizing photon paths. This trend was also ob-
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Figure 8.5: Examples of the measured profiles of the backscattered DOCP from a number
of phantom media in the database (left column), and simulations involving the same set of
bulk medium parameters (right column). First row (a, b) - demonstrating a change in the
circular polarization memory, Nc/Nt, with all other parameters held constant. Second row
(c, d) - demonstrating a change in the transport albedo, a′, with all other parameters held
constant. Third row (e, f) - demonstrating a change in the scattering asymmetry, g, with all
other parameters held constant.
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served in Refs. [89, 2], where depolarization has been analyzed as a function of the
scattering albedo for various biological tissue types. Finally, Figs. 8.5(e) & (f) show
an example of a change in the scattering asymmetry parameter, g, with all other
optical properties held constant. In this case, the influence of this parameter does
not appear to follow an obvious trend in either the phantom media, or the simula-
tion. In fact, between these two cases, there is significantly different behaviour in
the region of rsd/lt < 2. This is again though to originate from the lack of appropri-
ately treated boundary conditions within the simulation, along with the sensitivity
of the measured signal to the specific particle types at short distances (which are
certainly different as the simulation media are purely monodisperse, and generally
of a different refractive index, ns). At large source detector separations however, the
effect of changing the scattering asymmetry, g, over this range appears to be less
noticeable, with both the phantom media and simulations agreeing in this respect.
In this section, we have briefly covered the potential application of our findings
towards the forward modelling problem, whereby our hybrid phantom media may
provide a means of predicting the measurable DOCP from an arbitrary distribution
of spherical scattering particles. From the demonstrations shown, the precision
of the hybrid phantom media appears sufficient to allow an accurate estimation
of the DOCP, even including the differences that would result from only minor
changes in the scattering parameters. Additionally, the monotonically increasing
behaviour of the backscattered DOCP profile as a function of increasing Nc/Nt
was observed in all phantoms (for rsd/lt < 2, and with all other parameters held
constant), providing further evidence for the DOCP similarity relations, and thus
the potential accuracy of this forward modelling approach. While constructing a
database of phantom media and simulations to cover all possible combinations of
parameters would take a significant commitment, we have shown that this approach
is possible. Furthermore, depending on the desired application of the forward model,
and the parameter range/resolution of interest, a partial database such as the one
shown here may suffice. An additional interesting prospect enabled by this study,
would be the possibility of calibrating an empirical model of the measured DOCP
as a function of g, Nc/Nt, µa, µ
′
s, using such a database, which would be capable of
interpolating between the different parameter values that were directly measured.
This will be an area we will explore in future research. In the next section, we discuss
another application of the forward model database constructed here, where we will
see that this can assist in finding phantoms which closely mimic the depolarization
signature of more complex scattering media.
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8.4 Replicating Depolarization in Complex Me-
dia
In this section, we outline an immediate application of our findings, and of the phan-
tom database constructed in the previous section, where we show that the flexibility
of the process introduced in Sec. 8.1 allows for hybrid polystyrene phantoms to be
created which closely mimic the depolarization signatures of more complex media.
By complex media, we are referring to materials consisting of broad distributions
of scattering particles in comparison to our polystyrene based phantoms. Here, we
will show specific examples where hybrid phantoms have been designed to closely
approximate the backscattered DOCP profiles of diluted bovine milk (Cow’s milk),
diluted Intralipid (a nutrient lipid emulsion intended for intravenous use), and ex
vivo samples of ovine kidney tissue (sheep kidney).
As we discussed in Chapter 1, and Sec. 5.1, well characterized optical scattering
media, such as suspensions of polystyrene microspheres, are widely employed in the
study of fundamental light scattering theory [51, 8], as well in the development of
new imaging techniques, where they provide a necessary control medium in the ini-
tial study, calibration, optimization, and quality control aspects [66]. For imaging
techniques being applied to complex and sometimes unstable media, such as biolog-
ical tissue, the ability of these “phantoms” to replicate the scattering characteristics
of such material is a significant asset, providing a reproducible test medium with
similar scattering behaviour. Favorable optical properties include high scattering
albedos at visible wavelengths, and large scattering asymmetries [10, 13], which per-
mit these simplified media to closely mimic the transport of scalar descriptions of
light (showing similar results of intensity based measurements). However, numer-
ous studies have found that common phantom media do not accurately replicate
the rate of depolarization observed in biological tissue, finding that for comparable
values of the traditional bulk scattering parameters, µ′s, µa, g, the survival of cir-
cular polarization is these phantoms is typically much higher [1, 72, 74]. This has
caused some to suggest that monodisperse polystyrene phantoms in particular are
not good candidates for approximating biological tissue in polarization sensitive ap-
plications [1, 73]. This is a view we strongly agree with, due to the limitations in the
range of scattering parameters available when restricted to narrow size distributions
and a fixed refractive index. However, considering the flexibility of polydisperse mi-
crosphere phantoms that we have demonstrated so far in this chapter (particularly
with trimodal solutions), we can show that by appropriately selecting the optical
parameters, including the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt, an accu-
rate replication of the measured circular depolarization rate in complex media is in
fact possible using these materials.
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For the experiments, kidney tissue samples were measured less than 48 hours
post mortem, with sections of the cortex being prepared having ∼ 2.5 cm2 surface
area, and a thickness of ∼ 0.7 cm. The reduced scattering coefficient required for
phantoms to approximate the measured DOCP profile from kidney tissue was ini-
tially estimated to be on the order of µ′s ∼ 0.6 mm−1. As such, this influenced our
decision for the scattering coefficient used in the phantom database presented in the
previous section. With comparable scattering coefficients, these phantoms could be
employed more directly to search for similar profiles to those exhibited by the kidney
samples. Similarly, for the liquid samples of both Intralipid, and cow’s milk, each
of these were diluted to also have an approximate reduced scattering coefficient of
µ′s = 0.6 mm
−1, with the Intralipid (20% lipid content) sample being prepared in
a 1 : 38 ratio with water, and the milk (homogenized full milk, 3.3 % fat content)
being prepared in a 1 : 5.4 ratio with water. Using the phantom database detailed
in the previous section, we found an approximate set of scattering parameters for
each sample which resulted in a similar profile in both the measured DOCP, and the
measured intensity profile. From these parameter sets, a number of further hybrid
phantoms were constructed in an iterative manner, adjusting the optical parame-
ters on a smaller scale to find the closest match. These steps were aided by the
observations we made in section 8.3.1, in which we saw the effects of each param-
eter on the measured profile of the DOCP. Firstly, the values of µ′s and µa would
be adjusted until the intensity profile was matched to the target medium, then the
values of g and Nc/Nt would be adjusted until the DOCP profile was also closely
matched. After a maximum of three iterations per sample, we were able to find
a hybrid phantom which closely resembled the target medium in each case. The
measured profiles of each medium, and the corresponding tailored phantom media
are presented in Figs. 8.6 & 8.7. The relevant optical properties of the phantoms
are displayed in Table 8.5.
Phantom g Nc/Nt a
′ µ′s
No. (mm−1)
1 0.70 2.00 1.00 0.68
2 0.70 2.10 1.00 0.60
3 0.80 2.20 0.87 0.77
4 0.90 2.40 0.85 0.79
Table 8.5
Figure. 8.6(a) & (b) show the measured DOCP and intensity profiles of diluted In-
tralipid solution, along with that of Phantom 1. Here we see that Phantom 1 is
able to closely replicate the measured signals of the Intralipid solution, where in
fact the agreement is such that it would be difficult to distinguish these two media
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Figure 8.6: Hybrid phantoms constructed to mimic the backscattered DOCP and intensity
profiles of Intralipid and milk samples. (a) - DOCP, and (b) - measured power, of diluted
Intralipid solution and Phantom 1 as a function of the source detector separation, rsd. (c)
- DOCP and (d) - measured power, of diluted milk and Phantom 2. Insets show the same
DOCP data, but on a log scale. Optical properties of each of the phantom media are provided
in Table. 8.5.
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using our apparatus over any of the source detector separations shown (with the
exception of the measured power very close to the point of incidence). From our
earlier observations (Sec. 7.3.3, and Sec. 8.2), even matching all four of the bulk
scattering parameters between two media would not necessarily be expected to re-
sult in similar values of the measured DOCP at such small distances as seen here.
This suggests that in this case, there may additionally be comparable higher order
angular moments of the single scattering matrix elements between the two media.
However, we will focus on the regions beyond ∼ 2 lt from the point of incidence
(which is approximately rsd > 3 mm in this case). From our earlier observations
in this chapter, and in the previous chapter, in this region we expect that we may
in general be able to approximate signals from an arbitrary independent scattering
medium, by controlling the set of four bulk scattering parameters. In this region,
the deviation in the DOCP between both the Intralipid solution, and Phantom 1,
remains below 5%, while the measured power at the detector also agrees to within
5% (calculated again via Eq. 7.1). It is worthy to note that due to the first order
similarity relation for the scalar transport equation (Sec. 4.3, and Refs. [92, 93]),
this agreement in the received power between both media suggests that they share
the same, or at least closely related values of the the reduced scattering coefficient,
µ′s, and the absorption coefficient, µa (and thus the transport albedo, a
′). The tech-
nique of matching measured intensity profiles between known and unknown media
to retrieve these optical parameters is a well explored problem [43, 65, 40]. As for
retrieving the circular polarization memory of the Intralipid solution by such means,
this is an entirely new question, and it remains to be seen if we can directly relate
the polarization memory to that of our known phantom (which in this case has a
value of Nc/Nt = 2.0). We will return to this question in Section 8.5. For now, we
are simply focusing on the ability of using hybrid polystyrene phantoms to replicate
the measured signals from materials which are composed of significantly more di-
verse particle distributions. To emphasize, Intralipid consists of a wide distribution
of near spherical particles in water (with a refractive index ratio of m ∼ 1.106 @
639 nm) which are approximately exponentially distributed in size towards greater
numbers of small scatterers [88]. This medium is itself commonly used as an optical
phantom in many studies [24, 66], and has previously been reported to more ac-
curately approximate the circular depolarization rate observed in biological tissue,
outperforming monodisperse polystyrene phantoms in this regard [1]. The wide par-
ticle size distribution, with significant contributions from small particles (compared
to our wavelength), certainly can explain a lower circular polarization memory in
Intralipid than would be observed in monodisperse polystyrene phantoms having
the same scattering asymmetry, given our findings in Sec. 5.6. Importantly, we have
show here that with a trimodal distribution of polystyrene microspheres designed
to have the parameters given in Table 8.5, we are able to very closely replicate the
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measured DOCP and intensity signals from the diluted Intralipid at source-detector
separations of interest (rsd > 2 lt), regardless of what are significant differences in
particle refractive index, and size distribution between these two media.
Figure 8.6(c) & (d) show the measured DOCP and intensity profiles of diluted
bovine milk, along with that of Phantom 2. This phantom is found to closely
replicate both measurements beyond ∼ 2 lt from the point of incidence, where the
agreement is again to within 5% in both the DOCP, and the measured power.
In milk, particles responsible for scattering are fat globules and casein micelles,
having a wide, approximately log-normal distribution, corresponding to relatively
high numbers of small particles [54, 71]. The refractive index of these particles
are similar to that of the scattering contents of Intralipid, and have a refractive
index ratio in water of m ∼ 1.099 @ 633 nm [54]. This is a composition which
in terms of refractive index, and distribution type, is again very different when
compared to that of our polystyrene microsphere solutions. Yet, here we are able
to find appropriate scattering parameters (and an alternative size distribution) of a
hybrid phantom medium to closely approximate the spatially dependent decay of the
DOCP, and measured power. Thus, these examples have also suggested that while
the size and refractive index distribution of scattering particles greatly influences
the measurable depolarization of circularly polarized light (particularly weighted
towards the depolarizing nature of the smaller constituent particles, in agreement
with Refs. [22, 3]), this behaviour is potentially well characterized by the set of bulk
scattering parameters, g, Nc/Nt, µ
′
s, µa.
Finally, Fig. 8.7 shows measurements of kidney cortex samples, along with Phan-
tom 3, and Phantom 4. In the case of the kidney tissue, the measured DOCP and
intensity profiles typically displayed a greater variance between samples than for
milk and Intralipid discussed above. While kidney cortex tissue was chosen as a
demonstration due to its homogeneous structure (macroscopically speaking), greater
variations between samples are to be expected when dealing with biological mate-
rial, particularly when comparing to stable liquid suspensions. For this reason, a
number of measurements were made (12 measurements over four separate kidney
specimens), of which two are shown here. A separate phantom was tailored to each
of these 12 measurements which resulted in the closest fit in the DOCP and intensity
profiles. Over all samples, the hybrid phantoms which were found to most accurately
approximate the DOCP and intensity profiles (for rsd > 2 lt) had higher values of
both the circular polarization memory, and the scattering asymmetry parameter
than in the cases of milk and Intralipid, with 2.2 ≤ Nc/Nt ≤ 2.4, and 0.8 ≤ g ≤ 0.9.
Additionally, these phantoms were required to have values of the reduced scattering
coefficients between, 0.77 ≤ µ′s ≤ 0.81, and transport albedos within the range,
0.81 ≤ a′ ≤ 0.87. In all cases the phantoms were able to replicate the respec-
tive samples to within 12% in both the DOCP and measured power profiles, for
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Figure 8.7: Hybrid phantoms constructed to mimic the backscattered DOCP and intensity
profiles of kidney tissue. (a) - DOCP, and (b) - measured power, of kidney sample 1, and
Phantom 3 as a function of the source detector separation, rsd. (c) - DOCP and (d) -
measured power, of kidney sample 2 and Phantom 4. Insets show the same DOCP data, but
on a log scale. Optical properties of each of the phantom media are provided in Table. 8.5.
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rsd/lt > 2 lt. The requirement of these phantom media to have significant levels of
absorption appears to mirror the actual qualities of the kidney tissue. Typical val-
ues of the transport albedo for kidney tissue (over a range of species) are between
0.6 < a′ < 0.95, [2, 4], due to the presence of a number of chromophores. This
absorption can also be seen to result in similar reduction in signal-to-noise at large
source-detector separations, for both the tissue samples shown, and for Phantoms 3
and 4. Considering the scattering components of kidney tissue, as with our Intralipid
and milk samples, there again exists a wide distribution of different structures. Here
these range from smaller sub-cellular elements including mitochondria, lysosomes,
etc., to larger structures including cell nuclei and entire cells [77, 59, 5]. As ex-
pected, in this case, these particles are more likely to deviate from near-spherical
in shape, and may also be arranged with shorter interparticle separations than are
permitted in the independent scattering approximation [74, 77]. Yet, even given
the effects of particle non-sphericity, and dependent scattering, which may be con-
tributing to the measured DOCP from such media, we show here that we can still
construct polydisperse phantoms (of independent spherical scattering particles) to
closely replicate the backscattered DOCP and intensity profiles in regions where
measurements are dominated by diffuse photons. Interestingly, it was suggested in
Ref. [74] that a greater understanding of the contributing effects of depolarization in
tissues could lead to methods of creating more accurate phantom media. What we
demonstrate here is just that, and has been enabled by the knowledge gained in the
current study as to the quantitative effects of particle polydispersity on the rate of
circular depolarization. From the demonstrations we have shown in this chapter, it
is also suggestive that particle size distribution is a major contributing factor to the
observed depolarization rate in biological tissues, as it can certainly account for the
combination of low survival of circular polarization (low Nc/Nt), and high scattering
asymmetry, g.
In this section we have demonstrated that hybrid polystyrene phantoms can be
created in a controlled manner to closely approximate the backscattered DOCP and
intensity profiles of more complex scattering media, including biological samples.
Using precise control over the set of parameters g, Nc/Nt, µa, µ
′
s, and our observa-
tions of how each of these influence the observed DOCP profiles (Sec. 8.3.1), this
technique can permit an efficient fine-tuning approach to creating accurate and re-
producible phantoms with the desired depolarization responses, a process that until
now has been unachievable. Given the discrepancies previously observed in depo-
larization rates between commonly used phantoms, and various tissues [1, 72, 74],
this is a valuable application of our findings, and one that will allow for more realis-
tic scattering conditions to be met when employing phantom media in polarization
sensitive studies. Lastly, although the objective of this section was to demonstrate
better suited optical phantoms, we briefly raised the question of using the optical
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properties of our constructed phantoms to recover information about our various
complex media, particularly the diluted milk and Intralipid samples, whose compo-
sition satisfies the independent scattering approximation [18]. This is an interesting
direction we intend to explore in future studies. In the next section, focusing on the
cases of milk and Intralipid, and the phantoms that were created to closely mimic
these media, we preface this future work with a short discussion on the potential
applications of our findings towards the inverse problem.
8.5 The Inverse Problem
In the previous section, we saw that we could exploit the accuracy and flexibility
of our hybrid phantom media to find bulk parameter sets, g, Nc/Nt, µa, µ
′
s, which
closely replicated the backscattered DOCP and power signatures from more complex
media. In this section, we briefly discuss what conditions would be required to apply
this information towards the inverse problem. That is, the case where we have a
measurement from a medium of unknown properties, and we wish to recover the full
set of bulk optical parameters. Lastly we provide an example of what additional
knowledge can be supplied by the successful recovery of the circular polarization
memory parameter, in concert with the traditional bulk scattering parameters.
Following from the first order similarity relation of the scalar radiative transport
equation, two independent scattering media which exhibit closely related spatial
profiles of the measured intensity/power, under the same illumination conditions,
will share approximately equal values of the reduced scattering coefficient, and ab-
sorption coefficient [92, 43, 65, 44]. For our diluted samples of milk and Intralipid,
the assumption of independent (uncorrelated) scattering is warranted [18], however
in the case of biological media, such as our measured kidney samples, the compli-
cated arrangement of scattering structures may compromise the accuracy of any
results derived from such an approximation [74, 75]. In this section, we will focus
on the case of valid independent scattering media. Thus, for our diluted samples
of Intralipid and bovine milk, both the reduced scattering coefficient, µ′s, and the
absorption coefficient, µa (and thus the transport albedo, a
′), of these two media can
be approximated by those possessed by Phantom 1, and Phantom 2, respectively
(see Tab. 8.5). These values are in fact comparable to various reports of Intralipid
and milk properties [88, 67, 61], where the reduced scattering coefficient of undiluted
Intralipid and milk samples can be approximated by multiplying the reduced scat-
tering coefficient of our phantoms in Tab. 8.5, by the dilution factor of the respective
samples (resulting in µ′s = 26.5 mm
−1 for Intralipid, and µ′s = 3.84 mm
−1 for milk).
The remaining two properties we wish to determine, are the scattering asymmetry
parameter, g, and the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt. Given the
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number of demonstrations of similarity involving the measured DOCP observed in
this chapter, and in the previous chapter, it would be tempting to assume that these
two parameters are also matched between our phantoms, and the milk and Intralipid
samples. However, while we expect that two independent scattering media sharing
the four bulk scattering parameters will share similar DOCP profiles, this would not
explicitly infer that two media with similar observed DOCP profiles share the same,
or similar values of the bulk scattering parameters. For instance, it is possible that
a change in the scattering asymmetry parameter could have a similar effect on the
measured profile as a change in the circular polarization memory. The possibility
of these non-trivial similarity relations needs to be investigated further before any
inferences can be made regarding the full set of bulk scattering parameters of our
media of interest. We can however make some approximations in cases where we
are provided with prior knowledge of the scattering asymmetry parameter, perhaps
recovered by alternate means. From the references of Intralipid and milk properties
above, it appears that a value of g ∼ 0.7 for each medium is realistic (e.g Intralipid
with g = 0.73, Ref. [88], and homogenized bovine milk with g = 0.68, Ref. [61]). In
this case, the circular polarization memory parameter of our samples are likely to
be closely related to their respective phantoms, as we have previously demonstrated
evidence (Secs. 7.3.2 & 8.3.1) that the DOCP profile increases monotonically as a
function of Nc/Nt, with all other parameters held constant (for distances beyond
∼ 2 lt from the point of incidence). So we see that under certain conditions (inde-
pendent scattering, and prior knowledge of the scattering asymmetry), by matching
our hybrid phantom media to the measured diffuse DOCP and intensity profiles, we
can approximate the full set of bulk optical parameters.
8.5.1 Approximating the Particle Size Distribution
From above, we see that our diluted samples of Intralipid and milk, are likely closely
related to the matched hybrid phantoms (Phantom 1, and Phatnom 2, respectively)
in terms of the full set of bulk optical parameters g, Nc/Nt, µ
′
s, µa. Next, using these
two media as examples, we briefly demonstrate the application of this information
towards recovery of the particle size distribution. In particular, we show that with
the added knowledge of the circular polarization memory parameter, we can in some
cases see a clear advantage over what could previously be determined using only the
traditional set of bulk parameters.
Beginning with Intralipid, we discussed in Sec. 8.4 that the scattering particles in
this medium have a refractive index ratio of m = 1.106 in water at our wavelength
(λ = 639 nm), and follow an exponential particle size distribution [88]. This lets
us express the normalized particle number density, which we denote, fn(d), as the
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Figure 8.8: Particle size distribution within Intralipid, given as relative number of particles
sizes falling within bins of 50 nm width centered from 25 nm to 675 nm. Red crosses - Dis-
tribution recovered by survey of transmission electron microscopy images (total sample size
of 1436 particles), Van Staveran et al. [88]. Blue dots/line - Distribution recovered via the
scattering asymmetry parameter, g, and the circular polarization memory parameter, Nc/Nt,




where d is the particle diameter (in microns), and α is an unknown constant which
characterizes the distribution. In order to calculate the resulting asymmetry pa-
rameter, and circular polarization memory from this distribution, we require the







where σs is the scattering cross section. Using the parameters of Phantom 1, and
Eqs. 5.24 & 5.25, we can calculate that for a resulting asymmetry of g = 0.70±0.05,
the constant of the size distribution must be within, 10.8 < α < 14.4, and separately,
the values that result in Nc/Nt = 2.0±0.1 are 9.9 < α < 11.1, with an overlap in the
range 10.8 < α < 11.1. From values of α within this overlapping region, the resulting
particle size distribution resembles that found by Van Staveran et al. [88], which
were measured via transmission electron microscope images of Intralipid particles
(with a total sample size of 1436 particles). This comparison is shown in Fig. 8.8,
where we have used the value of α = 10.9, and the distribution is displayed in a
similar manner as in Ref. [88], with the relative fraction of particles with diameters
falling inside bins of width 50 nm. Note that from this description, the distribution
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relating to the absolute particle number can be found with our knowledge of the
approximate scattering coefficient, µs. In the case of Intralipid, a precise recovery of
either the scattering asymmetry parameter, g, or the circular polarization memory,
Nc/Nt, would suffice to characterize the normalized distribution, fn(d), as it only
has one free parameter, α. In fact, Van Staveren et al. used their measured size
distribution (as shown in the figure), along with Mie theory, to calculate the earlier
quoted scattering asymmetry parameter of g = 0.73, so it is no surprise that with
our estimated value of g = 0.70 being very close to this, that we see a similar
approximation for the size distribution. The additional knowledge of Nc/Nt here
would not be neccessary had the asymmetry parameter been determined to a high
degree of accuracy, but in the case of uncertainty it remains useful. It is also worth
noting here that when we make a direct calculation of the circular polarization
memory parameter from the measured distribution in Van Staveran (sampled at the
14 sphere diameters shown in the Fig. 8.8) we arrive at a value of Nc/Nt = 1.97,
which is within 2% of our value found for Phantom 1 that was neccessary to match to
the measured Intralipid profiles. This then serves as a clear example of the forward
modelling potential discussed in Sec. 8.3, as we could have predicted the measured
profile very accurately in this case without directly measuring it.
Next, in the case of milk, the size distribution type of this medium is approx-
imately log-normal [54, 90], having two free parameters relating to the mean, and
standard deviation. Here, the added information provided by the circular polariza-
tion memory parameter can prove invaluable in estimating the particle sizes. The













where, β, and, τ , are the two parameters characterizing the distribution, and, d, is
again the diameter in microns. Figure 8.9(a) shows the two dimensional parameter
space in terms of, β, and τ , where we have included the possible values which result
in g = 0.70 ± 0.05, and Nc/Nt = 2.1 ± 0.1. Contrary to the exponential distribu-
tion, with this problem now being two dimensional, recovering a precise value of
either g, or Nc/Nt would at best reduce the possible solutions to lie somewhere on
a contour spanning the parameter space. Having knowledge of both the asymmetry,
and circular polarization memory however, we significantly reduce the number of
possible solutions to those in the overlapping region shown in the figure. With this
knowledge, we find that all remaining solutions to the size distribution have mean
diameters between3, 0.243 micron, and 0.323 micron, with distribution modes be-
tween 0.194 micron, and 0.323 micron. It is more common4 however to express the











4This convention is largely a product of existing particle sizing techniques, such as those which





























Figure 8.9: Possible solutions of the particle size distribution in Milk given our recovered
bulk scattering parameters. (a) - The parameter space of a log-normal particle size dis-
tribution (Eq. 8.7), including regions which meet the conditions for the given asymmetry
parameter, and circular polarization memory parameter. (b) - Examples of possible solutions
of the particle size distribution displayed as the volume weighted diameter, each of the three
distributions are represented in the overlapping region in (a) by colour coded crosses.
particle distribution in milk (an many other types of particle suspensions) as the
volume weighted diameter, fv(d), expressing the relative fraction of total fat solids
in the form of particles having diameter, d. In Fig. 8.9(b) we show a few examples of
the particle distribution expressed in this manner, where we have normalized to the
maximum value in each case in order to compare the distribution shapes. Each of
these three example distributions are characterized by points within the overlapping
region in Fig. 8.9(a), where they are marked with colour coded crosses. In terms of
the volume weighted diameter, we see that the distribution modes are on the order
of ∼ 0.3µm, and that some solutions are tending towards a near monodisperse type
(such as the solid blue curve), while at the other end of the possible solutions we
have what may be considered more realistic distribution widths for milk (such as
the dashed red curve). Thus for a given application, simple additional constraints
could further narrow down possible solutions, such as an empirically determined
value for the minimum distribution width. For all solutions in the overlapping re-
gion of Fig. 8.9(a) however, the range of possible modes for the volume weighted size
distribution still fall within the range of values reported in Refs. [34, 55, 33], which
were recovered via Laser Light Scattering (LLS, also known as laser diffractometry)
and Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) techniques. In these studies, various homoge-
operate on the Coulter principle, relating the volume of an object flowing through a small aperture
to an electrical impedance [17].
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nization processes are seen to reduce the volume weighted mode in raw bovine milk
from > 1µm, to submicron values, with higher pressure homogenization conditions
leading to smaller distribution modes. Using the parameter, Dv[0.5], represent-
ing the diameter below which 50% of the total volume of all particles are found,
conventional homogenization (two-staged at pressures between 18 MPa−20 MPa)
has been reported to result in 0.25µm< Dv[0.5] < 0.54µm, while homogeniza-
tion at higher pressures (≥ 50 Mpa) results in 0.15µm< Dv[0.5] < 0.44µm, see
Refs. [34, 55, 33]. Comparing these to our solutions, which all fall between be-
tween, 0.320µm< Dv[0.5] < 0.355µm, we see these values are certainly realistic.
Importantly, these offer a narrowed range of solutions as compared to those based
purely on the estimated value of the scattering asymmertry parameter, g, which al-
low distributions having 0.021µm< Dv[0.5] < 0.386µm. Although we were unable
to corroborate the specific homogenization process employed in the production of
our milk samples, these approximations demonstrate how the additional knowledge
of the circular polarization memory can be employed in the particle sizing role, and
have shown promising results. Limitations of this particle sizing approach are that
the medium must be dense (optically thick) so as to allow measurement of diffuse
light, and also that the target medium should exhibit a non-zero circular polar-
ization memory. Obviously, in the case of a medium composed purely of Rayleigh
scatterers, with a value of Nc/Nt ∼ 0, this parameter will not offer any insight
into the precise sizes of these particles. However, that is not to say that the circu-
lar polarization memory parameter is insensitive to the presence of sub-wavelength
Rayleigh scatterers; we have demonstrated earlier that the addition of such scat-
terers to a medium that does exhibit a non-zero circular polarization memory, has
a very significant impact on the parameter Nc/Nt (see Sec. 5.6). Thus, an ideal
application of the inverse problem outlined in this section could involve the remote
detection of sub-wavelength foreign particles within a dense medium consisting of
larger particles.
In this section we have discussed the potential applications of our findings to-
wards the inverse problem, where it was demonstrated that the process of matching
our hybrid phantoms to media of interest (From Sec. 8.4) could, under certain con-
ditions, aid in the recovery of the bulk scattering parameters, including the circular
polarization memory, Nc/Nt. Furthermore, once the scattering parameters have
been successfully recovered, we demonstrated that the additional knowledge pro-
vided by the circular polarization memory parameter can be applied directly to help
approximate the particle size distribution of the medium, given prior knowledge of
the particle refractive index, and distribution type (It is important to note that this
prerequisite information is common in other particle sizing techniques, such as laser
diffractometry, which is at times still inadequate [42]). Particle sizing techniques in
particulate media such as aerosols, emulsions, and suspensions, have many applica-
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tions. These include a range of areas from atmospheric sensing, to biomedicine, and
food sciences [9, 30]. Relevant to our example scattering medium of milk; in the
dairy industry for instance, regular analysis of the milk particle size distribution is
required to assess product quality, and long term viability [55]. Given that this novel
approach can be employed on optically dense media in the backscattering geome-
try, it could offer advantages over existing particle sizing techniques which require
various sample preparation schemes, such as the addition of electrolytes for mea-
suring samples in a Coulter counter [17], or the dilution of samples down to single
scattering concentrations in Laser Light Scattering analysis [49]. Furthermore, by
analyzing the wavelength dependence of the recovered asymmetry parameter g(λ),
and circular polarization memory, Nc(λ)/Nt(λ), more precise estimations of the size
distribution will be possible, and may eliminate the need for prerequisite knowledge
of the distribution type. Lastly, not forgetting the potential for characterizing bi-
ological tissue, a number of changes in cellular morphology are known to coincide
with the onset of cancer, which include an increase in the size of cell nuclei [63, 80].
While the nature and arrangement of scattering components in biological tissue re-
quire additional considerations (regarding non-sphericity, and dependent scattering
effects), analyzing an “equivalent independent spherical size distribution” based on
recovery or approximation of the pair of scattering parameters g, Nc/Nt, could pro-
vide a useful indicator of changes in cellular, and sub-cellular morphology. These are
aspects of the inverse problem that have been enabled by this study, which provide
significant incentive to pursue in future studies.
8.6 Summary
In this chapter, we have introduced a reproducible method for constructing phan-
tom media with precisely controlled sets of the bulk parameters Nc/Nt, g, µ
′
s, µa,
using mixtures of readily available polystyrene microsphere solutions. While previ-
ous studies have investigated the resulting effects of particle polydispersity on the
observed decay of circularly polarized light [22, 3], the technique put forward here
is the first to permit the design of media with predetermined circular depolarization
properties. This has been enabled by our description of polarization memory in poly-
disperse systems from Sec. 5.6. With these “hybrid phantoms”, we demonstrated
that the similarity relations shown in Sec. 7.3.3, can also be observed in polydis-
perse media. This provides further evidence, at least over the range of parameters
investigated, that the set of bulk parameters above are capable of characterizing the
influence of a medium on the transport of circularly polarized light. In addition to
these demonstrations of similarity, we covered a duo of applications for employing
hybrid phantoms, including forward modelling, and replicating depolarization sig-
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nals in biological and other complex media. Lastly, we discussed how knowledge of
the scattering asymmetry parameter, and the circular polarization memory parame-
ter could be applied in the inverse problem, where in our examples we demonstrated
an ability to approximate aspects of the particle size distribution in both Intralipid,
and samples of bovine milk, showing close agreement with other established tech-
niques employed in the particle sizing role. In the next chapter, we will provide a
final summary of the findings of this thesis as a whole.
Chapter 9
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis reports on our efforts to both understand, and to exploit, the unique
nature of circular depolarization within scattering media, and the associated circular
polarization memory effect. Past investigations into this phenomena have observed
a complicated dependence on the properties of various biological, and non-biological
media, particularly concerning the case of particle polydispersity. This behaviour has
hinted that further modelling may enable additional information to be gathered from
such measurements. In short, we pursued a description of the transport of circularly
polarized light that would link the composition of a medium, to the observable
depolarization of an incident circularly polarized light source.
By beginning with a simple random walk Monte Carlo model of photon propa-
gation within a “polarization space”, we focused on characterizing the decay of the
circular component of polarization, or the photons “helicity”, within monodisperse
scattering media. From this model we observed that the average degree of circular
polarization, Pc(n), decays via a simple exponential as a function of the scattering
order, which lead to a derivation of the same decay parameter in an exact manner,
based on the scattering matrix elements (resulting in Eq. 5.15). Then, taking an
important step towards resolving a previously unanswered question, we extended
this derivation into a general form which includes media that consist of collections
of non-identical particles. From this it was then made possible to rapidly calcu-
late a characteristic spatial depolarization scale (the circular polarization memory
parameter, Nc/Nt), based on any arbitrary distribution of independent spherical
scattering particles. Employing this description in an analysis of a simplified model
of particle size distribution in tissue-like media, it was then shown that the effect of
particle polydipsersity on the circular polarization memory parameter was consis-
tent with observations of biological samples that exhibited depolarization properties
of “Rayleigh-like” particles, whilst possessing asymmetric scattering of “Mie-like”
particles. Explaining this seemingly paradoxical scattering behaviour, and the asso-
ciated differences observed between biological tissue and common optical phantom
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media, was one of the primary motivations we discussed in Chapter 1 and in Sec. 5.1,
where it is now apparent that particle size distribution likely plays a major role.
In Part III of this work, it then remained to confirm our expectation that the
circular polarization memory parameter would be simply related to the observed
depolarization of diffusely scattered light. This investigation was firstly conducted
with the help of a third party Monte Carlo algorithm, where after conducting a se-
ries of more than 150 separate simulations, we confirmed that the parameter Nc/Nt
appears to have a simple monotonic relationship to the measurable diffuse DOCP
in the backscattering geometry. Additionally, we found evidence that suggested the
existence of a new class of “similarity relationship”. Here, remarkably, the effect of a
medium on the measurable DOCP of diffusely backscattered light appears to be well
contained within a set of only four bulk parameters, being the circular polarization
memory parameter, Nc/Nt, the scattering asymmetry parameter, g, the reduced
scattering coefficient, µ′s, and the absorption coefficient, µa. Next, by introducing a
new method of constructing optical phantom media with controlled circular polar-
ization memory, we were then able to explore these similarity relationships in a real
lab scenario. Using these “hybrid phantoms”, we were able to show evidence of the
same type of similarity relationships that were observed in our simulations, but in
media whose composition differed greatly in terms of particle size distribution. From
these findings, we have realized our objective of describing a link between medium
composition, and observable depolarization, where we now have the ability to cal-
culate the four bulk parameters for any independent spherical scattering medium,
and, over the parameter range explored, these appear to well describe the mediums
influence on the measurable DOCP at locations sufficiently spaced from an incident
light source.
Finally we moved on to investigating the possible applications of our findings,
including those which could exploit both the flexibility of our new hybrid phantoms
in terms of the scattering parameters, and which would also exploit the similarity
relationships that we had observed. Perhaps the most immediately realizable appli-
cation that we demonstrated, is that of designing phantoms which can accurately
mimic the depolarization of circularly polarized light within much more complex
biological tissues, and other media. Optical phantom media that can replicate the
scattering characteristics of biological tissue play an important role in the biomed-
ical optics field, and are commonly employed. Our new hybrid phantoms improve
on existing (typically monodisperse) phantoms, by accurately replicating the circu-
lar depolarization characteristics of these media, as well as the observations based
on non-polarimetric intensity measurments. This is an important application of
our findings, and will allow for future investigations into tissue polarimetry to be
conducted in a more accurate, controlled, and reproducible manner.
An additional application that we explored included employing hybrid optical
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phantoms in the role of forward modelling, where they could be used to provide a
means of approximating measurements of the diffuse DOCP from a medium, based
only on knowledge of the composition (and thus the calculated set of bulk optical
parameters). Towards this role, we demonstrated the feasibility (and available ac-
curacy) of creating a database of phantom media which could form a rapid forward
modelling solution. It was later shown that this could be a very accurate approach,
as the predicted value of circular polarization memory based on the particle distribu-
tion of an Intralipid scattering medium, was very close (within 2%) to the value that
we later retrieved in the inverse problem. Next, this inverse problem, was the final
application that we investigated. Here it was found that matching hybrid phantoms
to (independent) scattering media of unknown composition, could aid in the recov-
ery of the set of four bulk optical parameters, including the circular polarization
memory parameter. Further, we showed that knowledge of the circular polarization
memory parameter could be employed to provide additional information on particle
size distribution of a suitable medium, given prior knowledge of the distribution
type, and the particle refractive index. This method was shown to display close
agreement with other established particle sizing techniques, and it is expected that
with the addition of wavelength dependent analysis of this parameter Nc/Nt, along
with the parameter g, this method could offer even further information in the inverse
problem. This will be an important extension to focus on in future work.
In this work we have made significant steps towards a more complete under-
standing of circular depolarization, with our primary novel contributions being the
description of a fundamental circular depolarization scale in polydisperse media; the
uncovering of an apparent new class of similarity relationships for the measurable
DOCP which extends into the polydisperse regime; and the introduction of a new
class of optical scattering media which can be constructed with predetermined levels
of circular polarization memory. We hope that these findings will open up a number
of new areas of investigation, including in the areas of tissue polarimetry, polariza-




Deriving an Expression for γc
In this Appendix we derive the expression for the quantity, γc, representing the aver-
age scattered DOCP from a single scattering event, relative to the incident DOCP.
This derivation follows a similar strategy to that covered in Chapter 4 of Bohren
and Huffman [11], which was used for the derivation of the scattering asymmetry
parameter, g, given by Eq. (3.22). Here, our goal is to separate the angular depen-
dence of the integral and solve for it exactly, allowing for an efficient calculation







S33(µ) dµ , (A.1)
where again, µ = cos θ. In terms of the amplitude scattering matrix elements, S1








1 dµ , (A.2)
where the star denotes the complex conjugate. Next, using Eqs. (3.7) & (3.8), we
can express the integrand in terms of the Mie coefficients, an, bn, and the angular
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Separating the angular functions from the Mie coefficients we can express the inside
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with our attention now turned towards solving the integrals:
T(1)nm =
∫ 1




−1 τnτm dµ ,
T(3)nm =
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and P 1n are the associated Legendre polynomials of degree, n, and order, 1. Evalu-
ating these integrals for all angles at once allows us to exploit the orthogonality of
the Legendre functions. We find that:
T(1)nm =

−n(n+ 1) if m = n− 1, n− 3, n− 5, ...
0 if m = n
m(m+ 1) if m = n+ 1, n+ 3, n+ 5, ...
T(2)nm =

−m(m+ 1) if m = n− 2, n− 4, n− 6, ...
n(2n2−1)(n+1)
2n+1
if m = n
n(n+ 1) if m = n+ 2, n+ 4, n+ 6, ...
T(3)nm =

m(m+ 1) if m = n− 2, n− 4, n− 6, ...
n(n+ 1) if m = n
n(n+ 1) if m = n+ 2, n+ 4, n+ 6, ...
T(4)nm =

m(m+ 1) if m = n− 1, n− 3, n− 5, ...
0 if m = n
−n(n+ 1) if m = n+ 1, n+ 3, n+ 5, ...
(A.9)
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Inserting each expression into Eq. (A.5), it turns out that all terms cancel except
for those from T(2)nm, and T
(3)
nm with m = n. This leaves us with a final description














B.1 Program stokes walk
% This Monte Carlo m-file will simulate a number of photons
% undergoing a random walk in a ‘‘polarization space’’ which
% results from succesive scattering events by identical
% spherical particles. Define all variables within the first
% section accordingly. The resulting output is a
% (4 x Np x N_events) array called ‘‘Stokes_array’’,
% containing the polarization states of all photons for each
% scattering order, where Np is the number of photons, and
% N_events is the total number of scattering events for each
% photon. This file calls on the functions IQUV_new, I_new,
% and subsequently on the C. Matzler functions: Mie_abcd,
% Mie_pt, and Mie_S12.
%




n_cores = 1; % change to number of available computer cores
parpool(n_cores); % Comment out this line if you don’t have the
% ..MATLAB parallel computing toolbox
lambda = 0.639; % wavelength in microns
n_sphere = 1.58668; % Refractive index of sphere
n_background = 1.33144; % Background refractive index
dia = 0.3; % Sphere diameter in microns
a = dia/2; % radius
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k = 2*pi*n_background/lambda; % wavenumber
x = k*a; % Size parameter
m = n_sphere/n_background; % refractive index ratio
Stokes_in = [1 0 0 1]’ % Initial Stokes vector [I Q U V]’
if norm(Stokes_in(2:4)) > Stokes_in(1);
disp(’warning: norm([Q U V]) must be less than or equal to I’)
end
Stokes_in = Stokes_in./(Stokes_in(1)); % Normalizing to unit intensity
Np = 10; % Total number of photons to simulate
N_events = 50; % Number of scattering events for each photon
%%
Stokes_array = zeros(4,Np,N_events +1);
parfor p = 1:Np; % Change ‘parfor’ to ‘for’ if you don’t have the
% ..parallel computing toolbox
temp = zeros(4,N_events+1);
temp(:,1) = Stokes_in;









B.2 Function IQUV new
% Function IQUV_new simulates a single scattering event
% from a photon interacting with a sphere of size
% parameter, x, and refractive index ratio, m = n_s/n_b,
% where n_s is the refractive index on the sphere and
% n_b is the refractive index of the background medium.
% The function takes an input state "Stokes_in", and
% outputs a new scattered state "Stokes_out" randomly
% sampled from Mie theory using the acceptance-rejection
% sampling method. IQUV_new calls on function I_new to
% determine acceptance criteria.
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%
% C. Macdonald, March 2015.
%(IQUV_new also calls on functions Mie_S12, Mie_pt, and
% Mie_abcd, C.Maetzler, June 2002)
function Stokes_out = IQUV_new(m,x,Stokes_in)
% Randomly picks new phi angle, rotates vector
phi = 360*rand; % Uniform random phi on {0,360} (degrees)
M_rot = [1 0 0 0; 0 cosd(2*phi) sind(2*phi) 0;...
0 -sind(2*phi) cosd(2*phi) 0; 0 0 0 1]; % Rotation
Stokes_trial = M_rot*Stokes_in; % Rotate vector
c_theta = 2*rand-1; % Uniform random cos(theta) on {-1,1}
r_number = rand; % Uniform random number on {0,1}
% rejection loop
while I_new(m,x,Stokes_trial,c_theta) < r_number;
%Direction has been rejected, choose new direction
phi = 360*rand;
M_rot = [1 0 0 0; 0 cosd(2*phi) sind(2*phi) 0;...









S11 = 0.5*(S2*conj(S2) + S1*conj(S1));
S12 = 0.5*(S2*conj(S2) - S1*conj(S1));
S33 = 0.5*(conj(S2)*S1 + S2*conj(S1));
S34 = (i/2)*(S1*conj(S2) - S2*conj(S1));
M_scatt = [S11 S12 0 0; S12 S11 0 0;...
0 0 S33 S34; 0 0 -S34 S33];
Stokes_out = M_scatt*Stokes_trial;
% Re-normalize to unit intensity
Stokes_out = Stokes_out./(Stokes_out(1));
end
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B.3 Function I new
% Function I_new takes an input Stokes vector "Stokes_in"
% and a sphere of size parameter, x, and refractive index
% ratio, m, and outputs the intensity of the outgoing stokes
% vector (scattered with a cosine theta of c_theta) relative
% to the maximum possible intensity which occurs when
% c_theta = 1,(assuming the assymetry parameter is greater
% to, or equal to zero).
%
% C. Macdonald, March 2015.
%(I_new also calls on the function, Mie_S12, and subsequently
% Mie_pt, and Mie_abcd, C.Maetzler, June 2002)
function I = I_new(m,x,Stokes_in,c_theta)





S11_max = 0.5*(S2_max*conj(S2_max) + S1_max*conj(S1_max));
S12_max = 0.5*(S2_max*conj(S2_max) - S1_max*conj(S1_max));
I_out_max = S11_max*Stokes_in(1) + S12_max*Stokes_in(2);





S11 = 0.5*(S2*conj(S2) + S1*conj(S1));
S12 = 0.5*(S2*conj(S2) - S1*conj(S1));
I_out = S11*Stokes_in(1) + S12*Stokes_in(2);
I = I_out./I_out_max; % Ratio of output intensity to maximum
end
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B.4 Function Mie memory
% Function "Mie_memory" takes the sphere refractive index
% ratio, m, the sphere size parameter, x, and the wavenumber,
% k, of an incident plane wave and outputs
% [gamma_c, N_c, Nc_Nt, g, C_scatt]. gamma_c is the average
% scattered DOCP relative to the incident DOCP. N_c is the
% helicity survival parameter, Nc_Nt is the circular polarization
% memory parameter. g, is the asymmetry parameter of the
% scattering phase function, and C_scatt is the scattering cross
% section. The wavenumber can simply be set to k = 1 if the
% scattering cross section is not explicitly required as an output,
% all other values will remain correct.
%
% C. Macdonald, March 2015.
%
% (‘‘Mie_memory’’ also calls on the function "Mie_abcd" to
% calculate the Mie coefficients up to n_max, C. Maetzler, 2002)
function out = Mie_memory(m,x,k)
Coeff = Mie_abcd(m,x); % Mie coefficients
n_max = size(Coeff,2); % total number of terms being included
n = 1:n_max;
% Shifted coefficients for calculating phase function moment, g
Coeff_shift(:,n_max) = zeros(4,1);
Coeff_shift(:,1:n_max-1) = Coeff(:,2:n_max);
% Front Factors in equations
scatt_FF = 2.*n+1; % Scattering coefficient FF
gamma_FF = ((2.*n+1).^2 + (2.*n +1).*(2.*n.^2 -1))./(n.*(n+1));
% gamma_c FF
g_FF1 = n.*(n+2)./(n+1);















out = [gamma_c, N_c, Nc_Nt, g, C_scatt];
B.5 Function Microspheres
% Function "Microspheres" calculates the optical properties of a
% gaussian size distribution of spherical scatterers having
% average diameter "d_av", with a standard deviation of "std" and
% a total percentage weight by volume (w/v) of "perc" (e.g. for 2.6%
% polystyrene, enter 2.6). Properties currently apply to polystyrene
% spheres in water at 639nm wavelength. Change parameters if requried.
% This function also calls on the function "Mie_memory".
% NOTE: For nominal operation, ensure that (d_av - 4*std > 0).
%
% C. Macdonald, June 2015.
function out = Microspheres(d_av, std, perc)
ns = 1.58668; % refractive index of polystyrene @ 639nm
rho_s = 1.05; % density of sphere (polystyrene, grams per ml)
CV = std/d_av; % Coefficient of Variance
W = perc/100; % weight of polystyrene per ml
lambda = 0.639; % wavelength (micrometers)
nb = 1.33144; % refractive index of water @ 639nm
m = ns/nb; %refractive index ratio
k = 2*pi*nb/lambda; % wavenumber
X_av = pi*nb*d_av/lambda; % average size parameter
%%%% polydispersion %%%%
hw = 4; % half-width of integral in units of std. dev.
d = linspace(d_av-hw.*std,d_av+hw.*std,101); % sampled sphere diameters
X = pi.*d.*nb./lambda; % sampled sphere size parameters
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for z = 1:length(d)
PARAMS = Mie_memory(m,X(z),k);
gamma_c(z) = PARAMS(1); % Average scattered DOCP (relative)
Nc(z) = PARAMS(2); % Helicity survival parameter
g(z) = PARAMS(4); % asymmetry parameter
C_scatt(z) = PARAMS(5); % Scattering cross section in square microns
end
N_rel = normpdf(X,X_av,CV*X_av); % relative number of each size
N_rel = N_rel./sum(N_rel); % normalize
Vols = (4*pi/3).*(d./(2*1e4)).^3; % volume of each sampled sphere (ml)
const = W/(rho_s.*sum(N_rel.*Vols)); % factor to get the actual number.
N_per_ml = N_rel.*const; % actual number of each size per ml
N_per_m3 = N_per_ml./1e12; % actual number of each size per cubic micron
Ifx = N_rel.*C_scatt;
Ifx = Ifx./sum(Ifx); % weighting function for scattering parameters
mu_s = sum(N_per_m3.*C_scatt).*1e3; % scattering coefficient (mm^-1)
gamma_c_final = sum(Ifx.*gamma_c); % Value of gamma_c for the polydisp.
g_final = sum(Ifx.*g); % Value of g for the polydispersion
Nc_final = -1./log(gamma_c_final); % Value of Nc for the polydispersion
Nc_Nt_final = Nc_final.*(1-g_final); % Value of Nc/Nt
Np = sum(N_per_m3); % number of individual particles per cubic micron
mu_s = sum(N_per_m3.*C_scatt).*1e3; % mu_s of polydispersion (mm^-1)
mu_s_dash = mu_s.*(1-g_final); % % mu_s’ of polydispersion (mm^-1)
out = [gamma_c_final, g_final, Nc_final, Nc_Nt_final, mu_s, mu_s_dash, Np];
B.6 Function Mie abcd
function result = Mie_abcd(m, x)
% Computes a matrix of Mie coefficients, a_n, b_n, c_n, d_n,
% of orders n=1 to nmax, complex refractive index m=m’+im",
% and size parameter x=k0*a, where k0= wave number
% in the ambient medium, a=sphere radius;
% p. 100, 477 in Bohren and Huffman (1983) BEWI:TDD122
% C. Matzler, June 2002
nmax=round(2+x+4*x^(1/3));
n=(1:nmax); nu = (n+0.5); z=m.*x; m2=m.*m;
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sqx= sqrt(0.5*pi./x); sqz= sqrt(0.5*pi./z);
bx = besselj(nu, x).*sqx;
bz = besselj(nu, z).*sqz;













result=[an; bn; cn; dn];
B.7 Function Mie pt
function result=Mie_pt(u,nmax)
% pi_n and tau_n, -1 <= u= cos(theta) <= 1, n1 integer from 1 to nmax
% angular functions used in Mie Theory
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B.8 Function Mie S12
function result = Mie_S12(m, x, u)
% Computation of Mie Scattering functions S1 and S2
% for complex refractive index m=m’+im",
% size parameter x=k0*a, and u=cos(scattering angle),
% where k0=vacuum wave number, a=sphere radius;
% s. p. 111-114, Bohren and Huffman (1983) BEWI:TDD122
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